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The exchange of  information by experts is  the essential  feature  and
object  of  all  meetings bearing the title  !s1'rnposium'.  This was
certainly  the case with  this  symposium  on data banks in  agriculture
within  the European Community.  It  was organized by the Directorate-
General for  Scientific  and Technical lnformation  and Information
Management  (DG XIII)  of  the Commission of  the European Communities,
on the initiative  of  the Agricultural  Working Group of  the Committee
for  Information and Documentation in  Science  and Technology (CIDST).
The wide spread of  subjects has been divided  into  three groups:
animal production,  including  food technology; plant  production,
including  soil  science; and agricultural  management information
systems. Variances in  description  of  the concept of  data banks as
well  as a vagueness  in  conceptions of  the word were and are typical
of  a first  meeting  on a subject which did  not begin to  flourish
until  the seventies.
The exchange of  information  was intended to  be a basis for  con-
sideration  of  the possibilities  for  collaboration  within  the Euro-
pean Community and for  the avoidance of  duplication  of  effort  in
the various countries.  This is  of  course particularly  important in
connection with  the creation  of  a network for  data communication in
Europe (Euronet).
Discussions along these lines  resulted  in  an ample harvest of  ideas'
advice, indications  and recommendations  on likely  paths to  success
and on the pace of  future  development.
Material  resulting  from the  symposium  has been studied further  by
a committee consisting  of:
u.  schritzsack  -  chairman of  the Agricultural  working Group
p.  Dagnelie  -  vice-chairman, in  charge of  the Agricultural
Management  Information  Systems (AMIS) Group
V. Fischbach  -  Vice-Chairman,  Animal Production  Group




-  General reporter
-  DG XIII
-  DG XIII
and me as Chairman of  the  symposium  and this  committee.
This study has resulted  in  some 'conclusions and recommendations'
offered  to  the Agricultural  Working Group for  further  consideration.
The publication  of  these proceedings is  a further  step on the  road
to  the improvement  of  compatibility  and collaboration  between  data
banks within  the CommunitY.
Drs. K.E. Krolis,  ChairmanIntroduction
Udo Schritzsack*,  Instj-tut  frfr  Dokumentations'uesen,, Frankfurt/tr,lain,
Federal Republi-c of  Germany
The l"lenber countries  of  the European communiE.ies  rlEC) can alread.y
Iook back on a long history  of: documentation  and j"nformation
(D and r)  in  the various fierds  of  aqricultural  sc:ience" There
have been, and stirl  are,  therefore,  a whore seriels of  excellent
services,  of  regional  as well  as Iocal  interr:st,  available  to  the
various users,  from the farmer to  the scient:Lst. r'articularry  out-
standing in  this  context are t.he bibliographic  services provided in
the various  Community languages.
BibTiographic  data -  Data basers
It  was therefore  only  to  be expected that  the Agricultural  Working
Group (AWG) of  the Committee  for  Scientific  and. Terchnical Information
and Documentation  (crDsr) of  the European cornmunities  (EC), which
was set up in  1969, should first  devote its  attent.ion to  the biblio-
graphic sector,  with  the emphasis  on coordination of  the existing
services,  and to  the extension,  in  specific  f_ields, of  the range of
research registers,  bibriographies  and abstracting  journals  in  the
form of  data bases.
AGREP
The most important projects  (among which I  would nurnber in  particular
those which have resulted  in  the expansion of  the range of  services
availabre)  include the creation  of  a pennanent inventory of  agri-
cultural  research projects  in  the community countries  (AGREP). This
project  (which was initially  organized by the Directorate-General
for  Scientific  and Technical Informaticn  and Information Management
-  DG XIII)  has reached the operational  ptrase and now also receives
the technical  and financial  support of  the Di.rectorate-General  for
Agriculture  (DG VI).
AGRIS
The second major project  is  the common EC contribution  to  the
information  system of  the agricultural  organization of  the United
Nations (FAO), the Wor1d bibliography  for  agriculture,  AGRIS. It
consists  in  collecting  and processing the lit.erature  of' the Comnunity
* u.  schrftzsack is  chairman of  the Agricurtural  working Group of
the Cormnittee for  Scientific  and Technical In.formation and Documen-
tation  of  the European Cornmunities.
2Countries  and is  backed by a wide range of  supporting services in
this  field  (EURAGRIS).
Factual- and numeric data -  Data banks
Early in  its  existence the AWG turned its  attention  to  the collection,
analysis and distribution  of  other data of  importance to  agriculture,
i.e  factual  and numeric data.  A distincti-on  is  rnade between
collections  of  such data,  known as data banks, and data bases.
rn the EC there are a whole series  of  factual  and numeric  data
banks. Their  full  scope can onry be guessed at.  Mention  may be made
in  this  context of  a study financed by the Commission on the  recom-
mendation of  the AWG; but  this  is  restricted  to  French data banks
and urgently  needs extending to  cover the other Member  Countries,
Many of  the existing  data banks have been developed in  a national
context and are geared to  the requirements of  the respective
countries,  with  the result  that  they are only of  limited  use to
other countriesi  e.g.  data collectj,rns  on the structure  of  agricul-
ture  in  a specific  sector,  data corlections  on price  trends,  animal
husbandry, etc.  But there are also national,  bilateral  and multi-
Iateral  data banks which are used by one or  all  the Mernber Countries
of  the Conmunity.
Mention should be made, in  conclusion,  of  data banks which are
worldwide in  originr  coverage and use; e.g.  a plant  gene data bank
and a feedingstuffs  data bank. Information  on both of  these wiII  be
presented at  this  symposium.
From the technical  viewpoint also,  the available  material  covers
a very broad spectrum, including  agricultural  policy  and agricul-
tural  sociology,  farming and meat production,  including  veterinary
medicine, food technology and the nutritional  sciences.
Aims of  the sgmposium
The Symposium will  come to  grips  with  this  collection  of  problems.
The organizers are weII  aware that  it  can only constitute  an initial
exchange of  views. But a certain  number of  indicative  observations
may safely  be made at  this  stage:
-  The main purpose of  the Symposium is  to  provide a forum for  the
exchange of  experience,  not only at  a technical  level  but  also
regarding  methods, The following  question springs to  mind: "Is  it
possible to  develop a data sheet containing  a minimum  number of
categories which are common to  all  data banks, as in  the case of
bibliographic  documentation? "
-  The Slmposium should provide an overall  view of  the data banks
available  in  the Cormrunity; the organizers are fully  aware that  not
aII  data banks can be represented here; but  the basis for  a complete
survey does exist.  The following  question might be asked in  this
context:  "Is  it  desirable  to  carry  out a deeper and more comprehen-
sive survey and, if  so, what data should/could  be collected?  Also,
what data are subject to  secrecy rules?"
-  The Symposium ought to  examine the preconditions  for  possible
Comnunity  action  where the usersr requirements are not already met
by the existing  services.  In  this  context,  it  would be particularlyimportant  to  answer the question:  "Which actions should be taken
at  a Community level  and which should be pursued in  a national
context? "
I  hope and trust  that  the  speakers and other pa.rticipants  will
have a variety  of  further  ideas and expectations regarding this
conference. It  will  then become clear  if  there  EIr,3 €nough common
interests  to  justify  actions  (whatever their  form).  It  is  with  this
in  mind that  I  wish the Slanposium every success!The needs of  data bank users and some data
banks in  food science
D.D. Singer, Ministry  of  Agriculture,  Fisheries  and Food, London,
United Kingdom
Sunmarg
The differences  in  the development,  design, promotion and
use of  in-house data banks and internationally  based data
banks are outlined.  Many of  the difficulties  experienced
with  j-nternationally  based data banks arise  from separate
motivation  of  the  system organisers,  those who produce
the data,  and those who will  use it,  especially  when bio-
logical  data are involved.  Questions concerning validation,
inexpert  interpretation,  misuse and security  can lead to
suspicion,  distrust  and misunderstanding  of  data bank
concept. This situation  must be combatted by a clear
understanding of  aII  the implications  and by early  and
continuous contact between the sponsors, future  users
and system designers. Examples of  data banks in  the food
and biological  areas are discussed.
The Data Bank is  nothing new. Since man first  began to  establish
facts  it  soon became apparent that  some form of  record was essen-
tial  if  these facts  were to  be used in  the future  either  by him who
established those facts  or by others.  This need stems essentially
from the limitations  of  human  memory and intellect.  Not all  priests
or  rulers  could be expected to  remember  lists  of  their  predecessors
or  days when eclipses  occur;  few were expected to  remember mathema-
tical  tables,  even of  the simplest kind.  The data embodied in  such
d.ata bases has irnportant characteristics.  First  it  is  established
by decree or by rigid  experiment or proof.  In  the latter  instance
the procedure leading up to  the production of  the data can be
verified  by argument, further  experiment or by the occurrence of  a
predicted event. There was, therefore,  Iittle  doubt that  the data
was indeed factual..  Second, the data was established for  the most
part  by those who would be most likely  to  use it  and was often
intentionally  withheld  from general use as part  of  a social  system
which maintained the superiority  of  a ruling  hierarchy.  Third  the
cost of  deriving  the data and of  maintaining it  in  organised form
came out of  what today we call  public  funds. Justification  of  the
whole system was not questioned and the need was self-evident  and
unchallengeable .
This situation  did  not change in  essentials  for  several thousand
years. Scientific  and technical  data banks developed as the producer
of  data saw that  order was necessary  to  employ his  findings.  Another
need for  data banks emerged -  the need to  find  the gaps in  existingt
knowledge. Eventually,  and particularly  as mechanical  and engineeringsciences developed, the organi.sation of  data becanle a commercial
endeavour and clata banks, in  the form of  books wer:e published for
the use of  other workers withi.n the  same disr:ipline  as the authors
or within  an al-lied  field.  Thre works of  Heilbron and Beilstein  in
organic chemist-ry, or Bentham and Hooker on lBritis;h Flora or of
Kaye and Laby on physical  properties  of  mate:rials were familiar  to
me as a student and were in  sufficient  demanrf to  ;tustify  cornmercial
production.
This situation  has now changed. It  seems trl  me that  this  change
has been brougkrt about not by any one factor  but try a concatenation
of  circumstancels,  by a number of  factors,  th,at togyether  have
revolutionised  previous concepts of  not only how ctata can be stored
and retrieved,  but  of  how and by whom it  should be used. The first
of  these factor:s is  the development of  the e,lectrc>nic computer to
a point  where j-t  is  possible to  concentrate  :in a r:elatively  small
space enormous amounts of  information  in  a f,trm that  permits
retrieval  in  a great  variety  of  ways. The sertond factor  is  the
emergence of  a new discipline,  that  of  Information Science. In  the
UK alone there are now five  urriversities  affr:rd.incJ the student an
opportuniiy  to  obtain post-graduate  qualificationsi  in  this  subject;
similar  progresis has been made in  other counbries, Third is  the
vast  increase i-n the volume of: work turned or"rt by the world's
technical  and scientif  ic  insti.tutions,  an in,:reasel of  such extent
that  it  could i-n many cases not be dealt  with  in  the absence of
the computer and the  informati.on  scientist.
There is,  hovrever, a fourth  factor  and one whictr poses a new
challenqe  to  those working in  the biological  sciences.  This factor
is  crystallisecl  in  a statement. contained in,a  paperr written  c.  t97O
for  the  OECD Committee  on Management of  Envi:ronmental Quality  and
Information  anil Data. It  said:  "The environmental area is  one in
which scientifj-c  and technical. information  can no longer be consider-
ed the  concern of  scientists  and technologis'ts alone; decision
makers and poli-cy makers requi.re information  from a variety  of
sources, analysed and presenterd in  ways that  reflerct  their  special
requirements." This implies  that  the need fo:r the data bank is
generated.  not by those who produce the data,  nor by those who wiII
use it  themselves  in  the course of  further  sr:ienti.fic  and technical
endeavour,  but by others who rreed it  to  shape admj.nistrative policies,
Iegislation  ancl in  the long run the destiny,  perh;tps, of  our civil-
isation.
It  is  now the  s;ituation  that  three  separatel'y iderrtifiable  cormnuni-
ties  of  workers are involved i.n the data bank: thel data producer,
working in  the laboratory,  who publishes in  ,f,ne form or  another the
results  of  experiment;  the irrformation scie:ntist  who organises the
data and decides on the shape that  the storage ancl retrieval  system
can take;  and the user,  possibly  also a labo:ratorlr worker, but  also
very possibly  ei 'desk scientist'  or  an admin.istrator  or  legislator
without  special-ised relevant  scientific  knowledge  or training.  No
Ionger is  the format and conternt of  the data bank under the control
of  the data processor  and user:.
fhis  dichotonry, or  to  invent. a new English word,' trichotomy,  in-
troduces new di-fficulties  and problems to  th,3 scientist'  which in
6this  short paper can be discussed only briefly  and not in  any pre-
conceived order of  priority.  The first  which comes to  mind is  the
question of  the validity  of  data.  In  the bio-sciences,  experiments
are not as easily  and readily  repeated as they are in,  for  instance,
the physical  and engineering  sciences or  even the chemical and bio-
chemical fields.  Often the costs in  relation  to  the overall  impor-
tance to  general scientific  progress  makes repetition  unlikely.
The materials  and conditions  involved are variable  and not easily
defined if  they are capable of  definition  at  all  in  our present
state  of  knowledge. This is  well  known to  the biologist,  geneticist,
medical investigator,  agricultural  or  food scientist.  In  the course
of his  work he wiIII  use his  knowledge  and accumulated experience
to  weigh up the significance  of  data and the use to  which he will
put  it.  If  he is  charged with  the task of  producing a d.ata bank for
use within  his  own organisation he will  select  which data he feels
is  reliable  according to  the prompting of  these critical  faculties
and further,  which requires  further  evidence and which might be re-
jected  irnmediately.  The information  scientist  working remotely
cannot do this.  Again the availability  of  the computer with  its
enormous  powers of  memory, tempts the information  scientist  -  and
others -  to  endow the data bank with  a comprehensiveness  that  has
rarely  been previously  considered. or  been possible.  There is  a
tendency to  include all  data regardless of  its  validity  and also of
the likelihood  of  its  ever being used or  required with  frequency.
Informati-on scientists  are trained  to  consider  how costs of  data
element retrieval  rise  as the number of  data elements increases;
what they cannot do is  to predict  the need for  recall  in  any one
case. The costs of  some data banks are now rising  so fast  that  it
seems timely  to  debate whether the facility  of  rapid  recall  of  data
that  is  afforded is  justifiable.  After  all  scarcely any piece of
data cannot be found at  all  by the traditional  methods of  library
searching or by communication  with  a colleague. At another meeting
which I  attended recently  the intention  to  put  into  a data bank
the toxicological,  biochemical, physical  properties  of  two million
environmental chemicals together with  peripheral  information  of  a
commercial nature was mentioned. Such a facility  would confer  a
tremendous  ad.vantage on those concerned with  environmental problems,
but would the cost  involved really  be justified  by the saving in
time,  and would time be saved in  the  long run? If  one hundred
workers are available  for  two hundred days a year it  would take one
hundred years to  assemble this  data if  each chemical occupied one
man day -  a gross und.erestimate.
Such problems are of  concern to  many in  government and commerce
who would be beneficiaries  of  such vast  data bank enterprises.
However,  these are insignificant  to  many in  j_ndustry who see the
data bank as a great  danger to  the way in  which they at  present
carry out their  business. Tf,  they say, we are compelled either
by rigid  legal  mandate, or by persuasion of  ethics,  to  give up
previously  privately  held data to  the data bank, are we not opening
our business up to  our competitors  or to  well-meaning but misguided
pressure groups or to  political  agitators?  Under the  'Freedom of
rnformation Act'  in  the usA it  has been said that  B0B of  enquiries
have been made by companies  anxious to  determine their  competitorslactivities.  Even if  data banksr are intended for  restricted  use how
long can it  be in  these days of  open government  in  the Community
and in  the USA before pressure to  make alf  d,ata f::eely  available
becomes  irresistable?
The answers  t-o these questions are not  scientifj-c  in  nature.
They can only be truty  determj-ned by awaitin,J the outcome of  events.
However, I  believe  that  they should be more :fully  discussed and
that  it  is  the duty of  the scj.entist  to point  thent out to  society.
If  we are to  surmount the diff:iculties  as they arj-se I  suggest that
it  would be as well  to  estabLi-sh even closer  links  and liaison
between the daLa bank user,  the information  scientist  and the
administrator  zrnd legislator  t.han we have hitherto  enjoyed. This
meeting  may wel.I be a step in  this  directj-on.
FinaIIy,  I  will-  outline  very briefly  three data banks in  the area
of  food sciencel and technologl', referring  in  passi-ng  to  the  arguments
I  have previously  mentioned. Siome thirty  yea.rs ago workers in
nutrition  at  Crunbridge perceived the need to  accurrulate  data on the
nutritional  properties  of  foodstuffs  available  ancl commonly con-
sumed in  the United Kingdom.  llhe outcome of  their  work was the
well-known pubJ-ication of  McCeince and Widdowson ':lhe Composition of
Foods | .  Eventu;rlly the costs of  producing the rev:-sions of  the data
became too high for  the funds then available,  and an appeal  was
made to  the UK Government for  help.  Today data on about one
thousand indivj-dual  foodstuffs; is  collected  from a variety  of  sources
including  the  food industry  and much data is  estalllished by fresh
experiment or  s;ubjected to  fur:ther checking .before being stored by
the Ministry  o1: Agriculture,  Irisheries  and F,cod's computers.  The
interpretation  of  this  data is  a joint  matter for  the Dunn Nutri-
tional  Laboratory  at  Cambridge and the Ministry's  own nutrition
experts before it  is  eventuall-y published in  the form of  a book
freely  availablLe.  It  should be noted that  the neecl is  sufficient  to
justify  publication,  but  on-Ij-ne computer facilitlz  is  not nec€ssdr!r
and that  the subject matter is; analysed  and validated  as thoroughly
as possible before publicatiorr.  Commercial  detailsi  are not published.
Another data bank with  whictr I  am currently  conr:erned is  one which
wiII  contain analytical  data on contaminants  in  food consumed in
the UK. Examination  of  the hurrdreds of  thousands of  analyses  carried
out in  the UK on heavy metals in  food reveal that  over forty  items
of  information  can refer  to  one particular  analyt:Lcal result,  but
that  the  likelj"hood of  each item being the focal  point  for  data
recall  varies  considerably.  For example whereas we may want aII  the
results  for  one year from one part  of  the country r it  is  unlikely
that  we should want to  recall  by date of  analysis i  date of  production
or purchase of  the food is  mo::e useful .  According,Ly  some data items
will  not be stored on compute:: but will  be retrie.,rable by reference
to  the origina-L analystrs  report.  The computer wi"Ll be limited  to
32K of  core store  -  a mini  connputer -  but  a SMbyte disc will  be
employed. Retrj-eval  programs vrill  be written  on demand according to
the needs of  the committees who will  discuss and use the data.  Data
will  be sifted  by the technictrl  secretary of  the committees who
will  use his  expertise  to  reject  dubious material.  The need for  this
data bank became apparent from the impossible  tasl< presented to  the
Bcommittees and their  secretary by the number and range of  analyti-cal
results  available  to  them.
Fina11-y, I  would refer  to  the work at  COST on preparing the way
for  a data bank on the physical  properties  of  foodstuffs.  In  sup-
porting  the proposal for  this  data bank on behalf  of  the UK I  con-
sulted  over thirty  organisations,  academic  and industrial.  A1l
supported  the need for  this  data bank, albeit  for  a variety  of
reasons. Many research workers saw the data bank as an opportunity
to  review the prese:r,t state  of  knowledge and to  identify  gaps
whereas othersr  including  those from industrtr  saw the need as
arising  from the desire  to  acquire more information  about the nature
of  the material  with  which they work, particularly  in  relation  to
the design of  sophisticated  machinery now enployed in  modern food
processing. This is  an area  where validation  is  as important as
alwaysr but  where a high degree of  precision  or accuracy  is  not
at present required. or  even possible.  Although it  is  proposed that
the Community's computer facilities  be utilised,  I  may question
whether this  is  justified  by the complexity of  the data or  its
volume. Certainly  I  feel  that  this  is  one case where a book is
better  than service  from a bureau.  llowever, I  stress  that  the best
way to  establish  this  data bank with  any surety  of  success is,  as
ever,  to  consult the users and establish  their  needs, and to
maintain continuous and close contact between all  concerned.Animal disease data banks
G. Davies, CenLral Veterinary  Laboratory'  Ministry  of  Agriculture,
Fisheries  and llood, Weybridge,, United Kingdo:m
Summarg
At  tire present time there is  little  or no readily  availa-
ble  j-nformation  on the prevalence and d:-stribution  of
disease in  farm animals within  the European  Comrnunity.
Ttris information  mus;t be developed so that  we can 1) con-
trol  the spread of  clisease arising  out of  animal movements
2) measu.re the cost of  disease to  the Community  and to
the :Lndividual producers and 3) provide data for  research
and clevelopment workers
The A04 contract  r:eport found that  a <;reat deal of
information  was avaj-lable either  in  papr:rs published  by
rese;rrch workers or  in  unpublished reco:tds held by
Government Departments,  marketing organ:Lzations and  re-
search institutes.  It  proposed bringing  these together
in  a regular  publication.  Because of  the variety  of  sur-
vey methods, this  d;rta is  not suitable  :tor computer
storage.
The British  Veterjlnary  Service has de.reloped animal
disease data banks Lhat include:  a)  a c<:mputerized  record
monilLoring the Brucellosis  erad.ication :;cheme; b)  a com-
puterized  record of  all  diagnoses made at  33 Government
labo:ratories -  this  uses a simplified  d:Lsease classifica-
tion  system (VIDA) ;  c)  a record  (to be r:omputerized)  of
all  Salmonellae  iso-Lated from animals in  Great Britain;
d)  a feasibility  study of  a rapid  compu"ter-based infor-
mation system for  us;e in  controlling  ep.idemics  of  disease
such as Foot and Mouth disease.
The problems  associated with  the clasrsification  of  dis-
ease, the identification  of  herds or  fa.rms, and the rapid
retr:ieval  of  information  from a compute.r file  are dis-
cussr:d. The need to  base disease information  on properly
coll:cted  animal population data is  str,assed.
Within the European Community  there are B0 millio:n  cattle,  70 mil-
Iion  pigs,  43:nillion  sheep arrd 600 million  poultry.  These animal
populatj-ons represent one of  iEhe most important of  our natural
resources and 'yet we have litttle  immediately available  factual
information  on the prevalence and distribution  of  the diseases
current  within  them.
In  this  cont:ribution  I  will  outline  the an.imal ilisease data that
is  available  w.ithin the Comnunity, describe the data banks that  are
being developerl in  Great Britain  and speculate on future  Community
10developments in  the field  of  data banks and computer based informa-
tion.
But first  of  all,  whY do we want information  on animal disease?
In the early  years of  the  19th century,  the Napoleonic  wars spread
contagious bovine pleuropneumonia throughout  Europe and yet  it  was
erad.icated  even before the causative organism was d.iscovered. It
was contained by controlling  the movement of  animals, but  this  was
done at  a time when rnost herds were very small and when most animal
movement was to  a local  market or  slaughterhouse.  Now we are in  a
conmon agricultural  market and for  it  to  operate there must be
freedom  of  movement for  its  products.  Thus animals can be moved
vast distances for  breeding or  for  slaughter,  and as the animals
move so do the diseases, To control  this  trade,  we must have infor-
mation on the diseases to  be found in  the various  areas of  the
Community  and it  must be readily  available  ant not buried  away in
the archives of  Universities  or  government  departments. This is  the
first  and most pressing reason for  developing data banks.
Secondly, we are working in  a highly  sophisticated  agricultural
industry.  It  has been said that  the average farmer is  on the tread-
mill  of  technological  advance. Those who produce at  Iow cost succeed'
and those who do not,  fail.  Disease is  a cost but  so is  its  prevention
and there may be quite  small differences  between the two. We must
therefore  be able to  measure these differences  not only on a communi-
ty  or national  scale but  also at  a producer level.
Thirdly,  we have developed extensive research and development
facilities  that,  in  the current  economic  and political  climate,  are
having to  justify  their  existence.  Increasingly  the research worker
is  asking for  factual  information  on the prevalence and distribution
of  d,iseases so that  he can decide if  a disease is  ecomomically  im-
portant  and worth working on, so that  he can evaluate the possible
predisposing factors,  and so that  he can estimate the effect  of  a
new treatment.
It  is  with  this  background that  there  has been an increasing  demand
for  data on the prevalence and distribution  of  disease, I  am always
surprised that  although we have a wide range of  scientific  journals
and computer-based index systems largely  devoted to  information  on
scientific  techniques and laboratory  experiments,  we often  have to
recourse to  brief  official  reports,  unpublished documents and even
oral  opinions if  we are searching for  information  on disease preva-
lence.
At the moment two international  organisations publish  data on the
prevalence of  disease. The Food and Agriculture  Organization  (FAO)
publishes an Animal Health Year Book which records the occurrence  ' but not the prevalence, of  disease in  various  countries.  The Office
International  des Epizooties provides information  on the prevalence
of  the most important diseases in  its  bulletins  and circulars,  but
it  is  dependent on individual  experts and government orgranisations.
There is  no European Community organisation  responsible for
gathering this  kind  of  information  and even at  a national  level  there
are very few units  devoted specifically  to  studying the epidemio-
Iogy and economics of  disease in  animals. There are a variety  of
Government organisations,  University  clinics,  marketing boards,
11insurance agencies and diagnostic  Iaboratorj-es  that  collect  infor-
mation that  has a bearing on animal disease but this  has not been
collated  into  a simple accessible body of  deita. All  Europearr
countries  have systems for  counting animal populations and also for
the  compulsory notification  of  certain  dise;rses although the Iist  of
these 'notifi-able  diseasesr is  small and var:ies from countrv ro
country.
The European Commission has made an initial  move towards developing
this  kind  of  information  by commissioning contract  A04. This was
designed  to  examine the data that  was alreaity available  and that
could be corlated  without  setting  up new information  systems.  The
report  of  the contractor  shows that  over a 5i year period,  no less
than 250 articres  have been pubrisehd that  provide information
on the prevalence of  diseases in  cattle  in  I'rance, the United King-
dom and Ireland.. This volurie cf  published  work is  rapidly  increasing
and it  clearly  forms the most substantial  bank of  information  that
we have. The report  goes on t,c examine  suiterlcre ways of  compiting
a record of  disease prevalence based on thisr information.  It  points
out that  €rnlortr3 searching  for  information  of' this  kind  requires:
a)  a clear  definition  of  the population studied;  b) a description
of  the  samplinE methods used; c)  a definition  of  the diagnostic
criteria.  But it  finds  that  most of  the publ.ished work gives little
in  the way of  ,iefinition  of  the population and that  there is  great
variety  in  the  sampling  method.s and diagnost.ic  criteria.  The report
examines the p:rospect for  creating  a computer reccrd of  this  con-
siderable  body of  information  and it  comes t.o the conclusion  that
the diversity  ,3f enquiry makes such a record. impossible. CIearIy we
have to  wait  u:etil  there is  some standardiza.tion,cf  survey methods.
The report  d.rres, however,  describe alterna.tive  ,,vays of  condensing
the information  contained in  lthe articles  and it  'proposes that  the
sumrnaries shou.Id be published as a 6 monthly booklet.  This booklet
would also bring  together the vast  store of  unpublished information
to  be found in  the archives and reports  of  offici,ll  organisations
within  the Corununity. I  firmly  believe  that  the p.rovision  of  this
service would be a major step forward in  disease rsurveillance  within
the Community.
If  we look beyond these beginnings, we must refer  to  developinents at
the national  rever and r  am going to  confine myself to  the current
development in  animal disease data banks in  the U.K.
First  of  aII  we have the Census of  Animal Populrrtion. This is
based on the annual agricultu::al  census, Mr Peter Ellis,  who has
recently  cornpleted a study of  the epidemiology and economics of
swine fever  eradication  in  the Community,  has comnented on the
difficurty  he has had in  obta:i-ning data on the pir] popurations  in
various  areas. Any worthwhile epidemiological enqr:iry must be based
on reliable  demographic data j-f  only because it  allows us to  draw
statistically  valid  samples for  surveys and other enquiries.
Data from drsease controL  sche>mes
In  the U.K. we are entering  tlre final  stages of  a brucellosis  era-
dication  schemel and for  the  lerst five  years the rt:cords have been
L2computer-based.  This has been an aid  to  administrators  monitoring
the progress  and the cost of  the  scheme and we have been able to
use the computer record to  measure the efficiency  of  the various
diagnostic  tests.  We have learnt  two lessons from our experience
with  this  scheme. First  of  aII  the input  to  the  computer file  must
be simple so that  it  does not create unnecessary work in  busy
animal health  offices.  The computer record should be confined to
an index that  lists  farms or  herds and that  describes only  the
main parameters  e.g.  completion of  tests'  breakdowns of  infection
and so on. Any attempt to put  aII  the laboratory  data on file  will
only break the system. Detailed enquiry into  the efficiency  of
diagnostic  tests  can be best done by using the computer record as
an index to  draw samples of  relevant  herds that  can be followed up
from the files  held at  local  offices-
The second lesson learnt  is  that  this  kind  of  extensive record
must be based on a  Data-base Management System so that  the file  can
be searched without  protracted  programming.
One advantage of  a compulsory  scheme is  that  the herds or  farms
can be identified  by number. The ownership  of  herds can change re-
peatedly and a system that  records individual  cows wouLd be unwieldy.
We thus have to  record herds or  farms and in  Great Britain  we use a
County,/parish/uoldinq  number (C,P.H. ) which works reasonably weII-
An alternative  is  a map reference and this  has advantages for  com-
puterized mapping of  disease outbreaks or  animal populations'  This
identification  of  herds is  a problem with  the next kind  of  record'
The diagnostic  faboratorg recotd
In Great Britain  33 government  diagnostic  Iaboratories  contribute
to  a national  recold of  disease in  farm animals called  V.I'D'A'II'
it  is  based on a simple list  of  3BO diagnoses  and it  has been in
operation since January 7975. The record is  widely used by research
workers and others and again it  is  mainly used as an indexr e.9.
the records provides a list  of  the diagnoses  of  muscle disease or
copper poisoning made in  the country during a certain  period  and
the research worker can then refer  to  the individual  laboratories
for  the detailed  case records. A sample of  the annual record of
diagnoses  is  shown in  APPendix II.
The original  V.I.D.A.  system used the  SNVDO disease classification.
We found this  to  be too cornplex  for  recording diagnoses  from a
Iarge number of  Iaboratories  and it  created difficulties  when used
as an index in  that  the diagnoses  were not uniquely identified.
Records of  SalmoneLl-a  infections
We have been operating a record, of  Salmonella infections  in  Great
Britain  since July  1975. It  is  not yet  computerized  because  we
have not finally  decided on the format of  the information  and we
are looking for  a suitable  data-base-management  system. At  the
moment  we include the address of  the infected  prern-ises but not  the
herd number and this  is  an obstacle to  any subsequent computer
storage or  computer mappj-ng. We also have problems in  finding  a
Salmonella rincident'  which is  a term we use to  describe a new
infection  on a certain  farm. It  differs  from a Salmonella isolation
because the number of  isolations  clearly  depends on the amount of
13investigation  carried  out by the rocar raboratory and they may not
ref lect  the amount of  infecti,cn  or  disease.
FinaIIy,  we have E.P.I.C.  (Epidemic Planni.ng and Information,
Computer assisted).  The UniterJ States Deparlment of  Agriculture
commissioned  a study of  systerns for  dealing with  sudden outbreaks
of  major epidemic disease such as foot  and mouth disease. one of
the parts  of  the study,  carr.ied out at  the University  of  Minnesota
by Mr W.M. Miller  of  the  Epidemiology Unit,  Weybridge, was a com-
puter  based system for  provid.ing day to  day information  on the
progress of  an outbreak. It  depends on portal:Ie  ccmputer terminals
connected to  telephones at  local  offices,  and these feed in  ro  a
data base info.rmation  that  has been gathered by veterinarians
visiting  the infected  farms and markets.  The d.ata base can be in-
terrogated  thr,cugh terminars int the nationar  or  ragional  head-
quarters,  and Ehus it  enables senior staff  to  dir,act  efficiently
the resources of  man and mate::ials that  are availirble  (Appendix I) ;
This system is  currently  unde:r evaluation by the .British  Veterinary
Service.
I  have describr:d  some of  the present developments at  national  level.
what is  the wa'g ahead for  the community as a whol:? or  to  put it
another way, what are the priorities?  My experien,:e  has been that
we must build  rrp a simpre information  before we a"ltempt sophisti-
cated data cor.Lection schemes,, Therefore  r  see thr: information
syetem suggesttrd by the A04 rr:port  as an importan"E first  step.  Ttren
we must rook at  areas where poritical  or pubric hr:alth need.s are
most pressing .lnd. we shourd consider a d.ata bank r:hat records
outbreaks of  notifiable  diseases within  the Community.  In  addition
a number of  countries  have sys;tems for  record,ing :zoonoses  such as
Salmonella infections  and these could be brought i:ogether in  a
Community  data bank. Finally,  we have the diseases that  are neither
irnportant enouqh to  be 'notifj-abre'  nor of  seriour; public  hearth
concern.  These diseases d.o, however, represent a considerable  cost
to  agricurturar  production ancl r  would suggest that  the first  step
to  recording their  prevalence and distribution  is  to  develop a
European recorcl of  diagnoses  clerived from diagnosLic  laboratories
in  the various Community countries.  The essential  basis for  this  is
agreement  on the classification  of  disease a:nd I  l:elive  that  there
is  now sufficient  shared inter:est  and experience :-n the European
diagnostic  laboratories  for  ttris  to  be a wor.king ::eality  within  the
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C.V. L. I^IEYBRIDGEAppendix II.  V'IDA-Table  3-Pigs.
Group 1 Systenratic diseases and those not readily'classified  organical.Ly
060  Hereditary and developmental  anomalies
087  Congenita.l  trembling
515  Iron  deficiency  anaemia
545  Malnutrit.ion  not otherwise specified
113  Cl-ostridium aedematiens disease
It7  Cl-ostridium WeLchii type C disease
110  Clostridial  disease not otherwise spec:Lfied
I23  Colisepticaemia
I22  Colibacillosis  -  oedema disease
I2O  Colibacil.losis  not otherwise specified  (see below for  enteric
colibaci l.Iosi s )
133  Erysipelas  (other than foetopathy)
139  Leptospirosis
140  Listeriosris  (other than foetopathy)
I52  Pasteurel,losis  (to  include pneumonia due to pasteurella)
161  Salmonell.osis  due to  S" choferae-suis
155  Salmonellosis  due to  S.  tgphimurium
150  Salmonell.osis  due to  other  serotypes
I34  Spaerophotus necrophotus  disease
L7I  StreptoccrccEll disease (other than foetopathy' and meningitis)
I42  Tuberculc,sis
72O Neoplasms, -  not  specified  -  any site
42t  Poisoning'due to  arsanilic  acid
42O Poisoning'due  to  salt  (to  include wate:: deprivation)
410  Poisoning' due to  chemical not  specifie<l
44O Poisoning due to  plant  not  specified
Group 2 Diseases of  the digestive  system
tzt  Enteric  colibacillosis
234  Epidemic diarrhoea
662  Gastric  u.lceration
4gt  Hepatosis dietetica
667  Intestina.I  abenomatosis
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t7Feed data banks and the Internati-onal Network
of Feed Information Centres (fNFl:C)
H. Haendrerr Dokumentationsstr:lre der universitEit  Hohenheim,
Stuttgart,  Federal Republ-ic o:f Germany
Summatg
For tlee field  of  feerl scj-ence most important presuppositions
for  running a data b,ank are given:  the need for  such d.ata
and the possibility  r:f  their  isolat.ion.  'Ihus in  this  field
the e::tablishment  of  centres for  systematic  collection  of
data ,and data processing was started  relatively  early.
The today's  d.ata biank of  the Documentation Centre of  the
Hohenheim  University  has been developed  from an institution
founded tn  L949. Worlcs started  in  the US.A in  1963 ted to
the todayrs  rlnternat.ional  Feedstuffs Institutet  in  Logan,
Utah. Some institutions  are dealing with  collecting  and
mal<ing available  datil  from -  mostly own -  analyses.
The combination of  these Centres in  th,= 'International
Network of  Feed Information Centresr  (IN:FIC) Ln t97I
initiated  extended works for  the adaptat.ion  of  the different
systems. For the compatible recording anrl processing of
data ilt  different  centres are available  today:  1) an rlnter-
national  Vocahulary lEor Describing  Feeds I involving  more
than ij000 descriptors  in  three  lingual  vr3rsions (English,
Germam, French), st::uctured in  six  facet:: according to  the
semanl:ic components of  the denominati.ons  of  feeds; 2)  a
codin<; system for: 800 substances and valrres; 3) a system
for  the description  of  feed samples alloruing to  record
possiltle  influences  on t-he contents;  4)  a standardized data
recor<ling system; 5)  compu.i:er software f,rr  different
possibilities  of  dat;l processing.
At present data processing is  restrictr:d  to  the Centres
in  Lo<Jan and Hohenhe:Lm.  The Hohenheim dar:a bank encloses
more than 750 000 data units,  it  serves :[or preparing
feed composition tabl-es, differ:ent  speci;ll  outputs and
answering questions.
Data documentation  is  a process in  which rinformernes'  are extracted
from their  original  context in  the document ancl prrt inlo  a special
form of  their  own, this  being a data unit.  These tlata units  are the
original  documentation  units  urhich are processed, stored,  selected.
and supplied.  ?\ data bank embraces all  these faci-Lities  allowing
storager processing  and supply of  the units.
Purposeful  data documentation  in  a specific  fie"Ld has two basic
requirements: 1) There must be a real  need for  the information
(rinformemes')  to  be documenteid.. 2)  It  must be por;sib1e to  isolate
the data to  be processed. Bottr these requirements have been met for
1Bmany years for  data in  feed science.
Re 1):  Since Albrecht Thaer demonstrated over 160 years ago that
qualitative  recording of  the nutritional  value of  feed vtas a
necessity for  efficient  agriculture,  more and more detailed  data on
content and values of  feedstuffs  have been required,  especially
for  the calculation  of  feed rations  for  high-production animals
and correct  utilization  and make-up of  existing  feedstuffs.
Re 2):  The possibility  of  isolating  'informemes'  i.e.  its  infor-
mation value out of  context,  is  provided first  and foremost by
the constant structure  on which the propositions  to  be processed
are based. This always involves a  (quantifiabte)  object/property
relationship.  Moreover, the standardization  of  laboratory  methods
and feed value data -  thanks to  the Weender analysis method' since
considerably  developed and improved -  has gone a long way towards
permitting  data to  be isolated  from chemical and physiological
studies of  feedstuffs.
The fact  that  the two above requirements have been met has meant
that  data documentation  in  feed science has already been in  operation
for  some time.  The only other requirement would be to  recognize
that  the need for  reliable  information  can only be met by a system-
atic  collection  of  as much relevant  data as possible  from specialist
institutions  and centres and by developing and introducing  suitable
methods of  processing, storing  and selecting  these data.  This recog-
nition  led to  the establishment  Ln 1949 of  an 'Archive for  feed
value determinationr in  Kiel  which paved the way for  the current
data bank for  feed findings  at  the documentation  department  in  the
University  of  Hohenheim.
Certain other establishments were set up independently of  this
development in  Germany but on the basis of  the  same situation  in
terms of  needs and insight.  In  this  context mention must be made of
the particular  effort  made by the Utah State University  in  Logan
(utan, USA). Work begun in  1963 led to  the creation  of  the Inter-
national  Feedstuffs Institute.  In  addition,  efforts  were made by
various institutes  in  other countries  to build  up similar  data
collections  or  to  put the large  amount of  data material  available
in  certain  research centres to  systematic  use for  general purposes.
A particular  case in  this  respect is  the Institut  d'Elevage et  de
M6dicine  V6tdrinaire  des Pays Tropicaux (IEMVT) in  Maisons-Alfort
(France).
Some years ago the worldwide need for  information  on feedstuffs'
and especially  the  lack of  information  in  this  field  in  developing
countries,  induced the FAO to  take up contact with  information
centres,  to  run a survey on current  activities  and finally'  in
!g'lt,  to  arrange a first  meeting of  the heads of  these centres.
fhese initiatives  led to  the foundation of  the  International  Net-
work of  Feed Information Centres (fUnfC;.  Ttre aim of  this  network
is  a systematic  recording of  all  information  found  everln'vhere  on
foodstuffs  and-i!s  availability  worldwide by means of  data exchange
and the operation of  a joint  data bank with  branches at  various
locations.  Computer processing was limited  first  of  aII  to  the
above mentioned institutions  in  Logan and Hohenheim  which met the
technical  requirements  (use of  data processing  facilities)  and
L9acted as computer processing  centres for  INFIC.
The biggest problem the  INFl-C-partners  encounte::ed  was the in-
compatibility  of  the two systerms in  Logan and Hohenheim. Several
years'  work in  Hohenheim  went into  adapting the systems in  con-
junction  with  the institutes  j-n the USA and .France. The first  task
was to  develop a new internati.onal  system, i:ncludj-ng aII  the
respective part  systems and ar-xiliaries,  and to  acljust existing
systems to  this; one. Although there was something to  be built  on,
the fact  that  certain  elementsi had to  be uS€,fr als;o proved to  be
a handicap.  Some time ago the bases for  compatible data recording
and processing  were establisherd.  This system is  al-ready in  use even
though greater  clarification  i.s required in  some ::espects and the
reorganization  of  the extensive data stock i:n Hohenheim  is  still  not
complete.
The first  part  system created for  compatible data recording and
processing, the description  sy'stem. Extremel'y higtr demands have to
be made of  the identification  of  informemes .in daLa documentation.
A precise  descr:iption of  data contents calls  for  adaptation to  the
structure  in  question and must take into  account tfie  respective
constituents.
Accordingly,  the descriptionr system itself  is  dj.vided into  three
parts:  1) the clescription  system for  feedstu:Efs; !l)  the coding
system for  cont-ents and values;  3) the  system for  sample description.
In  addition  to  these,  there is:  4)  a system :for standardized data
recording;  5)  the  computer software required. for  processing as a
technical  system.
Re 1) t  To provide an accurate description  rrf feeldstuf  f s as the
objects  under erxamination and to  identify  threm in  terms of  selection,
a faceted vocatrulary was devised. The six  facets  (:orrespond to  the
description  conlponents which together represent ttre term for  the
feedstuff  in  question:  the original  material,  the parts  of  this
material ,  the tr)rocess to  whichr the material  r,vas subjected, the
vegetation or  clevelopment  stage, the cutting  time and the particu-
lar  degree of  cluality.  In  a1l  the vocabulary cont;rins more than 5000
descriptions,  of  which more thLan 4300 just  frer the'original  material'
facet.  Each description  is  found in  three  languagels: German, English
and French. A Sipanish version will  also be p:reparerd. All  first
descriptions  of  a feedstuff  ar:e recorded under a r:eference  nurnber
in  a file.  Automatic translati.on  of  descript.ions ;rrd selective
printout  from the data bank ir:r one of  the  system l-anguages are
possible.
Re 2):  The e>r:tension of  the data bank to  includ€) newer and newer
properties  call.ed for  corresponding codes. There zrre now codes for
800 different  contents and values.  These codes inclicate quantitative
values which ar:e to  be stored as the actual  ia.nalys;is results.  In
addition  to  ther classical  nutritional  and active  j-ngred.ients, for
example  notations  for  toxic  components and contamj.nated  substances
are also provided for.  There are also notatir:ns  for  derived values
which are not  determined  directlv  but  calcul,ated from the stored
values.
Re 3) :  The thrird description. dimension  goers beyond the original
and general object/property  relationship  and relates  to  possible
20effects  on these relationships  by extreme factors  (environmental).
Consideration  of  all  factors  which have affected  the particular
individual  feedstuff  sample permits differentiation  between  typical
and atypical  samples  and the assessment of  such effects  (e.9.  crop
protection  measures, storage conditions,  industrial  or  traffic
emissions),
Re 4):  AII  data must be fed into  the system in  accordance with  a
specific  format. The details  are laid  down in  a comprehensive  data
record.ing system. In  this  case various formal data  (e.g.  country of
Origin,  laboratory,  bibliographical  details)  are to be considered
in  addition  to  description.  Data recording forms are used for
practical  work which facilitate  correct  entry  in  terms of  format
and punching  onto Punch cards-
Re 5):  Special prograurmes  are available  for  the processing of
data -  input,  checking, collating  and calculating  averalte values
and d.educed values  (e.g.  on digestible  nutrients,  energy value
data)  -  and for  the printout  of  d'ata.
A typical  operation for  data processing  and the production of
feedstuff  tables  is  shown in  the  'flow  chart  diagram on data proc-
essing'  in  the Annex. The data units  stored at  l{ohenheim -  current-
Iy  over 750 O0O -  is  used to  compile various  feed composition tables
for  special  types of  anirnal, for  special  tables  or  for  individual
enquiries.  The development and improvement  of  description  systems
allows the increasing demands on the selection  of  individual  data
to  be met. Exact descriptions  of  the set  of  selection  descriptions
and of  kinds of  calculation  are feasible  for  each case, meaning not
only that  special  information  can be provided for  the content and
values of  certain  feedstuffs  but  also that  data in  accordance with
origin  and particular  effect  parameters  and the  like  can be selected
or  that  new values can be derived from existing  ones'
2LAppendix. Flow chart  diagram on data processing.
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Program LH 11Notes to  flow  chart  on data proces-
sing  (processing operation)
Input
(1)  Data recording  on form  (in  accor-
dance with  recording  system).
(2)  Data control  on form,  possi-bly
checking  with  the  original  d.ocument
or  with  the  data producer.
(3)  Punching the data onto punch cards.
(4) Transfer  of  data  from punch card
to  magnetic tape  (work tape).  Standard
program KABA.
(5)  Sorting  (by form number and type
of  card),  production  of  SFSORT  tape.
Standard program XSDC.
(6)  Design check (after  coding)  and
printout  of  a list  with  an error  flag.
Program LH 04.
(7) Visual  data control  of  list  (com-
parison  with  form)  and,  if  necessary,
production  of  correction  punch cards
and processing  from stage  (4).
(8)  Input  of  SFSORI tape data  (cor-
rected)  into  the  data bank with  co-
ordination  of  the  codes for  feedstuff
groups avaj-lab1e on the  separate
CLASSFILE tape  (MASTERDATA  tape).
Conversion  of  values  to  uniform
reference  units  and magnitudes.
Output
(9) Data selection  in  accordance
with  specific  aspects  (type  of  table,
user requirements)  and production  of
SELDATA tape.  Prograrn LH 06.
(10) Sorting  (by feedstuff  number),
production  of  SELSORT  tape.  Standard
program XSDC.
(11) Calculation  of  average values,
deduced values  (e.9.  energy values),
standard deviations,  variation  co-
efficients,  mini.mum and maximruc
values plus  coordination  of  order
nur:obers for  feedstuff  designations
(from separately  produced FEEDORD-
SORIED tape),  production  of  SUMDATA
tape.  Program  LH 07.
(12) Sorting  (by order  number) r pro-
duction  of  SUMSORTED  tape.  Standard
program XSDC.
(13) Coordination  of  feedstuff  de-
scriptions  (from separately  produced
PRIi'ITAPE  tape)  with  the  SUMSORTED
tape and printout  of  the  respective
table.  Program LH 11.
23Automation and the use of  d,ata barnks in milk
recording, artificial  insemination (a. i.  )
and registration  of cattle  in  ther Netherlands
,J.H. Verheijenr  Common Data P:rocessing Centre for Cattle Husbandryr
Arnhem, the Netherlands
Summarg
In  the Netherlands rfata processingt and storage in  the area
of  milk  recording,  artificial  inse:mination (a.i.)  and
registration  is  concentrated mainl.y in  the computer of  the
GIR (foundation conmon data processing centre for  cattle
husbandry).  In  the  foundation the central  milk  recording
service,  the a.i.  associations anil the Netherlands cattle
herdbook participate.  Milk  recordi.ng is  effected  for  near-
Iy  1.5 million  cows on 35 000 farms every three weeks,
kgs milk  and fat  and protein  content of  all  cows are
measured. In  the computer file  a r:ecord of  each cow is
kept.  The record contains complete data of  the cow in-
cluding descent, all  test  data of  the current  lactation,
aII  previous lactation  totals  and some standardized figures.
Fronr these data the transmission  of  bulls  is  derived.
Data of  nearly  2 million  artifici;rl  inseminations  a year
are also processed  and stored.  Monthly statistics  with
nonreturn rates  are produced and lLnvoicing on behalf of
the associations is  effected.  Recently the input  of
officially  registrated  calves in  Lhe computer started.
In  the near future  a completely integra.ted  system for  milk
recc,rding, a.i.  and registration  lvill  kre developed. one
of  t.he objectives  will  be the  automaticr registration  of
calv'es making us€ crf the data of  Lhe mother and the data
of  ar.i.  or  natura.L service.
Introduction
In  the Netherl.ands automation, of  working-up milk  recording data
started  in  196,6. The 'Stichting  Centrale Me.Ikcontrole  Dienst'  CMDr
('Found,ation  Clentral MiIk  Recording Service')  thern centralized
processing  of  milk  recording data by means r:f  a c:omputer  procured
for  that  purpose. So far  all  work had to  be done manually in  the
Iocal  milk  recording associat;ions provincially  sr.tpervised  by the
'provinciale  Melkcontrole Diernsten'  ('Provi:ncial  MiIk  Recording
Services') .
The computer: was a 64K worils tape-oriente,l  EL X B of  Electrologica.
The input  for  the central  computer-system housed at  Arnhem was
prepared by ttre  11 provincial-  services.  The reco::dings daily
received from the associatiorls were transferred  to  paper tape which
was daily  sent to  Arnhem wher:e they were worked up by the computer'
At the end of  1970 the switckr-over to  the mechan:Lcal  administration
24was completed.
The transfer  of  the technical  and financial  administration  on
behalf of  a nurnber of  a.i.  associations to  the  computer at  Arnhem
started  in  1970. The input  on paper tape was also prepared by the
provincial  services.  At the end of  1973 milk  recording for  over
1.3 million  cows, making 60% of  the total  number of  cowsr and a
great deal of  the administration  for  a.j-.  associations were on the
computer. In  that  year the growing demand for  quicker  and better
information,  the experienced  great possibilities  to  fulfil  this
demand and in  addition  the interest  shown by the breeders-associa-
tions  and especially  'The Royal Netherlands Cattle  Herdbook  Society'
to  make use of  the computer for  their  registration  tasks,  Ied to
the establishment  of  the  rStichting  Gemeenschappelijke Informatie-
verwerking voor de Rundveehouderij  (GIR) :,  (Foundation  Conrnon Data
Processing  Centre for  Cattle  Husbandry), In the  new foundation
a.o.  the CMD, a.i.  associations and the Herdbook participated.
The main task of  the GIR is  to  promote and to  accomplish further
concentration and integration  of  administrative  procedures and
data of  the three participating  dairy  cattle  breed improvement
organisations.
In  L974 GtR took over the staff  of  the  computer department  of  the
CMD and the computer that  shortly  before had. been replaced by a
128 K NCR Century 2O0 system with  CRAM (Card Random Access lr,lemory)  ,
discs  and tapes.
In  the near future  some components of  the  system will  be replaced.
The CPU will  be a 256 K Criterion  B57O and CRAM wiII  be followed up
by d.iscs of  200 K bytes capacity.
LliLk recording
At this  moment milk  recording is  effected  for  nearly  1.5 nillion
cows on about 36 000 farms.
The basis of  milk  recording is  in  the local  breeders- and. milk
recording-associations.  At present there are 350 of  them. The
farmers are visited.  every three weeks by an independent  milk  recorder.
The test-day  yield  per cow is  measured and a sampre of  the mirk is
taken. The samples are examined on fat-content  and protein-content
in  7 regional  laboratories.
The results  per cow of  the test,  that  is  to  say day yield  as well
as the number of  the sample, are entered on a form delivered  by the
computer  ('turn  around' principle).  After  inspection  by the  local
administrator  the forms are sent d.aily to  the provinciar  services
where they are transferred  to  magnetic tape by means of  data entry
systems ('key-to-disc')  .
This magnetic tape as welr  as the tape containing  the results  of
the laboratory  examinations for  fat  and protein  is  derivered to
Arnhem as input  for  the computer. rn the nirk  recording file  on
cRAM a record of  each cow is  kept.  The record contains complete
data of  the cow, including  descent, arr  historical  lactation  data
and all  test  results  of  the current  ractation.  updating occurs on a
daily  basis.
Every three weeks the farmer receives the results  of  the recent
test  of  all  his  cows. Per cow the total  yield  in  the current
25lactation  is  given in  absolute figures  as we-LI as in  standardized
figures.  (By the standardization  influences  of  env'ironment,  d9€,
season of  calvi.ng and stage of  lactation  are elimi,nated so that  the
cows can be compared one with  another) .  Mor:eover t'otals  of  the
test  and standardized  figures  for  the farm as a whrole are produced.
On the test  report  the  cows with  a standardized production of  over
10? above herd average are ind.icated with  + and tLrose over 10%
below herd average with  -.
At this  momerrt several new i,ndices are beirrg del'eloped  in  close
cooperation  with  the Universit.y of  WagenineJell .  The: object  of  these
indices  is  to  nake cows better  comparable, which j-s of  great  im-
portance from eL selection  poinrt of  view.
When lactation  of  a cow has come to  an end, a ccmplete  record Of
the cow is  deli.vered to  the farmer, the assor:iation,  the provincial
service  and ther Herdbook.  It  gives all  data of  the cow' including
descent, histor:ical  lactation  data and a complete specification
of  the latest  lactation.
Many statistj-cs  are periodically  delivered  to  ttre farmer and his
organisations.  As of  most cows the descent is  offj-cially  known the
results  of  mill,l recording are also used for  Ehe c.tlculation  of  the
production transmission of  the bulls.  At this  mome:nt the method
of  contemporar)/ comparisons isi used. In  the .near future  a new method
will  be introduced.  It  is  now being develope,C ('Best  Linear Unbiased
Prediction')  .
ArtificiaL  insemination (a.i.  1
AII  inseminations  by the a.i.  associations are recorded for  financial
and technical  purposes. Every month invoices  are prepared and sta-
tistics  are de-Livered,  the  latrter  giving  a.o.  56 clays non-return
rates per bull  and per technician.  Insemination data are perioilically
delivered  to  the registrating  authorities  for  the verification  of
the descent of  the calves born.
Registration
In  the course of  this  year the  input  of  calves in':o the  computer
files  started.  The calves off.:Lcially  registered  b'7 the local
breeders associations and those entered in  the He:rdbook are filed
at  Arnheur. Actually  the control  of  the data of  thr: birth  declarations
is  still  being done manually by the Herdbook andthe  associations.
The main purpose of  the input  of  the calves is  'Lo create a file
of  officially  .registered calves with  ascertained  ,fescent which, to-
gether with  the animals alrea<1y in  the milk  recor,ling file'  will
result  in  a stock of  living  animals on which in  tne years to  come
a fully  'inter;ratedr  system r:an be built.
Integration
This completel-y integrated  system for  milk  recording,  registration
and a.i,  will  be developed in  the next few years.  An important
objective  will  be the  'automaiEicr registrati.on  of  calves making use
of  the data of  the mother of  'Lhe calves and the a.i.  data'  in  a
26given case also the data of  natural  service,  already in  the files.
It  is  intended to  start  automatic registration  on a smaller scale
in  the course of  next year.
Personal data for  a cow beginning her career as a  'milk  recording'
co\d so far  had to  be entered specially  in  the nilk  recording file.
As a result  of  the integrated  system these data can be taken from
the registration  file.  This will  come into  operation next year.
It  is  being studied whether also the  rPublic llealth  Service for
Animals' with  which there are already close connections will  par-
ticipate  in  the integrated  system.
In  the near future  the integrated  system will  result  in  a com-
plete  data bank in  which the most relevant  information  for  the
organized cattle  breeding in  the Netherlands is  stored and made
accessible.
27Agrodata data bank
J.-L. Rastoinr .Med.iterranean A(lronomique  Inst;itute  of  Montpellier,
France
Summatg
The purpose of  AGRO.DATA  is  to  make: available  to  research
workers and others ,employed in  the: agricultural  food pro-
duction  industry  j.nformation of  dri ecorloilic nature on the
100 leading concerns in  this  sector in  the world.  For
this  purpose, starting  in  1971, ar:r index has been built
up at  IAM comprisinE identification  data and indicators
of  size  for  each of  the  100 firms  concerned.  The identifi-
cation  comprises the name, address;, structure  and activi-
ties,  together with  details  of  mul.tinational  involvements.
The indicators  of  size  consist  of  accounting details
(balance sheet anit simplified  trailing  account)  recorded
since 1963 and updated annually.
In  data-processing  terms, the betnk is  at  present
available  in  the form of  punched cards and operates by
batch processing. Apart from print-out of  the data in
tabular  form, the program (approxi.mately  300 instructions
in  FORTRAN IV)  provides for  the ceilculation  of  a large
number of  coeffici-ents  and ratios  and of  hierarchical
classifications.  An on-line  conver:sational version is
currently  being developed on the  I.BM-CALL network.
Aims: Infarmatjon base on actricuLturaf foods;tuff muftinationafs
Agrodata,  a data bank on the hundred leadincJ companies in  agricul-
tural  foodstuffs,  was set up at  IAM in  1971. The aim of  this  bank
is  to  make available  to  users, especially  urriversities,  profession-
aI  and government  research workers and manaltement staff  concerned
from different  countries,  basic data for  the purpose of  analyzing
and assessing the leading firms  in  the worlci agricultural  and proc-
essing ind.ustry.
Content:  Approximatelg 20 OOO technicaT and econcnic indicators
The Agrodata pr:imary  file  is  composed of  two part:s (see appendix r):
-  The first  pa::t rerates  to  indicators  which perm.lt company iden-
tification:  nane, address, orc;anization,  sectors of  activity,
branches in  fo::eign countries., These indicators  a:re recorded for
the most recent year.
-  The second part  concerns  financial  and economic  d.ata consisting
at  present of  L 1 items:  simpli-fied  barance sheet (assets: fixed
assets,  floatirig  assets;  liabj-lities:  own capital,  Iong-term debts,
2Bshort-term debts),  operating data  (turnover,  net profit'  depreciation,
cash flow),  nurnber of  employees. Information  is  stored for  the years
1953 and 1974 and is  updated annually on the basis of  published
company trading  results.  The number of  indicators  can be increased.
Management:  4 data ptocessing sub-routines
In  the initial  form for  batch operation'  the management program
of  the Agrodata  file  is  written  in  FORTRAN IV IBM. It  consists  of
approximately  300 instructions  permitting  four  types of  operations
(see Appendix l):
-  Printout  of  statistics  on companies in  2I  x 29.7 cm format
(2 tables per  company);
-  Calculation  by difference  or  aggregation of  balance sheet and
operating indicators,  calculation  of  economic and financial  ratios
from basic data  (productivity  of  labour and capital'  profitability'
growth rate);
-  Hierarchic  classification  of  companies in  descending order on the
basis of  each of  the  1,1 basic indicators;
-  Trend assessment by fitting  the turnover and assets on the basis
of  linear  and expottential functions.
The updating  and operation of  the batch version gives rise  to  the
publication  of  a yearbook.
Prospects: shared-time management and teLeprocessing,  extension  of
Agrodata
The French time-sharing  IBM CALL network is  currently  developing
a version of  Agrodata.  The aim is  to  insert  the whole data base
in  the network so as to  permit  fragmentary interrogation  and indi-
vidual  calculations  from users.  To date,  the  company 'identification'
part,  which was not  computerized  in  the batch version,  is  already
available  in  the  IAM library  of  the  IBM CALL network. The subfile
is  managed by the  'A.S.'  package, which permits a large  number of
operations (print-out,  read-out,  statistical  calculations'  models).
In  additj-on, an extension  of  Agrodata is  being considered. It
would cover the  100 leading world cooperatives, which would permit
the use of  a supplementary data bank facilitating  comparative
analysis  between capitalist  and cooperative companies. This exten-
sion should take place in  cooperation with  European  and world
organizations.
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30Data banks on crop losses
F.H. Rijsdijk  and J.C.  Zadoks, Laboratory  of  Phytopathology,
Agricultural  University'  the Netherlands
Summarg
The third  of  a series  of  Agro-ecological Atlases on
Cereal Growing in  Europe, published r.mder the  auspices
of  the European Cereal Atlas  Foundation, will  deal with
pests and diseases of  cereals.  Information was colLected
from an international  enguirv and extracted from the
literature.
The information  was stored in  a data bank before proc-
essing. During processing the data are weiEhed with  help
of  certain  rules  of  proced.ure  expressed in  simple algo-
rithms.
Data processing  leads to  two kinds of  output:
-  Loss maps of  Europe show the mean annual loss due to
each cereal pest and disease by means of  isoloss  curves.
-  Risk maps of  Europe for  selected pests and diseases show
the relative  risk  incurred  by the cereal crop in  each
climate area as determined  by the climate of  that  area'
areas with  equal risk  being separated by isorisk  curves.
New developments in  detailed  disease survey combined
with  a computer based warning system for  sorne cereal dis-
eases in  the Netherlands can lead to  a much more detailed
data base, not only  for  crop losses in  general but
specified  for  cereal varieties,  physiologic  races of  dis-
eases, interaction  with  fertilization  and application  of
fungicides.
In  the area of  crop protection,  there are a number of  data banks'
some functional'  others in  the making. A feasibility  study of  a
data bank on pesticides  is  reported by Scholten (t976).
Several chemical industries  have stored their  data on field
experiments, including  yields,  seguential disease assessments, and
treatments, in  data banks; these data banks are not,  or not yet,
accessible to  the general public,  though they contain much valuable
information  for  studies '  in  epidemiology and crop losses ,  for
example. The Pennsylvania State University  in  co-operation with  the
state  authorities  of  the Commonwealth of  Pennsylvania,  USA, prepared
a data bank for  the purposes of  diagnostics,  registration,  statis-
tics,  and detection.  Though seemingly  simple in  design this  under-
taking  is  irnpressive in  its  implementation,  as retrieval  of  data is
possible by way of  many different  entrances. The data bank will
ensure rapid  dissemination  of  up-to-date  information.  The fourth
type of  data bank, the one to  be discussed in  more detail  here,  is
31a small undertaking  organized for  the purpose of  irssembling infor-
mation on crop losses of  cereals in  Europe. Two characteristics
are conspicuou:;: it  is  a data bank designed for  a single  purpose,
and the data a::e of  the most cliverqent  quality.
The data bank on crop losses j-n cereals is  part  of  the operations
of  ECAF, the  European Cereal l\tlas  Foundation,  wh-Lch has its  seat
in  Wageningen,  the Netherlands.  Under the auspicer; of  ECAF atlases
on cereal  grow:Lng j-n Europe ar:e published,  Two at,Lases have already
been produced, one on agrometeorology (Thran & Broekhuizen, 1965),
in  which Europe is  divided  into  some BO agro-climtrtic  sub-areas,
and one on cereal growing in  gJeneral (Broekhuizen ,  1969') .  A third
atlas,  dealing with  pests and diseases, is  in  preparation at  the
Laboratory of  l2hytopathology  of  the Agricultural  lJniversity  at
Wageningen.  Among other things;, this  third  atlas  rvill  contain data
on mean annual losses of  the rrarious cereals due 1:o pests and dis-
eases, It  will  also  contain irrformation on weathe:l-dependent  risks
and diseases.
Crop loss  d.ata have been obtained in  three different  ways:
-  Enquiry: a qr:estionnaire was sent out and completed. by some 200
colleagues  aII  over Europe, with  questions  on cerr:al crops, crop
losses per harrnful agent, and other relevant  data,
-  Literature  review:  The Centr:e for  Agricultural  ltublishing  and
Documentation  (Pudoc) in  Wageningen started  a sea::ch of  the Euro-
pean literature  to  find  publis;hed  information  on crop losses,
with  special  ernphasis on eastelrn Europe.
-  Personal information:  Data collected  by a few :Lnformants  who
had travelled  extensively  to  that  purpose.
AII  data were coded in  one format and stored on punched cards and
magnetic tape.  Every card contained one elem,entarlz unit  of  informa-
tion,  characte::ized by crop,  harmful agent, and geographic  position.
The total  number of  card.s  amor-rnted to  some 25 000, fhe maximum
number of  entrj-es per card was fourteen,  of  'which three pertained
to  loss  data;  r:ost of  the others were qualifiers,  As the  authors
depended on the benevolence of  the informants,  thely had to  live  with
the unfortunatel  situation  that  most cards were inr:omplete.  To
indicate  the data handling problem, it  suffices  to  say that  the
Ioss data collected  were not  'hard'  crop loss data acquired in
accordance to  precise instrucLions,  but rath,er op:inions of  infor-
mants varying  from wild  guess€ts  to  conclusio:ns  drawn froin expe-
rimental  evidence.  The obviousr uncertainties  with  respect to  the
qualitg  of  thesersoft'data  led to  the conclusion  that  any data
handling must be subjective,  Laking into  acc,cunt ;rnd judging the
quality  of  ever:y unit  of  infor:mation.  Objections against subjec-
tive  data handl-ing  can be met by chanelling  subje<:tive judgnent
through certairi  rufes  of  proce:dure.  Rules of  procedure are discus-
sable,  they can be altered.,  and when agreed upon [hey can be applied
without  respecL of  persons. The rules  of  proceduro  were transformed
into  simple algorithms,  and these were entered'.into tha data hand-
ling  program. llhe quality  of  t.he data was ta.ken c.rre of by means
of  weighing procedures:
-  Age of  data:  the older  the ilata the lower their  weight.
-  Size of  area:: Data from areers comparable i:n size to  the climate
32sub-areas  were given a high weight;  the weight decreased the more
the area referred, to  deviated in  size  from that  of  the climate  sub-
areas.
Part of  the information  was given in  the form of  crop loss esti-
mates, part  as disease severiLy or  disease prevalence data,  and but
few informants gave both types of  data.  Therefore, a rule  of  proce-
dure  was devised to  relate  losses to  severities  and/or prevalences.
For most harmful agents  enough data were available  to  calculate
a relation  of  loss to  severity  (Fiq.  4).  When all  the algorithms
had been placed in  order in  the program, and all  the cards had been
read in  by the computer, the interim  result  for  every combination
of  host and harmful agent was a list  of  paired items,  the number of
the climate  sub-area and the mean annual loss  calculated  for  that
sub-area  (Fiq.  2) .
This typical  data bank result,  though modern in  appearancef was
not very useful  in  itself.  So the next step was to  produce  one of
the most antiquated forms of  a data bank known, the geographic  map.
Ttris was done again by means of  a computer, which steered a plotter
to position  the loss data on a base map. fhe  computer also calculated
and indicated  the position  of  the lines  connecting points  of  equal
losses,  the jsofoss  curves. The final  drawing of  the isoloss  curves
is  done by hand, as this  is  simpler,  cheaper, and aesthetically  more
pleasing than map drawing by means of  the computer' The final
product of  the data bank is  an 'old-fashioned'  map (fiS.  3).  As said
before,  the map is  based on opinions,  and consequently,  it  repre-
sents nothing else than an opinion,  the reasoned opinion of  the
authors. They and not the informants carry  the responsibility,  and
the burden of  provj-ng the correctness  of  their  opinion.  They are to
be blamed if  their  maps are incorrect.  This is  the consequence of
what the authors call  subjective  data handling.  fhe map so produced
is  primitive  in  the  same way as the early  geoqraphic maps were
primitive,  these rendering the opinion of  the geographer rather
than objective  geographic reality.
The Agro-ecological Atlas,  Volume f,  is  a data bank in  itself.  The
climatic  data per climate  sub-area have been used to  simulate epi-
demics of  yellow stripe  rust  (Puccinia striiformis)  on wheat. As
only monthly averages were available  in  the atlas,  years with
different  weather types were simulated by varying  around these
monthly averages with  the help of  a random generator. The simulated
yearly  weather sequences were then used as inputs  to  a simulator  of
fungal epidemics,  set  for  yellow rust  (Rijsdijk,  1975)- The result
was a frequency rlistribution  of  terminal  severities  over 50 simulated
years for  every climate  sub-area (FiS. 5).  fhe frequency distribu-
tions  give indications  of  the risks  incurred  in  the various climate
sub-areas,  when no crop protection  is  practised.  The risks  are ex-
pressed in  five  classes: high,  medium, low, negligible  and unknown,
and mapped accordingly  (FiS. 6).  In  this  way the old  data bank of
Atlas  No. T,  serves an input  to  the new data bank of  Atlas  No. III.
Trhis data bank of  crop losses in  cereals is  a cLosed bank in  so
far,  that  now no new data will  be supplied since the project  of
producing an atlas  is  almost finished.  Updating is  noL possible
due to  a lack of  funds and organization.  But new possibilities  in
33the same field  are developincr.
In  the Netherleinds  a researc:fi rrroject  staLte,l thir;  year to  construct
a computer-based warning system for  cereal  d.iseasr:s. The purpose of
this  system is  to  give  the  far:mers guidance .in crop protection  by
means of  advice on the use of  chemicals and the choice of  varieties
(supervised corrtrol).  The advice will  be b;rsr:d on early  detection
of plant  diseas;es in  the crops,  and on carculatiorr  of  the rate  of
progress  of  epi"demics by meansi of  computer simulations,  The earry
detection  of  p1-ant diseases vri.ll  be carried  rlut blr interestecl
farmers with  tkre help of  the eigricultural  se.rvices;. About 2% of  the
wheat crops wil-l  be taken up in  the system p:roporr.:ionalry  distri-
buted over the cereal qrowing areas and the main varieties.  Since
a check on the effectivity  cf  ttris  system is  necesrsary information
will  not  only be collected  on varieties,  dj-sr=ase, and degree of
attack,  but  also on fertilizat.ion,  crop rota'tion,  chemicals
applied,  and yi.eld,  in  order t.o calculate  1[e prol:j-ts.  If  the  system
is  profitable  t.o the farmers, every farmer cia,n par:ticipate.  It  is
evid.ent that  thre data colrecte,d for  the purpose of  redr:cing crop
losses by plant  pathogens wi.Ll. form a data base mrrch more detailed
than the d.ata hrase mentioned  a.bove.
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Fig.  1.  Simple block diagram of  data bank on crop losses
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Fig.  5.  Frequency distributions  of  the maximum attack  of  yellow
stripe  rust  (Puccinia  striiformis)  on winter  wheat during the
growing season, calculated  for  50 years.  Abscissa -  Iog.n of  the
maximum attack  during the growing season in  lesions per^Hectare.
100e. severity  equals the log value 9.7.  Ordinate -  relative  fre-
quency per class.  Open columns: climate  sub-area 37 (southern
France). Hatched columns: climate  sub-area 45 (east England).
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Fig.  6.  Provis:Lonal  map of  rellative  risk  of  epidernics by yellow
stripe  rust  (Puccinia striiformis)  on winter  wheab in  Europe due to
weather factor:;  only.  Curves rlelineate  areas with  equal relative
risks,  isorisk  curves. [I  (risk  is  high)  = black;  Iut (risk  is  medium)
= cross-hatche<1; L  (risk  is  low) = hatched; N (rir:k  is  negligible)
= white;  0  (no data availablelt  (yet) )  = white.
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38Establishment of
purposes
a data base for  gene bank
L.  Seidewitz, Institut  frir  Fflanzenbau  und Saatgutforschung,
Braunsweig-Volkenrode,  Federal Republic of  Germany
Qr1mfra  f  ,7 r  s.Lt.Lt4L  a
Plant  Germ Plasm Centres have been set up in  order to
preserve, procure and regist.rate  plant  genetic resources
for  future  use in  plant  breeding. The value of  plant
genetic resources depends on the degree of  comprehen-
siveness and reliability  of  available  information.  For
this  reason stored material  is  being evaluated  continuous-
Iy.  In  this  connection numerous information  arise  which
are kept in  data bases after  corresponding formatting.
Data bases are continuously supplemented  by means of  data
of  foreign  origin.  By this  means both the intrinsic  value
and the accessibility  of  immediately available  material
and of  foreign  resources is  being increased. Our own d.ata
bank activities  are supported by means of  a  'Thesaurus
for  the International  Standardisation Of Gene Bank
Documentation', by means of  which a terminological  basis
has been provided for  an international  information  ex-
change.
In  Braunschweig,  inforrnation  is  stored on a worldwide
basis with  regard  to  the economic value of  the material
concerned.  Actually,  special  attention  has been paid to
wheat and potatoes. There is  a wish for  our data bank to
form part  of  a European data base concept and to  solve
terminological  problems that  we have in  cotnmon with  lite-
rature  documentation  in  order to  facilitate  access to
evaluation  results  that  have been published elsewhere.
Data base work has been started  with  an elder version
of  the data base system SESAI4 (by Siemens). In  continua-
tion  the so-called  system FIDAS by the the Gesellschaft
fur  Mathematik und. Datenverarbeitung  (Association for
Mathematics and Data Processing) will  be used.
As a result  of  the world wide change in  man's natural  environment,
approximately 20 000 plant  species are threatened with  extinction.
This figure  is  a high multiple  of  the plant  species used in  the
world economy. Many potentially  useful  plants  are to  be found among
the threatened  species.
The natural  variety  of  forms of  plant  species in  use has been
reduced by various processes.  It  is  probably during the breeding of
homogeneous varieties  in  accordance with  variety-and  seed.-trade-
legislation  that  the most serious process occurs, narrowing the
genetic basis of  cultivated  species and thereby raising  the spectre
39of  vulnerabiliEy  in  our economic plant  species. Prinitive  forms
with  resistancr: properties  or particular  ada.ptability  to  extreme
environmental conditions  disappear, especially  in  the developing
countries  bei:ng identical  witEh the natural  centr,es of  d.iversity,
with  the introrluction  of  high yielding  varieties  .cred for  yield
and are thereb'y lost  for  late:r cross-breeding. Owing to  the use of
herbicides  or  the cultivation  of  hitherto  unused land, wild  forms
of  our cultivated  plants,  thalt also constitute  valuable starting
material  for  plant  breeding, ilre  threatened with  ,axtinction.
A world netw,crk of  gene banlcs for  the preservation  and use of
plant  genetic .resources has a.risen as a consequen,:e of  genic
erosion caused by man. The va.Lue of  this  col-lecti,ln  however, depends
soIeIy  on its  ,lescription  according to  use-c,rientr=d criteria.  The
genic material  is  being graduielly  evaluated in  or,fer to  establish
the value of  its  properties.  ilo start  with  a. syst,3matic  screening
was carried  out on the exist.e:ece  of  specific  properties  according
to  the degree of  specializatir:n  and capacity of  arzailable  facilities,
i.e.  a quantitative  and then ia qualitative  a.nalysis was carried  out
on the collections.
Information  for  identificat.ion,  morphology,  physiology and inform-
ation  suitable  for  specific  uses is  obtained. from material  sorting
and material  examination.  Wo.rldwideIy this  infor.nation  is  increas-
ingly  being stored in  data bases after  corresponding formatting.
fhe resultinq  opportunities  for  information  retrieval  and dissemi-
nation provide a basis for  Lhe development c,f plant  genetic resources
for  selective  use in  plant  brraeding.  Work is  currently  in  progress
on the pr:oblems of  communicat.ion and the exchangeability of  the
inforrnatioo  drlri data in  quest.ion in  several languages between various
parts  of  the w,crld.
The data base in  Braunschweig (Brunswick) is  thought to  perform in
future  a nucleus for  a concentration of  infc,rmaticn  where the need
is  greatest,  above all,  for  Western Europe.. As a result  of  the
activities  of  a German-Dutch vrorking party  c'n potatoes,  much
attention  has .been paid in  t.hr: last  few years to  potatoes in
informatj-on acquisition.  Likewise, much of  t.he information current-
ly  available  i:n the data base is  on wheat. The data base was hither-
to  temporarily  housed in  a research institut"e  about 15 km away, and
was accessible via  a terminal  with  a restricrtion  cn real-time  proc-
essing. Previously,  the input  of  about 30 000 logical  records was
carried  out by batch processing. Owing to  th.e conversion to  'time
sharingt  of  the computer and rcperating system at  the hosting research
institute,  a further  40 000 r,=cords are not yet  directly  accessible.
A visual  display  unit  is  bei.nrJ installed  in  June 1977 for  on-line-
communication'wj-th  the data base, which will.  be relocated on the
FAL site  in  Braunschweig from the end of  1911.
With the installation  of  thr= visual  displa.y unit  punched cards
will  no longer be used exclusively  for  data input;  the on-line  sys-
tem will  replace them widely.  The SESAM data. base processor' developed
by Siemens, was hitherto  used for  the interr:ral administration  of
the data base. Owing to  the  crcnversion of  th'e data base to  a time-
sharing system, the FIDAS pro,cessor of  the Ciesellschaft  ffir
Mathematik und Datenverarbeitrung  (Associaticrn for  Mathematics and
40Data Processing), Bonn, was instituted,  This system enables data
bases to be segrmented  with  a corresponding rational  lj.nk-up for
records and data fields.  By this  means it  is  intended to  achieve
redundancy-free once-only  storage to  a Iarge extent.  FIDAS is
characterized especially  by the flexability  of  the file  editor  and
the report  generator.
llitherto  data transcription  was carried  out according  to  one of
the recommended formats for  international  data exchange on punched
cards. In  this  connection two varicoloured  decks of  punched  cards
are produced each time during the punching  of  records compiled
according to  files,  namely with  the search-terms or  descriptors  which
appear in  files  and with  descriptor  states.  We use the  search-terms
in  German. This card deck can be readily  reproduced with  foreign
equivalents for  data transmission.  In  foreign  languages however,  we
are limited  to  the representable  character sLore of  our card
puncher.
The aims of  the Gene Bank amount to  a computerized  system of
Iinking  of  synonyms  of  search-terms in  various  languages, so as to
be able to  have recourfse to  the data bank with  the equivalent  search-
terms of  various natural  languages, The effort  toward international
standardization of  descriptor  states  is  to  be seen in  this  context,
so that  in  the future  it  will  be possible  to  insert  outside data
on magnetic  data carriers  into  the data bank without  any problems.
Future correcting  and up-dating of  the data bank will  be carried
out as often  as required,  using a visual  display  unit,  or  as soon
as corresponding information  is  ready for  input.
By this  means, all  possibilities  of  on-Iine  access should be
fully  exploited.  While one person supervises the data bank rnainten-
ance, his  colleagues who are involved in  various  activities  in  the
Gene Bank will  have access to  the data base. The next step is  to
make the data base freely  accessible to  external  users.  Confiden-
tial  data are not yet  available  for  storage in  the Gene Bank.
The data base is  used when compiling the yearly  report  and to
support the current  Gene Bank information  service of  the  Institute.
The information  store  is  used for  the periodical  listing  of  stored
material  and is  also made available  for  information  retrieval
associated with  specific  user profiles.  The FIDAS d.ata base process-
or  supports the statistical  analysis  of  the data bank. The oppor-
tunity  of  expanding the system gradually  by means of  special
modules for  further  data analysis  exists.
The construction  of  what is  now a 5-part  'Thesaurus  for  the  Inter-
national  Standardization of  Gene Bank Docuinentation' has been
started  in  order to  provide a means of  communication  with  the data
base and to  define  individual  interest  profiles.  The development of
international  co-operation in  the  sphere of  plant  genic material
preservatuon includes the extension of  the present German-Engtish
and English-German Thesaurus editions  to  include  Spanish, French
and Russian.
It  is  considered worthwhile to  make the work carried  out at  the
data bank an integral  part  of  European documentation  in  the agri-
cultural  sector,  so as to  be better  able to  respond to  interests
not limited  to  a specialized  fieId.
4LData bank of  the soil  science department of
INRA
J.-P.  Legrosr LNRA (Soit  Science Department-), Montpell-ier, France
Summarg
The l.nstitut  Nationa.I  de Ia  Recherche Acrronomique  Soil
data bank is  actually  dealing with  four  main files.  The
first.  and the second ones are buill:  to  srtore, display
and process soil  prcfile  data.  Ttie aim is  to  simplify
both the writing  of  the soil  sur:vely' repc)rts and to  open
new research fields.  Nearly 3000 descri;rtions  and analysj-s
of  profiles  are recorded. The thir<l  filer  links  data re-
Iateit  to  the geographical pattern  of  soils.  The objective
is  to  computerize  th,e drawing of  mariagenrent  maps obtained
from the pedologic maps associated with  a lot  available
environment  d.ata. lthis  file  contains act.ually only a few
examprles. The last  file  gathers to<Tether the data neces-
sary to  identify  a.Ll existing  French peilologic maps. This
is  irrformation for  vrhich we have o:Ften been asked.
Tgpes of  fil-es
The bank compri,ses  four  types of  files:
-  descripEive file  of  pedolo<7ical profiles  (DESCRIPTION);
-  analytical  file  of  pedological profiles  (AI'IALYSIS)  ;
-  file  of  pedol.ogical maps (l4AeS) ;
-  national  inde,x of  pedological studies  (IlIDilX) .
Structure  of  th.e bank
T'he scientist  in  charge has the assistance  oll a fu,Il-time  technician,
a part-time  prc)grammer/analyst.  and trainees,  The hrank is  installed
on an IBM 360-55 computer using the OS-NVT slrstem and owned by the
University  of  Montpellier.  This machine  is  equipperd  with  512 K of
fast  storage + 2000 K of  LCS. Among the avai-Lable compilers we use
mainly the following:  Cobol ANS, Fortran G, IlLl  F,  NLT. In  the
department  we h.ave a MITRA l li terminal.
Description  and analgsis  fiLes
Data acquisitic,n  is  by means of  a field.  proforma iirawn up on the
multiple-choice, principle.  These fieldsheets  refer  to  the terminol-
ogy of  specially  prepared glossaries.  What i:;  acturally recorded are
the main descriptive  and ana.Lytical  characteristics  of  the soil
types,  together with  certain  d.etails of  thei::  geological'  geomor-
phological  and vegetation environment. This :Ls naturally  supplemented
42by such information  as soil  classification,  name of  the horizons'
reliabitity  and representiveness  of  the whole profile.
The information  is  coded and recorded in  a standard format on
cards. Between 20 and 25 punched cards are needed for  each soil
profile.  The data are then checked  and transferred  to  magnetic
tape.
Five specific  working programs have so far  been developed for  the
print-out  and statistical  processing  of  data  (contingency tables,
averages, standard deviations,  modal value etc.).  Nearly 3000
profiles  have so far  been stored.
Maps file,
Tfris file  contains a record of  aII  data appearing on the qeologlcal,
pedological and phytosociological  maps which together concern  a
particular  region.  For this  purpose the area is  divided using a
regular  square grid.
The aim is  to  use these basic data for  the automatic  generation
of  land utilization  maps concerning the area under consideration
(suitability  for  various agricultural  uses, drainage and irrigation
needs, soil  potentialitY  etc.).
At the processing  level  the system (termed  INRA 6)  comprises
three essential  functions:
-  statistical  function:  extraction  of  rninimum,  average and maximurn
values,  summary of  information  on areas in  question,  calculations
on degree of  accuracy obtained, etc. i
-  factor  combination function:  data can be cornbined in  order to
retrieve,  for  example, soils  considered suitable  for  the cultivation
of  peach trees,  which are defined as 'deep, not  chalky,  on slightly
sloping surfacesr.  Various systems of  logic  can be used for  retrieval:
the Boolean retrieval  is  implemented.,  another is  being tested;
-  graphic function:  the results  of  the sorting  and calculating
operations are represented in  the form of  histograms, maps produced
by the printer  or block diagrams obtained  on a plotting  board by
connecting the system to  the  CARTOLAB library  (J.f,.  Mallet,  1976)
At the progranming level,  INRA 6 is  made up of  a series  of  PLl
subprograms  comprising a total  of  about 2000 statements. The system
is  activated  by means of  a number of  very brief  command programs
which are kept on cards.
Index file
Following a considerable  number of  requests, we have created a file
to  index every pedological  study carried  out in  France with  a soil
map: d6partement, scale,  subject,  year,  title,  area concerned, authorsl
names, name of  organization  responsible for  the study,  reference
number of  this  organization,  name of  requesting body. A print-out
program has been used to  print  the index,  which also  contains all
necessary references  on the persons and organizations involved in
this  work.
At present 1400 titles  have been collected.  A special  prograrn  has
been developed to  allow various  statistics  to  be obtained:  surface
covered each yearrsurface covered per ddpartement, Per subject etc.
43DeveTopment prospects
At present efforts  are being devoted essenti;rlly  to  the  fNRA 6
computer-assisted cartography  system, since the data bank is
functioning  normally under its  own steam. rn the future  a certain
number of  systems are to  be put into  operation with  a very practi-
cal  aim in  view:  to  promote greater  knowled.gel about and improved
protection  and use of  the agricultural  environment.
Addit ionaJ- documentation
Agence de cooperation  curturerre  et  rechniquer, 1977 -  forthcoming.
Glossaire de description  des horizons,  glossaire  de description  des
profils,  glossaire  de description  de I'environnementr  glossaire  des
techniques analytiques.  9 Avenue de Messine, paris.
Favrot,  J.C.,  J.  Argeles, p.  Falipon,  E Henserl & J.p.  Legros, 1977.
R6pertoire Nationar des Etudes Pddorogiquer;.  rNFiA, Montpellier,
No. 301, 305 p.
Legros, J.P.  L9'74. Fiche de der:cription  du profil  p6dologique  draprds
Ies glossaires  de p€dologie  riu croupe Informatigue et  Biosph6re.
SES No 158, 2nd edition,  ESNA, Montpellier.
Legros, J.P.,  7974. Le stockage informatique des dcnn6es rr6dologiques  -
avantages et,contraintes.  Co.Lloque fnformat.ique et Environnement,
Arlon,  Belgium.
Legros, J.P.  & :8. Ilensel ,  7978 -  forthcoming. INRA 6 Computer-
assisted cartographic system. 2nd meeting  crn Soil  Information Systems,
Sofia,  Bulgaria.
ORSTOM,  1969. Glossaire de desr:ription  des horizons en vue du
traitement  informatique.  70 .route d'Aulnay,  Bondy.
Mallet,  J.L.,  1916. Programmes de cartographie autcmatique, prdsen-
uation de Ia  bibliothdque  CARTOLAB. Science: de la  Terre,  No. 7.
44An integrated information systern for  soil
survey




A pilot  project  to  establish  a computer-based information
system for  environmental data was executed in  the Nether-
lands  (I972-1976) using earth  science inforrnation  of  the
Soil  Survey Institute  and Geological Survey.
Outline  of  design
The system has been designed to  allow the input'  storage
and retrieval  of  point,  line,  area and time information
in  on-line  and off-line  modes. It  aims at  capturing  archive
material  with  minimum human transliteration.  The system
is  of  modular desigm. The system is  written  in  FORTRAN
(ANSI IV)  and is  implemented on a CDC Cyber 72 (131 x
Word.s), with  a Nova 12OO controller  of  the graphics  rnod.ule.
Input
Input modules  include  fixed  format'  variable  and free
Ianguage input.  The current  version of  the  system accepts
punch cards, paper tape, magnetic tape and terminal  input.
Much use is  made of  optical  character readers for  captu-
ring  information.
File  organization
The system supports two central  systems for  file  organi-
zation.  The heart of  the system is  the refationaf  data
base managiement  system in  G-EXEC of  the Natural Environ-
ment Research Council in  Britain.  G-EXEC includes a large
number of  application  programs. G-EXEC contains a module
for  interactive  input  and vetting  of  data,  but  the  system
itself  is  batch oriented.
fhe WIA system supports  GRASP of  the US Department of
the Interior.  This is  a very user-friendly  system re-
quiring  minimal training.
Interfaces
Data from all  input  modules  and transfer  of  data between
G-EXEC and GRASP takes place via  the standard interfaces.
The cartographic modules will  be connected in  a similar
way.
The G-EXEC module includes programs to  produce  and
accept generalized  FILEI'IATCH files.  Any external  supplier
or  user of  WIA data only has to  write  one interface:  from
his/her  own system to  FILEMATCH.
45Autornated cartograpley
Ttre LIIIA system inch:des two sets c,f cartographic packages.
On tlne main CDC Cybr:r 72 computer are currently  operational
3 software packages  developed by Harvar:l University  (USe):
the  line  printer  mapping system SYMAP, the vector  system
CALFTf,RM  and the  3D lolock diagram system SYMVU.  A complete
stan,l-alone automatr:d  cartography unit  is  incorporated
as p,art of  the WIA system. ft  is  a. purchased  rturn  keyl
syst,3m from the  US :Eirm Cornputervision. The WIA Computer-
visirrn  system inclu<les a large  conbined digitizer/plottinq
tabl,=, a 19" storage  CRT unit  for  interactive  editing,
and disk,  magnetic ltape and teletype  peripherals.  AIso
included is  extensi.,ze  software for  cartrf,graphic  prepara-
tion:s,  with  special  emphasis  on polygon  manupulation. The
systr=m is  controlle<1  by a Nova 1200-typ,= minicomputer,
currr:ntly  with  32 K Words. The output m,lgnetic tapes of
the rlomputervision  system  may be acceptr:d by G-EXEC for
further  processing  :Lf required,  and als,: linked  to  Syl4Ap
whereby transformat:Lon  from raster  to  vr3ctor maps become
poss:Lble.
Appl:Lcation  packages
G-EXllC and GRASP contain extensive stat.Lstical  packages
for  <Jeneral use. G-liXEC allows the user of  the  system to
free-Ly add his  own ;rpplication  program.
Conc-Lusion
The WIA system is  ant attempt to  utilize  existing  knowledge
in  Europe and North America to  build  an up-to-date user-
friendly  generalizecl information  system for  environmental
sciences. It  is  a syslem with  modular design and generalized
inte::faces to  allow adaptation to  local  needs and commu-
nicaLion of  informat-ion between system. It  was adopted
from L9'77 by Netherl-ands Soil  Survey Ins;titute  and Nether-
lands Geological Sur:vey.
More powerful datet handling allows netr methodological
resezrrch to  progress;. International  soi-L data transfer  is
currently  Iimited  due to  lack of  n,ormal:-zation in  classi-
fication  and analytj_cal  methods. A joinL  Dutch-German
soil  mapping project  exemplifies  a poss:ble future  ap-
proach. Much remains; to  be done to  arrirre  at  a European
land classification.  A nurnber of  basic s;oil problems must
be solved before international  exc.hange of  soil  data
becornes practical  .
rn the Netherrand.s,  the Ministry  of  Economic Affaj-rs has financed
from 1972 a piJ-ot project  to  erstablj-sh a computer--based information
system for  envj-ronmental data.  By the end of  1976 the basic system
was nearry complete.  rn  L977 erysLematic use r)f thj-s wrA systerri
(Werkgemeensch;rp Informatiesysteem Aardwetenrschappen)  began by the
Netherlands Soil  Survey Institute  and the Netherl;rrds  Geological
Survey.
Organizationeilly it  is  worthr noting  that  tlee WII\ project  was an
interdepartemer.rtal one, linkinrg ministries  rr3spons;ible for  agri-
46culture,  mineral and petroleum exploration,  meteorology,  rural  and
urban planning,  remote sensing and, cad.astral mapping. This sharply
focussed project,  with  its  own staff  and direct  financing,  elimi-
nated many of  the normal stumbling blocks associated with  interde-
partmental  cooperation. It  also  strengthened the ties  between  the
Soil  Survey and the Geoloqical Survey linking  the data of  the  two
closely  related  organizations.  The funds made available  for  the
project  was f  t.I  million  (approx.  US $ 400 000)'
OutLine of  design
The system has been designed  to  allow the input,  storage and re-
trieval  of  point,  line  area, and time information  in  on-Iine  and
off-line  mod.es, In  particular,  it  aims at  allowing existing  ar-
chive material  to be captured for  computer use' with  minimum  human
transliteration.  we have thought it  especially  important to  provide
a number of  user-friendly  entries  into  the system, allowing  the
'computer-naive'  user to  operate a sophisticated  system' The phi-
losophy of  this  approach was outlined  by De Heer and Bie  (1975).
The system designers have strived  to  utilize  recent advances in
hardware and software in  a modular (building-block)  design'
We have attempted to  use already existing  modules  wherever possi-
ble.  Specifically  we have aimed at  creating  a generalized system
that  may be applicable  to both smalt and large problems. The mod'u-



























Fig.  1. Information  system earth  sciences-when only minor parts  are needed, thus reducing p,seqessing  costs.
The system is  armost completery written  in  ANSr FORTRAN rv,  and
is  currently  implemented on a contror  Data corporation  cyber 72,
with  131 K Word.s under NOS/BE operating system.
A NovA 1200 minicomputer  acts as a controlller  c,f the graphics
modures. As many of  the software  modures originat,e from other
machines,  the  system is  largely  'portable'.
We can consider the system as having five  basic compartments: in-
put,  fire  organization,  automated  cartograptry,  apprication  programs
and interfaces  (Fig.  1).  fhe latter  consists; of  modules scattered.
among the other  compartments  and although fr:equently invisible  to
the user,  they constitute  a most essential  elrement of  a modular
soil  information  system. The success of  such a design is  totarly
dependent on the performance  of  the interfaces.
Input  modules
rnput modules incrude normal fixed  format inLput, variable  input
where the attribute  is  identified  by its  name (or tag),  and free
language input  where word lists  are employeil to  identify  attribute-
value pairs  fr,cm normal or neilr-normal  text.
Fixed for:mat i:nput
An exampre of  :Eixed format is  the input  of  soir  a:narytical data
via  mark sense forms. For each attribute  (soil  pr,cperty) has been
reserved a fixed  field  of  fixed  rength. with  this  input  form (read
opticalry  by a commerciar serr,rice bureau) short  l.ines are drawn
with  a soft  pencil  across the values that  apply.
Variable  formal input
fhe  landscape  forms attempt to  describe the attri]>utes  of  the visi-
ble  landscape per space or ma$s (e.g.  of  trees).  j\s only few of  the
total  number of  attributes  arer present in  any one space, the iden-
tification  by tag  ($ plus  three  letters)  forms a useful  alternative.
only  those attr:ibutes  are punched. (or otherwise  entered into  the
computer) that  happen to  have values  (see Bi,e, I9't41 .
Free format input
Borelogs or  soil  profile  descr:iptions constitute  an extreme form
of  variabre  input.  Here the attribute  name i:s frecpently  implicit
rather  than exSrlicit.  The varue brue defines implj.citly  the
attribute-value  pair  col-out: h'Lue.
Our archives consist  of  large  numbers of  such rercords (more than
0.5 million).  lttere  is  no personnel available  to  change this  manual-
ry  to  computer-acceptable  input..we  have construct:ed a system
(Bie et  al.,  1975) that  works thus:
1- A (geologically,  pedologically)  unskilled  tlpisrt  types the in-
formation on sheets according to  specific  typing  instructions.
2-  The typed manuscripts are read by an optical  re,ader, processed
by a formatting  program and dumped on magnetic  tape.
4B3.  The tape block is  read into  a vetting  program. The program
automatically  identifies  attribute-value  pairs  by identifying  the
words (values) in  word lists.  Alternative  spellings  and terms'
together with  commonly occurrinq errors,  are automatically  normal-
ized.  Errors,  to  which the program cannot find  a solution,  are
printed  on a terninal  for  the scientist  to  solve'
Conclusion
Reflected in  the input  modules described  above is  the following
philosophy  of  the designers:
-  rnake the input  preparation user-friendly,  preferably  accept
present type inPut;
-  do not use scientific  staff  for  mundane tasks '  Iet  the computer
do the donkey-work;
-  Ieave the last  word with  the scientist-
FiTe organization
The system supports two central  systems for  file  organization.. The
heart of  the system is  the relationa-l  data base management system
G-EXEC of  the Natural  Environment Research Council in  Britain
(Jeffery  et  aI.,  1975). This is  a powerful data base management
system particularly  developed for  environmental data.  It  utilizes
the coneept of  relations  between data  (rather  than hierarchical
structures)  as originally  formulated  by Codd. These structural
relations  enable geographical  relations  in  depth and space to  be
expressed efficiently,  and to  link  data that  are logically  linked
also when the linkage is  not hierarchical.  G-EXEC contains a Iarge
number of  application  programs, including  numerical  analysis of  data
and plotting  routines.  In  the first  phase of  operation of  the WIA
system work with  G-EXEC is  confined to  our computer support staff'
We expect especially  motivated  soil  scientists  to  operate  G-EXEC
independently in  the  second phase over a year or  so'
To enable less  computer-minded  soil  scientists  to  utilize  the
computer to  interrogate  their  files,  to perform simple statistical
analysis  and prepare tables  for  further  study,  we have also imple-
mented the real-time  interactive  GRASP retrieval  system of  the
US Geological Survey (Bowen & Botbol,  1975). Here light  terminals
connected by telephone lines  to  the cyber (e.9.  teletlpes  or
video displays)  enabie easy access to  the computer. Any reasonably
motivated  soil  scientist  can, with  minimal instruction'  get  down
to practical  work.
A beginners manual. (Aie et  aI. ,  L977) of  which an English version
is  also available  (Bie et  al.,  t977a), attempts to  lower the
threshold further,  and pays attention  to  error  messages that  may
occur as result  of  illegal  commands, tlping  errors  etc.  GRASP is
essentially  also a relational  file  system, employing  the simplest
case -  the single  relation.  We feel  that  GRASP is  a powerful educa-
tional  tool  though limited  in  its  ability  to  perform complex re-
trievals,  it  wets the appetite  of  the earth  scientists  and give
them incentive  to  develop further  data handling interests.
GRASP and G-EXEC are linked  through internal  two-way interfaces
49allowing  e.g.  a preliminary  retrieval  to  be performed  in  batch mode
under G-EXEC, and be passed on for  further  interactive  work und.er
GRASP. Externally  G-EXEC can prod.uce the  FTLEMATCH format,  accep-
tabre  for  input  in  the French srcMr system, the west-German DASCH
system, the Canadian SAFRAS and the generalllz aysilable  SYSTEM 2000.
G-EXEC can also  accept FTLEMATCH files  produced by other systems.
This concept of  file  transfer  is  pioneered b1n SO6EODATA  of  the
rnternationar  union of  Geological sciences, and cleserves  close
attention  from the soil  science world.
Automated cartographg
The WIA system includ.es two sets of  cartografrhig  packages.  The
cyber supports three software  packages  deveroped  by Harvard uni-
versity  (usa;:  the lineprinter  mapping systen syMAp (current version
impremented  5.  19),  the vector  system cALFoRlt and the three-
dimensional block diagram system SYMVU.
SYMAP, with  its  ability  to  h,andle data in  raster  rather  than
vector(rine)  fo.rmat, arlows maps to  be constructed from point  data
with  contj-nuous values  (contou:r or  isoline  map), with  crass value
(proximal  map) or  just  a line  map translated  into  raster  format
(conformant  map). We have extended the  SYMAP syste:n by adding  modules
that  alrow seve.rar maps to  be overlaid  within  the  computer, with
user-selectable  algorithms between  the overla.ys,  s,c that  a synthesis
map can be cons'tructed.  This extension to  the multivariate  case
offers  much prospect in  soil  c.lassification  and in  environmental
mapping. Examples of  the techn:Lque have been published by De Gruijter
and Bie  (L97s), Bie  (1976)  an<1 De Gruijter  (r9j7).  A recent addi_
tion  to  this  module allows the normal lineprinter  map to  be changed
into  vector  format.  Smoothing  algorithms will  (cosmetically)  create
a normar map image, if  desired'  The image can be erjited  further  in
the computervision  system. This is  a comprete  rstarrd-arone'  carto-
graphic unit,  incorporated as part  of  the wrA systr:m. rt  is  a pur-
chased 'turn-key'  sysLem from the US firm  Computer.,rision.
At the moment the WIA Computervision  system inch:des a large  com-
bined digitizer/protter,  a 19" storage  cRT dispray for  interactive
editing  and a  1,1 M words diskr  a 9 t.rack 800 B.p.r,  magnetic  tape
unit  and teletype  peripherals.  AIso included is  exr:ensive  software
for  cartographic use, with  speciar ertphasis on polllgon manipulation
so important for  soil  maps. The system is  controlled  by a NovA
1200 minicomputer,  currently  wj-th 32 K rrlords" At tire moment only  one
user can operate the system at  any one time,  a rnultiuser capability
wirr  shortly  be added. The system can support:4 use:rs, and arso be
equipped with  an automatic scanning option,  wfrich autotnaticaTTg
digitizes  line  patterns.  This offers  much hope for  rnore efficient
automation in  the future  than i-s possible with  cur::ent hand digi-
tizing  methods.
Two-way interfaces  exist  to  l-ink the computervis-i-on  system with
the cyber,  for  use with  G-EXEC and sy[,tAp. This arlows information
on the digitized  borehole/profi.re  description  rocations to  be
passed back to  the main computerr for  incrusio:n with  the descrip-
tions  themselves.
50Application  programs
AII  programs described  above contain application  software.  G-EXEC
and GRASP  have extensive statistical  packages for  general use.
SYMAP and the Computervision  system also include various possibi-
lities  for  user manipulation and statistical  summaries.
Added to  this  is  the  WIACLAS  module operating on the Cyber system.
This is  an interactive  identification  program that  allows an un-
known individual  to  be allocated  to  a class on the basis of  its
similarity  to  other,  already classified,  individuals.  WIACLAS is
self-learningr,  in  that  new identifications  may be added to  existing
ones, thus increasing the  'experience'  of  the system. Interesting
appli.cations of  WIACLAS are in  geological  stratigraphy  (Bie,  I976)
and in  soil  suitability  classification  (Bie et  al. '  t9l6b) .
Potential- impact of  a soiL information  sgstem
The WIA system is  an attempt to  utilize  existing  knowledge in
Europe and North America to  build  a user-friendly  generalized in-
formation system for  environmental sciences. It  is  a system at-
tempting to  offer  facilities  for  the many activities  of  a soil
survey organization,  with  modular design and generalized internal
and external  interfaces.
Whilst  we are pleased with  the progress made in  the machanization
of  tedious and unattractive  tasks in  manual soil  data handling  (and
nake our large  archives potentially  usable) the last  two years of
developments have strengthened, our feeling  (Schelling,  1975i Bie,
7975) that  with  soil  information  systems  will  come a new and more
powerful approach to  our branch of  soil  science. A new and deeper
insight  into  soil  science problems  may be obtained  from d,irect
access to  the  ratoms' of  the soil  system: the raw data.  This reali-
zation  is  not  confined to  soil  science; other earth  scientists
draw the  same conclusion (Hubaux, 1973). A phase of  building  soil
information  systems will  be superseded  by increased research in
methodology  (e.9.  Webster, L975) .  We hope that  in  the Netherlands
our wIA system will  provide a tool  also towards this  purpose.
The main tasks now to  be faced in  the earth  sciences are these:
1. International  and interdisciplinary  d.ata exchange. With respect
to  soil  taxonomy soil  science is  still  in  the pre-Linnaeus stage.
There is  no internationally  accepted general classification,  and
no normalized set of  soil  characteristics  or  laboratory  methods.
These are probably the worst drawbacks for  international  coopera-
tion.
The International  Society of  Soil  Science has since  1975 had a
Working croup on Soil  Information  Systems in  its  Commission V.  The
purpose of  this  group is  mainly to  exchange knowledge  and experi-
ence. The group has met twice in  Europe and a subgroup once in
Australia.  The proceedings,  a newsletter  and a project  catalogue
are results  of  its  activities.
FAO has made a first  sketch for  an International  SoiI  Data Bank.
fhis  ambitious  idea will  require  much money and energy, commodities
that  are not easily  available  at  present.
Our geological  colleagues are in  general further  advanced. They
51have COGEODATA, in  the Internertional  Union of  Geo.Logical  Sciences.
This powerful group does not only exchange inform,rtion,  but  makes
overviews of  the state  of  the art'  and has developed the exchange
format between some of  the maj-n existing  systems, FILEMATCH.
The International  Council of- Scientific  Unions (lorunittee on Data
for  Science ancl Technology hasi set up a task Qrou1l on Space and
Time Dependent Data. The object  of  this  group is  Lo set up and
execute a project  that  would J-mprove and acceleral:e the interdisci-
plinary  transfer  of  knowledge  of  space and time dependent  data
handling metho<ls.
2.  Cooperation between soil  survey institutes  in  llurope. The
publication  of  a soil  map of  the world on scale 1 :  5 million  is  in
progress, the sheet of  Europe wiII  probably  be thr: Iast  one to
appear. A soil  map 1 :  1 millj-on  of  Europe has been under construc-
tion  for  many years.  Several parts  are present in  manuscript form.
A discussion on land classification  has started  on European level,
but  it  will  probably take several years to  come t() a common  method.
(Technical  Con:;ultation on Land Evaluation for  Eu:rope, Nitra,
Czechoslovakia.,  I975) .
In  a joint  p::oject  between the German and Dutch soil  surveys one
1 :  50 OO0 soi-L map covering border areas has been published, both
with  the  C"erman and the Dutch map legends. A secorrd map sheet will
be surveyed in  the next years.,
3.  The need fo:: exchange of  soil  data in  Europe. lthere is  no doubt,
that  in  the near future  for  environmental and agr:Lcultural purposes
exchange of  soj-I information  wiII  be needed. As long as several
basic problems are not  solved, the total  exercise cannot be initiated.
Among these basic problems  the normalisatj-on of  cl-assificationr  p€lr-t-
meters and metlrods of  analysis  is  of  prime import;mce.
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s3An automated information system for soil
survey
R. Webster, Soil. Survey of  Engl.and and Wales, Rotheunsted
Experimental Stertion, Harpenderr, United Kingdom
Summarg
The Soil  Survey of  Errgland and Wales has some fifty  field
scient-ists,  mainly errgaged on mappi:ng. Sr.rrveyors record
a.t.out 120 000 items of  information  per year in  a computer
compatible  form,  and these records are us;ed to prepare
reports  on the soil  of  each site  in  a cortventional  layout
automatically.  This j.nformation, however,, represents  only
about one tenth  of  al.I observations. The remaiuder  are
generalized into  classifications  or  maps and thereby lost.
The Survey aims to  record and handle a-Ll observations,
and is  studying both the requirements of  its  clients  and
the methods needed to  furnish  them. It  has therefore  be-
gun a pilot  project  f.or one region.  In  collaboration  with
Oxforcl University  it  has established a regional  store  for
Oxforclshire, containing soil  infornation  from a variety
of  sources. Ttre data will  be used to  demonstrate the
feasibility  by automation to  serve the Survey's  clients
and to  explore real  needs. A systems ana-Lysis has been
made, and the data memagement program, G-EXEC, is  being
implemented for  the purpose of  the project'
fhe  Soil  Survey of  England and Wales has some 50 f:Leld scientists
operating from ll9 offices  throughout the country.  The Survey's main
task at  present is  to  prepare maps of  the soil  of  :;elected 100 km2
areas at  a scale of  1 :  25 000" The maps are made :irom observations
made at  some 30 to  40 points  peir km2. The soil  is  examined. using a
spade or  auger at  each point,  eind its  colour  (including  mottling),
texture,  stoniness,  presence of  carbonate and othe:: properties  ob-
served at  each of  several depttrs. A few surveyors :record aII  they
observe, some record all  they observe at  a proport:Lon of  the inspec-
tion  points  only,  some record only a few soil  properties  at  most
inspectign points,  and some record only a soil  clal;s name that  sub-
sumes all  they see at  each point.  Between  1000 and 1000 km2 are
surveyed  each year,  and the results  presented as mirps showing soil
types separated by boundary lines.
For each soil  tlpe  shown on a map one or more de'bailed descriptions
are made of  the soil  from pits  dug to  about 1.5 m. About thirty
characters are recorded at  eacft of  several levels  r:r horizons in
the field.  Samples are taken f::om pits  for  particl:  size  and chemical
analysis,  for  determining the rnoisture characterisLic'  and for
microscopic  examination. Some 1[0 to  30 properties  ,are measured in
the laboratory  on sanples from each level  or horiz,rn.  Data derive
54from several sources;  namely field  centres,  the chemistry la.boratorv
at  Rothamsted Experimental Station,  the  soil  water laboratory  at
Derby, and the micromorphological  laboratory  at  Rothamsted.
Several hundred pits  are dug and described each year.  AII  the
descriptions  and results  of  analysis  are being recorded in  computer-
compatible form. At a rough estimate the  Survey now accumulates
60 items of  information  on each of  four  levels  or horizons in  the
soil  at  each of  500 sites,  together with  ancillary  information,
each year.  This is  about 120 000 items per year.
All  other observations  are recorded only if  surveyors wish.  In
the past there has been no satisfactory  means of  handling records
of  such observaLions and this  has led to  the present practice  of
generalizing  and thereby losing  specific  site  information  at  a very
early  stage in  survey. Nevertheless in  the West Midland region staff
do record all  observations  in  full,  and accumulate about 200 000
items of  information  annually.  If  staff  elsewhere  record all  their
observations  there will  be a further  1 M or  so items per year to
be added.
Conputing
The Survey has had access to  a large  general purpose computer  (a
System 4-7O) at  Rothamsted for  several years.  The machine has been
used mainly for  statistical  analysis.  But programs have also been
written  to  screen files  of  coded field  descriptions  and translate
them into  text  and to  process the records of  chenical analysis.
Raw laboratory  measurements of  soil  water are entered into  the
computer and converted to  values of  moisture retention,  soil
density,  stoniness and particle  size.  In  the latter  form they are
stored in  8O-byte records.  The aim now is  to bring  together the
various data handling activities  j-nto a sj-ngle marlagement system.
Studg of  a prototgpe data store
We wish to  ret.ain as much information  as possible  in  an easily
accessible form so that  it  can be e:qploited, and to  use the computer
to  handle all  or  almost aII  data that  the Survey can collect.  We are
not yet  sure how best to  do thisr  partly  because we lack  sufficient
computing expertise,  but mainly because we do not know fully  what
either  surveyors or  their  clients  wish to  know. Equally neither
surveyors nor clients  can visuafise,  let  alone specify,  the range
of  their  requirements without  some practical  experience of  using
an automated  data store.
A research project  has been started  jointly  by Oxford University
and the Survey to  resolve this  impasse by establishing  an experimen-
tal  prototype data store  for  one region,  well  primed with  information
to  serve a range of  users.  The intention  is  to  use the store  and
data handling facilities  to  demonstrate  the feasibility  of  such a
system and to  e>rplore real  requirements.  The region chosen is  that
of  Oxfordshire,  for  which data are available  from the laboratories
mentioned above and from several others,  including  those of  the
Ministry  of  Agriculture,  Soil  Science Laboratory  at  Oxford, the
Institute  of  Geological Sciences, and the Imperial  College of  Science
55and Technology in  London. A data handling system is  therefore  needed
to  do the following:
-  Accept all  kinds of  informaLion  about the soil  a.t sites,  deriving
from several field  surveyors and several laboratories,  which may
use different  recording conventions and different  formats.
-  Provide simple facilities  for  validation,  editing  and up-dating.
-  Output to  line  printer,  and to  temporary  workfifes  or more per-
manent files  which may then be used for  deriving  new varieties,
statistical  cornputation, translation  of  cod,ecl input  into  text,  rndp-
ping,  and input  to  existing  standard programs such as SYMAPT the
mapping progfran of  the Laboratory  for  Computer Graphics at  Harvard,
and GENSTAT, the Rothamsted general statistical  program.
-  Most important of  all,  information  must be held in  such a way
that  it  can be retrieved  or  collated  for  at  l-east geographic area,
soil  type,  Ioca1 government  division  and the more important indi-
vidual  soil  characters.  Such output is  what f.inally  interests  the
user of  such a system.
It  is  desirable  that  the system is  easy to  use from the simplest
terrninal,  namely a teletype  linked  to  the Post Office  telephone
network, by staff  with  little  computing exper:tise and who are un-
likely  to  use the computer sufficiently  freguently  to  justify  their
becoming  expert,
We have completed the  systerns analysis,  ancl are considering
existing  software for  our purpose. The program G-EXEC, written  by
the Natural Environmental Research Council computer unit  mainly for
geological  data seens the most suited,  and isr being implemented  on
the Rothamsted  computer.  We expect it  to  be working during the
summer of  this  year.
For the purpose of  the exper.iment the data handling need not be
computionally  efficient.  The important factors  are ease of  use and
early  availability.  Efficiency  can be considered and improved when
we know more clearly  users'  requirements.
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Over the last  I  years,  a user-friendly  soj-I information
system has been implemented at  ORSTOM on an 1108 com-
puter,  under the acronym POSEIDON. PIan language is  used
as input,  and statistics  (non-parametric)  is  the main
output.  Poseidon has a wide range of  applicability,  and
has already served. into  10 data files.  Any vocabulary
derived from binary,  ordinal,  nominal and interval  varia-
bles  (maximum 500), plus  spatial  and temporal referencing,
may be used. The files  are updated (maximum 10 000 units
and 10 subunits)  and retrieved  (maximum 100 conditions).
Cluster analysis  and tests  are performed  on the retrieved
records.  Surfaces are obtained on the lineprinter  by poly-
nominal interpolation  techniques. The most important pro-
grams have been published,  in  L974r other  last  year.  Train-
ing  a limited  number of  soil  scientists  is  offered  once a
year.
Purpose
since its  establishment  in  1968r the oRsroM Pedology Data Bank has
been providing  assistance  in  computerized  management and rnaking
statistical  comparisons of  soil  profiles  which have been described
overseas.
Manual coding of  the descriptions  was out of  the question due to
the lack  of personnel. Automatic coding meant that  a unique termino-
Iogy would have to  be used by aII  OR.STOM pedologists,  and that  a
DBMS with  arl  finctions  (storage, updating,  retrievar)  would have
to  be created, accepting  the plain  ranguage of  the new terminologry.
fhe terminology  was drawn up in  cooperation  with  all  the interested
French organizations on the initiative  of  the DGR.ST and pr:blished  in
1969 and L97I. Management requirements were met by creating,  in
earry  r97o' a DBMS whose functions  can be used in  plain  ranguage.
This management software  was published in  1974 on an exampre not
rerated to  pedology,  as comprete independence from a given termino-
Iogy was a requirement of  the  system.
Research into  the statistical  comparison of  soil  profiles  is
still  going on, and several multivariate  nonparametric methods have
already been of  use in  this  work.
The system is  better  known under the acronym pOSEIDON  for
'Proc6dures  opErationnelres en statistique  Et  rnformatique  pour
DOnn6es  en langage Naturelr  released in  1975.
57Hatdware
A remote batch SFENA TMf400 card reader and Linepr:inter multidis-
cipline  termin;rl  is  linked  by a 4800 bauds l:ine to  a SPERRY-UNIVAC
1108 computer with  Ig2 K words of  STAD in  Pa:ris and to  an IBM 3l'/L6B
computer of  CNRS-CIRCE in  OrsaY.
This year,  tfie  Pedology Data Bank accounts for  110% of  the use of
the terminal.
Main fiTes
Profile  descriptions  are stored and updated on ma<;netic tape.  A
user-friendly  ::etrieval  proceclure is  available.
-  Referral  file:  Geographical coordinates (latitu<le  longitude in
degrees  and minutes) ,  donor, clate, French soil  group etc. ' 
make up
a 14 variates  l:ecord. fhis  is  spatial  and tempora-L referencing for
all  the soil  profiles  fed into  the data bank-
-  Horizons file:  This file  includes records conta:Lning 112 binary'
nominal, ordin.rl,  and intervall  variates  used to  describe profile
horizons  (an average of  4 horj-zons per profile  wir:h a maximum of  10) .
-  Environnents file:  This recent file  contains descriptions
relating  to  geomorpholog'y,  geology, hydrology, ve<Tetation,  human
influence.  The:re j-s room for  '70 variates  as SOGREJ\II. Homologous
retrieved  subf:Lles are amalgarnatedr e.9.  for  contouring  purposes.
Two files  on central  Africa  alone were also set up using the
INEAC terminol<:gy  to  process profiles  described b'7 this  institute.
The first  contains one record for  each of  the ten fixed  depths in
each profile,  iend this  record contains 42 variate:s.  The second file
describes and .Iocates the sites  with  records of  2,4 variates.  Both
have served as a reference fi.Le.
In  addition  to the above, other files  have been used for  specific
tasks.  POSEIDON has a wide range of  applicability.  An experiment
is  under way orn the proposed IIAO terminologTy.
POSEIDON as a ,DBIUIS
Following management programs are all  in  the implemented  stage for
the  1108 computer:
-  Retrieval.  Subfiles  are ret:rieved by reading one of  the tapes
supporting the file  in  questiren, specifying  the appropriate vocabu-
Iary  (e.g.  that  of  the retriever  language),  and supplying a complete
Boolean expression. Logical  AI{D OR operators and relational  LE, LT,
EQ, NE, GE, GT operators are rused. operands (variates  and values)
are taken from the vocabulary, in  plain  language or in  code' There
are no parentheses:  AND has p.riority  over OFl.. As missing values are
coded automatically,  it  is  possible to  retri.eve  only those records
which contain specified  variates.  The recorils which answer the Boolean
conditions  are:  a)  coded on tape or  cards irr an I  format and identi-
fiedr  record length being determined  by the total  number of  variates,
and, b)  printed  in  plain  languege, the values being arranged in  the
order of  the vocabulary. In  the case of  files  comprising two levels,
the printout  covers the entire  unit  (profiler),  the coded subunits
(horizons) being marked.
5BFortran program SGYT, 906 lines,  B0 K words.
-  Geosearch. Questioning of  the referral  file  may be accompanied by
a request for  a mapped nondistorted  representation of  the sites
which satisfy  certain  conditions  and which are in  the geographic
area determined  by two parallels  and two meridians. Linked Fortran
programs  COOR, 240 lines,  9 K words, SGYT' CARTO,  5O7 lines,  17 K
word.s.
-  Storage. Source documents are handwritten or  typed descriptions'
as well  as checked lists  of  terms. Descriptions are fed into  the
files  in  plain  language on cards '  wj-th a period  as separator
between values. Within a subunit,  values may be in  any order,  and
the order may vary from one subunit to  another. Two compulsory
keln'rords control  the unit/subunit  hierarchy.  The program checks
input  with  the wording of  the vocabulary. The printout  is  annotated
in  the event of  discrepancy or  redunddoclr while  only validated
values are coded magnetically.  Up to  500 words of  comments may be
added to  a unit;  10 subunits are allowed per unit'  500 values and
100 chapters per subunit,  100 000 subunits per file.  The vocabularies
and files  of  descriptions  are loaded on tape:  3 tapes are used in
circular  permutation  for  reasons of  safety.  Fortran program DGY,
943 lines,  69 K words.
-  Updating. Correction,  addition,  or deletion  of  values are made
by rereading the cards of  the subunits concerned.  Addition  of
subunits to  existing  units  is  by reading additional  cards. Unit  or
subunit deletion  is  by control  card.  Same DGY program.
-  Vocabularies. Variates  and values are included in  a vocabulary.
Values may consist  of  1 to  150 alphanumerical characters (with  only
/-r*$)  and must each be different  since values may be in  any order
when storaEle, updating, or  retrieval  takes place.  The wording of  the
values in  the first  three  files  can be found in  the two published
glossaries.  Included in  the vocabulary  are all  the equivalencies of
the type  tvalue in  plain  = same value in  numerical  code'.  A vocabu-
lary  may accept 60 000 word.s. Translated vocabularies permit auto-
mated translation  of  Lhe records.  Fortran program RGY, 763 lines,
68 K words.
The POSEIDON multivatiate  nonparametric  statisticaf  software
In  the presentation of  following  progralns, m stand.s for  the total
nurnber of  units  or  subunits,  v for  the nurnber of  variates  choosen
by format cards, missing values being accepted in  all  records.
-  Clusters.  Any dissimilarity  matrix  or  any distance matrix  may be
used to  build  clusters  defined by a smaller within-cluster  average
distance than the between-clusters  average distance.  Printout  of
the clusters  content and average distances  (m 5100). Fortran
progran AGGLOM, 427 lines,  89 K words.
-  Stepwise clustering.  Based on the smallest rank dissimilarities,
this  stepwise clustering  program outputs the clusters  content at
each step.  Binary,  ord.inal and,/or interval  variates  are accepted
(m927, v5f000, rnvS38 100). Fortran progr.rm  CAVT, 282 lines,  87 K
words.
-  Dissinilarities  based on probability.  Adapted{rom  Goodallrs
program (1966), this  version outputs a dissimilarity  matrix  on
59binary,  nominal, ordinal,  and/or interval  variaters  (mStOO). 852
lines  of  Fortran,  38 K words.
-  Multi-Ievel  dissimilarities.  Input  covers records of  values from
ordinal  and/or interval  variates  (m5250, v(400) and their  maximums.
Printout  of  the dissimilarities  takes several forms, Fortran progran
DISSIM, 2OI linest  47 K words.
-  Ai-location.  A profile  is  allocated  to  a soil- type from a reference
file  by the  smallest computed multi-IeveI  dissimilarity  index
(mS750, v5400). Linked Fortran programs ScY:t, MEFGE, 38 lines,  B K,
and IDENT, 99 lines,  12 K words, after  the DGY program.
In  addition  to  the above programs for  the  1108 computer, 18
Fortran programs run either  on the  1108 or on the 370. However, some
of  the latter  do not accept m,issinq values.
Users
The ORSTOM Ped.ology Data Bank has a permanent sta,ff  of  two who deal
with  work requ.ested  by certain  pedologists.  Interested  parties  can
gain independent  access to  the software and files  after  familiarizing
themselves wit.h the models, algorithms,  and control  cards of  the
prograrns of  their  choice. Presently there are on magnetic  tape
BO00 retrievable  record.s plus  6676 retrievecl  recc,rds. T?ris does not
include  a few parasite  files  lacking horizon descriptions,  e.g.  the
one with  1210 profiles.
Training
A maximum of  10 trainees  may be taken on fo:: 3 weeks once a year.
Training  is  free.  Trainees are allowed access to  the terminal,  to
the  software and files  for  a limited  overallL CPU time.
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Suntmarg
This report  describes the experience gained with  the
creat.ion of  data banks for  various brancrhes of  the agro-
nomique sciences (vegetable and anjrmal p'rod.ucts, soil
science, scientific  documentation  etc. )
It  illustrates  on the one hand the necressity always
to  take very careful  account of  users'  requirements and
on the other hand the advisability  in  many cases to  start
from certain  small systems already in  existence.
Introduction
Data processing  is  now a basic tool  for  scierntific  research and
business management in  several fields.  This is  particularly  true  of
bgriculture  in  a general sense (crop and lil'estock  farming, forestry,
soil  and environmental  scienc,3s etc.).
The rapid  development of  co:nputer science in  recent years has
produced numerous files  which, although not  initially  designed with
data banks in:mj-nd, have neve:rtheless  become more and more akin to
them. This aspect shculd not lce forgotten  when it  comes to  inte-
grating  docume:ntation  systems on an internat,ional  basis.  We shall
illustrate  thirs by giving  some examples of  small-scal-e data banks
and some relev,ant comments,
ExampJes of  smaLl--scale  data lbanks
The concept of  data banks
fhe expression 'data bank' alrnost always conjures up a picture  of  a
Iarge amount o:E information,  together with  a subs'iantj-al eguipment
for  automatic 1>rocessing. It  :;eems to  us,  however,  that  a larger
meaning can be given to  the term and that  it  can Jre applied just
as well  to  relatively  small information  systems.
This interpretation  would appear to  be confirmerl by such defini-
tions  as that  proposed by Ginguay and Lauret  (1973): r'Data bank:
data assembled  in  a large  file  and constituting  the sum of
accumulated inllormation on a s;ubject of  interest  1lo a group of  users;
techniques which allow the users access to  the  ass;embled data,  by
means of  terminals  for  examplel,  in  ord.er to  find  answers for  their
particular  ques;tions  and to  update the infor:mation."  From this
definition,  we can deduce that  the basic requirements for  a data
bank are the existence of  one or  more files  'which are jointly
62available  to  several users and the possibility  of  consulting  and
updating  them.
Context of  the work
The context of  the work referred  to  below is  a teaching and
research institute  for  agriculture.  The institute  has its  own
department of  statistics  and computer science and its  own eguipment.
More precisely,  the work was carried  out within  a teaching insti-
tute  (State Faculty of  Agriculture  at  Gembloux'  Ministry  of
Education)  and a research institute  (State Centre for  Agricultural
Research  at  Gernbloux, Ministry  of  Agriculture),  together with
special  research centres  (sponsored principally  by the fnstitute
for  the Promotion of  Scientific  Research  in  Industry  and Agriculture)
with  a pooled service of  statistics  and data processing.
This department  has a staff  of  about twenty (Iecturers,  research
workers,  post-graduate  students and technicians)  serving about 700
people in  all.  The equipment is  a relatively  small computer
(ICL 2903 with  a main memory of  144 K bytes and an auxiliary  memo-
ry  of  15 M bytes).  The numerous  problems dealt  with  cover a very
wide range, such as statistics,  biometry, physics'  economics  etc.
(Dagnelie,,  L975) .
Examples
Files  have been compiled for  use by several people and prograllnmes
have been devised for  the updating and consulting  in  the following
fields:
-  plant  breeding: data on the main properties  of  different  varieties
of  widely-grown plants  and on the effect  of  different  types of
manure and plant  protection;
-  agricultural  experiments:  d.ata on variations  in  field  experiments;
-  animal husbandry: data assembled to  aid  the management of  large
herds of  cattle;
-  zoologry: data assembled principally  for  the purpose of  drawing
maps showing the distribution  of  invertebrates;
-  meteorology: data which can be consulted for  different  research
projects  (yield  forecasts  for  widely-grown crops,  studies of  the
flow rates  of  rivers  etc.);
-  air  pollution:  data on pollution  caused by heavy metals, especial-
Iy  in  urban areas and close to  motorways;
-  soil  science: data on soil  profiles,  environment  and results  of
analyses;
-  rural  economics: data assembled during agricultural  accounting
operations;
-  forestry  economics: data for  the management of  forest  areas.
Some of  these fields  come from a predominantly  individual
interest  or  are linked  to  the work of  a single  research team. Others,
however, are the result  of  collahoration  within  the institute,
between two or more research teams, or  of  collaboration  at  national
or  international  level,  between  two or  rnore institutes.Comments
The various  fil.es  or data bank.s referred  to  iabove were compiled at
the request of  the  rcustomersr of  the Department of  Statistics
and Computer Science, in  accordance with  the.ir  neerds. We feel  that
this  is  a vital.  factor,  since we have found :from experience that
users very often  tend to  ignore the  system which j-s set up when
it  does not  answer their  speci.fic needs or  when it  becomes too
complex or  cumbersome.
The various  examples listed  will  give  some idea of  the range of
problems which can be encounterred in  a singlr:  agri.cultural  teaching
and research irrstitute.  It  is  reasonable to  ilssumer that  this
situation  is  not unusual and that  many simila,r data banks exist
throughout  the EEC member stat;es.
The potential.  value of  theser banks should l:e rertembered when
international  systens are beirLg set up. AlonrTside  an 'on-line'
data network for  the  EEC it  would probably be useful  to  draw up a
Iist  of  existirrg  small-scale data banks and 'to coordinate  as far  as
possible  the v;rrious systems which relate  to  the  siame subject.
Exchanges of  irrformation  shoul.d also be encourageil  ,  even on a
fairly  unsophisticated scale  (exchanges of  pr:nchecl cards, magnetic
tapes etc. ) .
Action  along these lines  would be closer  to  the practical  possi-
bilities  and would provide a significant  promotiorr  to  relations
between research institutes.  I.t would encourage  the use of  simple
data processing  facilities  and, further  away, of  nrore elaborate
systems, such as Euronet.
A final  comnernt concerns  ther cost of  infonnation  transmission
systems. Teachi.ng and res€&rchi institutes  in  many countries present-
Iy  suffer  from financial  difficulties,  and i't  is  obvious that  any
system that  aims to  be useful  must not only  rsatisf:y the needs of
the users and kre easy to  operate, but must a.Lso be: as inexpensive
as possible.
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64IvIEDISTAT : l,lediterranean countries socio-
economic data bank
M. Allaya,  Mediterranean  Agronomic Institute  of  Montpellier,  France
Summarg
Field:  Macro-economics, national  accounts, international
trade,  agricultural  food production systems.
The geographical area adopted for  MEDISTAT is  based on
the Club of  Rome's I  Regionalized hierarchical  world model' ,
adapted for  the analysis of  the Euro-Mediterranean  region.
Although all  countries of  the world are included in  the
model, there are only det.ailed data for  the countries  of
the Euro-Mediterranean  region,  other  countries  being
grouped together in  broad regions.
Ttre nodel makes it  possible  to  carry  out analyses by
country or  group of  countries  for  the Mediterranean,
Europe and Africa,  and by region for  the rest  of  the
worId.
The chronological series  entered in  the bank cover the
following  fields  frorn 1965, including  the most up-to-date
data for  recent years:
-  total  population and active  population by branch or  sector;
-  overall  data on national  accountsi
-  agricultural  production of  food by crop;
-  external  trade in  agricultural  food products by product
and country  (imports and exports,  by quantity  and by value);
-  balance of  payments;
-  production structures.
Nature of  service:
The purpose of  the MEDIS'IAT data bank is  to  make available
to  specialists  (research workers, teachers,  interested
parties  in  firms  or public  authorities)  a certain  amount
of  statistic;rl  data in  the  socio-economic  field  on the
Euro-Mediterranean  region,  together with  a set  of  program-
mes for  processing these data for  analysis  purposes.
Ihe I,IEDfSTAT  bank forms part  of  the researrch on the
Mediterranean  region carried  out by the Institut  Agrono-
mique M6diterran6en.
The user can extract  from the bank the desired sub-sets
of  data and compose tables  as required;  he can then request
a certain  number of  processing  functions  (calculation  of
averages, sub-totals,  percentages,  adjustments,  statisti-
cal  calculations  etc.)  .
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Macro-economic:;, national  accounts,  international  trade,  agricultural
foor  production systems.
The geographl-cal  area adopteid for  MEDISTAT is  b;rsed on the Club
of  Rome I Regionalized  and hier:archical  wor.Ld mode_L' ,  adopted for
the analysis  oll the Euro-Mediterranean  regio:n. Although all  countries
of  the world a::e included in  the model, there are only detailed
data for  the countries  of  the Euro-Mediterra:nean ::egion, other
countries  being grouped togettrer in  broad rer;ions.,
The model mal:es it  possible  to  carry  out a:nalyses by country or
group of  countr:j-es for  the Mediterr€u1ean, Eu:rope and Africa,  and by
region  for  the rest  of  the wor:Id.
The chronoloqJical series  ent.ered in  the bank correr the following
fields  from 19€i5, including  thre most up-to-date data for  recent
years:
-  total  population  and active  population by Jcranch or  sector;
-  overall  d.ata on national  accrounts  i
-  agricultural  production of  food by crop;
-  external  tracle in  agricultural  food producLs by product and country
(imports and exports,  by quant.ity and by value);
-  balance of  payments;
-  production structures.
Nature of  service
The purpose of  the I4EDISTAT data barrk is  to  rnake arvailable to
specialists  (research workers, teachers, intr:reste,d parties  in  firms
or  public  authorities)  a certain  amount of  i;tatistical  data in  the
socio-economic field  on the Euro-Mediterranean  region,  together
with  a set  of  prograrunes  for  processing  these data, for  analysis
purposes.
The MEDISTAT bank forms part  of  the research on the Mediterranean
region carried  out by the Institut  Agronomique M€diteran6en.
The user can extract  from the bank the desi_red sub-sets of  data
and compose tables  as required;  he can then r:equest a certain  num-
ber of  processing  functions  (calculation  of  averages, sub-totals,
percentages,  fittings,  statistical  calculations  etc.)  .
Data sources
1) Nationar statisticar  yearbooks; 2) internertionar  statistical
66yearbooks -  OECD, Eurostat,  FAO, UNO; 3) specialized  reviews on
food technology; 4) med.iterranean reviews; 5) research carried  out
by the  IAM.
Acquisition  and compilation of  data
at  IAM punched cards are used to  input  data from the original  tables.
The data are first  stored on disc  and then recorded,  on tape after
they have been checked, sorted and validated.
Data processingt
Programmes written  in  PLl and in  FORTRAN IV are used for  tabulation,
statistical  calculation  and classification  etc,
The data ar:e processed by means of  a simple Ianguage generating
the structure  of  the tables  to  be edited by extraction  from the
archive files;  This language allows the five  functions  (*,-rr,+t,
/)  to  be used and provides almost unlimited  levels  of  parenthesis.
The results  can be retrieved  and processed using the library  pro-
grarnmes (proqrammes  for  statistics,  classification  etc. ) .
At present the processing is  done on an IBM 360 of  5I2 K memory
and 2000 K LCS (Large Core Storage). On average, the programme  at
present uses 250 K. It  should be noted that  the larger  the edition'
the greater  the size of  memory required.  A new model now undergoing
tests  will  allow the memory size  required for  average output to  be
red.uced to  approximately  100 K.
Interrogation  of  the bank
This data bank is  similar  to  a data base in  that  it  only  contains
basic data.  It  differs  from the data base because the data are not
inter-connected but  regrouped according to  need by the progranme.
This makes the processing more flexible  for  it  is  possible  to pro-
duce all  the re-groupings required and, for  example, to  work on the
Europe of  the six,  the nine,  the twelve etc.  The I4EDfSTAT files  are
divided  into  unconnected sub-sets in  accordance with  certain  criteria
which facilitate  processing (periods, products,country,  flow of
products) etc.
At present only batch processing  is  used; conversational process-
ing on a time sharing network is  planned.
Output
Output is  simple or  structured  in
(see table  1,  Exemple de sortie)  ,
in  some cases punched card.s.
Method of  operation and cost
the form of  tables  via  the printer,
curve plotter,  magnetic tape and
T\,'ro methods of  operation are possible:
-  single  or  repeated interrogation
-  participation.
For more information,  please contact the  IAM.
57Table 1.  Example of  output  (MEDISTAT). 6165: average  l96t-1965,
t  5165: averag'e 1961-1965  as percentage of  world total  (=100*) ' A: average L959-197I, 7L75: average t97L-t975, \  7I-15: average as
percentage of  world total  (=100*) ,  '116373: averaged annual growth
during the period  L96L/'65-197L/'75,,
PRODUCTION
PISB 9 PRIX MARCHE CSTAI\II <1975) '  llX DE CHANGE:  1975i
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PMEM cEE  296496.60  8.31
ESPAGNE  41874.00  t.2t
GRECE  928tL.20  0.26
MALTE  164.80  0.00
PORTUGAL  7513.60  0.21
TURQUTE  t5279.6O  Q.44
YOUGOSLAV  17408.40  0.50
CHYPRE  558.00  0.01
PMEN MEMBR 92079.60  2.67
MEDrT NORD 378576.20  10.98
TSRAEL  4748.OO  0.13
LrBAN  1964.00  0.05
EGYPTE  7588.00  0.22
.toRDANrE  829 .60  0.02
sYRrE  1894.20  0.05
KOffEIT
vEr{EN  470.40  0.01
YEITIEN SUD  267.00  0.00
PAYS DU GO  0.00  0.00
ARAB. SEDU  45?0.40  0.13
rRAN  14020.20  0.40
rRAK  4107 .60  0. 1 I
lroY oRrEr'rT  40409.40  t.L1
ALGERTE  4920.40  0.13
MAROC  4543.60  0.13
TUNTSTE  1628.20  0.04
LrBYE  2L66.OO  0.05
MAGLREB  13158.20  0.38
MEDrr SUD  53567.60  1.55
IIEDITERRAN 432143.80  12.54
souDAN  3189.20  0.09
MAURITANI  245.20  O.OO
soMALrE  350.50  0.01
PAYS ARABE  38594.40  1.11
Ar.{ERrQ.N.  1108597.00  32.1'1
EfATS-uNr  1023461.00  29.69
cAlrADA  85239 .80  2 .47
Ar'{ERrQ.L.  170049.80  4.93
AFRTQUE R  55697.00  1.61
EUROPE O.E  tO36224.40  30.06
EUROPE E.R  430655.20  L2.49
u.R.s.s.  430655.20  12,49
ocEANrE R  59882.40  1.73
JAPON  186204.40  5.40
ASrE PLANI  179302.40  5.20
cHrNE R.P.  171682.00  4.98
rNDE  61113.40  t.77
MONDE TOTA 3446074.00  100,00
68Products
MEDISTAT  has been in  operation since January t977. It  has permitted
the production of  the yearbook of  the Mediterranean countries  No. 2
which has just  been published by the  IAIr'1. The production of  other
yearbooks by group of  countries or products is  planned.
69CRONOS and agricultural  statisLics;
D. Byk, Statistjlcal  Office,  Commission of  the European Communities,
Luxemburg
Summaru
Genertrl description  of  the base
CRONOS is  a management system for  a stat:rstics  data base
entereid as time seriels.
The time series  are grouped in  su.bject fields  corres-
ponding to  major statistical  categories  (e.9.  national
accounts,  enereJy,  f or:eign trade) .  Each f:-eld  is  allotted
a stor:age area known as a file  subs,et. In  addition  to  the
various  specialized  s;ubject fields,  CRONOS also has a
generzrl priority  fiel-d  intended to  suppllz general and
short-term  economic  j.nformation (IC,G) .  This field  will  be
accessiible at  all  times during periods oi: conversational
accesst to  the data beise; the other  fields;,  on the other
hartd, may only be accessible during  'worlling sessions'.
Certain  series  of  specialized  fields  (rraster series)  are
Iikewj-se included in  the ICG, where they are automatical-
ly  upclated (subordineite  series)  .
In  the conversatiorral  mode, it  is  possj-ble under certain
conditions  to  store  series  emanatinr; several fields  in  a
tempor:ary storage area and to  link  'up thelse series  in  a
computation or  a tabular  or  graphic dispJ-ay.
Agricultural  statisti.cs  in  CRONOS
-  ZPAI.: Animal products.  Management of  this  area is  the
resporrsibility  of  Dil'ision  D2 of  Eu:rostat 'Agricultural
balance sheets and pr:oductsr  .
It  comprises monthl.y  and annual s{3ries relating  to  total
animal- stocks and production of  mill<, eggs and meat, with
effect  from t964.
The material  covererd by this  fiell  is  used in  Eurostat
publications:  Monthly. statistics  fo:r:Meat, Monthly statis-
tics  for:  l4ilk,  Monthrly statistics  :Eor: Ilggs.
-  PACPI : Agricultural  prices  and accrlunts. The management
of  thi.s field  is  the responsibility  of  Dj-vision DI of
Eurost.at lAgricultural  accounts and agrar:ian structurer.
This field  is  at  pr:esent being se't up ;urd will  comprise
monthl.y and annual serries of  agricu.Itural. purchase  and
sellirrg  prices,  indices  of  purchase  and sielling  prices  as
well  as all  the agricultural  accounts ser:ies,
70Presentation of  the CRONOS sgstem
Aims
CRONOS is  a management system for  a data base consisting  of  statis-
tical  d.ata recorded in  the form of  time series  with  fixed  intervals.
This system, which was devised for  the departments  of  the European
Communities, aims to  facilitate  more efficient  and more intensive
use of  the main information  available  on economic  and social  trends.
CRONOS makes it  possible  to  create a large-scale  data base and
provides a wide range of processing facilities  which are directly
accessible  by statisticians,  without  recourse to professional
programming.
The system is  desigmed to provide a rapid  response to  questions
concerning information  in  the base, whether in  the form of  raw data,
processed data stored and automatically  updated in  the base, or  data
computed to  meet a specific  request.
The system can be used simultaneously  by a number of  users'  who
communicate with  it  either  by conventional rbatch processing'  or
directly  via  an individual  terminal  -  this  is  known as 'on-line'
access or  conversational mode operation.
Data based management system
A data base management system consists  of  a store  of  data on a com-
puter  medium (magnetic tape or  disc)  and a Iibrary  of  general pro-
grams for  the creation,  updating  or  interrogation  of  the base.
A data base contains information  managed (i.e.  created,  updated
and consulted) by a number of  independent  users. Centralizing  the
data avoids redundancy and facilitates  the exchange of  information.
A data base accepts information  in  specific  logical  structures
which the system maps onto physical  storage structures  with  which
the user does not need to be concerned.
A management system consists  of  a set of  general programs for  the
creation,  updating and interrogation  of  the base. These programs,
grouped in  logical  functions  corresponding to  the usual operations
to  be carried  out on the base, can be run directly  by users with-
out the need for  progranmers. In particular,  users may define  their
data and the processing  to  be done by meEuls of  simple languages.
General description  of  the base
The CRONOS data base essentially  contains time series  divided  into
domains corresponding to  major categories of  statistics  (e.9.  econo-
mic statistics,  national  accounts,  energy). A storage space, known
as an SEF (sub-set of  files),  is  allocated  to  each domain.  An SEF
may contain up to  150 000 monthly series  or  300 000 annual series.
A time series  is  identified  by a numerical  code. It  consists of
a set of  terms or values representing the changes in  a phenomenon
record.ed at  fixed  intervals  (monthly, quarterly,  half-yearly  or
annually).  Labels and parameters  may also be associated with  a
series.
There are two tlpes  of  series:
7t-  primary series,  whose terms are supplied di.rectly  by the user;
-  derived series,  which are calculated  and uprdateil by the  system
using computation formulae that  are themsefves defined by the user
in  a computing language.
The total  capacity of  the base is  limited  only by the resources
of  the available  cornputer;  it  is  planned to  i.nclude in  the EEC base
some 600 O0O time series,  about 400 000 of  which were available  at
the end of  1976.
General description  of  the management system
The system contains two main catergories  of  f:unctions  accessible
to  users:
-  m€rnagement functions  modifyi.ng  the content of  the base: these
are used to  create and update the data base;
-  interrogation  functions  for  using the data in  the base without
modifying its  content.
For security  reasons,  use of  the management functions  is  restricted
to  authorized users.  Use of  the interrogatior:r functions  may also be
restricted  in  the case of  confidential  data.
The management functions  are used in  batch mode. The interroga-
tion  functions  are available  i:n batch and corrversational  mod.es,
allor"rance  being made for  the  c,haracteristics  of  each access method.
AgricuTtural-  statistics  jn  CRO.MOS
ZPA1 domain
This domain is  managed  by division  D2 of  Eurostat,  rAgricultural
balance sheets and products'.
General features
The domain designated by the abbreviation  ZPl l  includes 5 sets of
series;
-  monthly hatchery statistics  (eggs put in  ir:rcubation -  chicks
hatched -  external  sales of  chicks);
-  monthly milk  statistics  (yield  of  cow's mil.k and products  ob-
tained)  ;
-  monthly statistics  for  slaughter animals arrd breeding animals
(animals slaughtered  -  gross domestic product.ion -  external  trade);
-  results  of  surveys on cattle  and pig  stocksl;
-  results  of  structural  surveys (cattle  reari.ng farms -  pig  farms -
hatcheries)  .
Structure  of  the classificatio:n  plan
The classification  plan of  the ZPA1 SEF is  di.vided into  5 main
sub-codes (2,  3,  L,  I,  2) .
Sub-code 1: identificatuon  of  various series  sets  (2 digits)  ;
sub-code 2: product identification  (the form of  this  identification
varies  from set  to  set  and can be further  broken down into  2 or  3
sub-codes)  ( 3 itigits)  ;
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Fig.  2.  CRONOS data base
73sub-code 3:  spe,cification  of  u:rit  of  time  ( 1 digit)  ;
sub-code 4:  distinction  between absolute figures,  cumulative
figures  and variations  (ts) from previous year' (1 digit);
sub-code  5 r country identifica't.ion  (2 digits)  .
Each series  i:n the domain is  identified  by a nine-digit  code con-
sisting  of  a combination of  these 5 sub-codesr.
PACO domain -  Agricultural  prices  and account.s
This domain is  :managed by Divirsion  D1 of  Eurcrstat rAgricultural
Accounts  and Agrarian Structure'.
General information  on agricultural  prices
Statistics  on agricultural  prices  gathered by' the  SOEC are subdivi-
ded into  four  categories:
-  Producer prices  and purchase prices:  the serries in  this  set  are
prices  in  national  currency  and their  equival.ents in  EUA. The annual
series  refer  either  to  calendar years or  to  fiarming years.
-  Index of  producer prices:  thr= primary series  used for  the indices
are either  series  of  national  indices  or price  series;  methods of
compiling aggregates  differ  considerably from product to product
and from country to  country.  Crcverag€ is  diffierent  for  the monthly
series  (33 products)  and for  the annual series  (48 products).
-  Indices  of  purchase prices:  the situation  fior calculating  aggre-
gates is  comparable to  that  fo.r indices  of  producer prices.  This
set  is  currently  being developed.
The codification  of  agricultural  prices
The codification  of  agricultur,al  prices  is  asi follows:
-  sub-code  1: iilentifies  the t'ype of  price  data: price  or  index,
sales or purchase prices;
-  sub-code 2:  iilentifies  the product;
-  sub-code 3:  iilentifies  the trade phaser ther degree of  elaboration
and the periodicity;
-  sub-code 4:  country sub-code.
The structure  of  this  codification  is  identical  to  that  of  ZPA1.
General features of  agricultural  accounts
The constitution  of  this  set is  at present being investigated.  Data
on agricultural  accounts relate  to  the compil.ation of  four  major
aggregates:
-  productj-on;
-  intermediate consumption;
-  value added;
-  fixed  capital  formation.
There is  a specific  type of  questionnaire for: each of  these aggre-
gates.  However, for  production there are two tlpes:  one for
quantities  and one for  values. Data on prod.uction are characterized
firstly  by a product  (e.9.  cereals,  barley)  ernd secondly by an
aggregate (e.9.  gross production'  final  stocks).
74Data on intermediate consunption are also classified  under 12
products with  9 aggreqates. The structure  of  the other  two aggre-
gates is  similar.  The structure  of  forestry  accounts is  of  the  same
type as that  of  agricultural  accounts.  This set  of  series,  however,
is  much smaller.
The following  code structure  is  to  be adopted for  agricultural
accounts:
-  sub-code 1:  identification  of  data type;
-  sub-code 2:  identification  of  products;
-  sub-code 3:  identification  of  aggregate;
-  sub-code 4:  identification  of  country.
ConcLusion
The agricul-tural  data bases form an important part  of  the  CRONOS
system. Current developments  mean that  it  will  be easier  to  make
useful  comparisons between data from different  sources and of
different  types,  thus opening the way to  improved coherence ln  the
information  system.
75Systern fo:r supplying calculation  data in  the
Federal Republic of  Germany
H. Kuhner, Kuratorium fur  Teclnnik und Bauwes,en in  der Landwirtschaft,
Darmstadt, l'ederal  Republic o.f Germany
Summaru
Due 'Lo the rapidly  progressing  developm,:nt  of  agriculture
the <lemand for  a rarlge of  data avaj-lable  in  sufficient
guan"Lity and guality  has increased over the last  20 years.
fn  o::der to  meet these requirement.s,  va::ious establish-
ments; in  the FederalL Republic of  Germanlr engaged in  the
early  sixties  in  compiling and grouping data and issuing
them in  terms of  catalogues and data co.Llections.  The
way, however,  those data were esta:blished would not
follow  a uniform pri-nciple;  frequently  they were inaccu-
rate:Ly or not at. all_ described  and thus hardly  resisted
comparison.
Since the decentrerlized and most.Iy sporadic way of pro-
ceedJ-ng in  rcollectj.ng  datar  could no longer meet the
demarlds, the Kuratrcrium fur  Technik und Bauwesen in  der
Landwirtschaft  (ffel;  (= Farming a:rd Far:m Construction
Technology Board) wa.s charged in  1971 to  set up a
worki.ng  party  within  which not onllg a n€rw system of
estahrlishing data should be worked out krut also revised
the c,ne of  supplying calculation  referen.ces  standardized
on federal  level  for  the overall  ritnge c,f agriculture,
fruit.  and vine-growing, horticultu::e  as well  as rural
d.omestic  economy.
These problems  can only be solvecl with  the use of
electronic  data processing. Therefore an information  system
determined  and prepared for  computer use (drs)  was developed.
in  which the data are stored in  such a way that,  if  de-
sired,  dny data aggregates whatever: may be produced by com-
putation  and recalle,C in  the required combination.  The
innovation consists  in  the agenciesl commissioned not
providing  the KTBL with  finished  results,  hence final
values,  as previousl'y but is  descri.bing the way data are
to  be calcul-ated in  terms of  functi.ons. Final  products of
the d,ata establishme:nt  are original_ data which allow time,
natur,al and cost datia to  be calcula.ted under anv combi-
nable conditions  wha'tever.
The efficiency  of  l|hg dIS relies  on fa,:ts  such as follows:
-  The systematic  way of  preparing and strrring  d.ata allows
the  i:rdividual  data Lo be modified at  an'g time with  mini-
mum et{penditure. Updating is  consequentl.g  only dependent
on the supply of  the original  data.
-  The combination or  the origin  of  the computed information
76is  reducable because  maximum possible  details  are recorded.
-  In principle  the  same programs allow the production of
both standard data with  normalized influencing  variables
and farm and model-specific data.  Advisory services  and
training  centres mainly require  standard data as current-
ly  published for  example in  the  'KTBl-Taschenbuch  frir
Arbeits-  und Betriebswirtschaft'  (= KTBL Pocket-book  for
Labour and Farm Management)  or  in  the  'Datensammlung ftir
die Betriebsplanung in  der Landwirtschaft'  (= Data
Collection  for  Farm Planning).
The decentralized  system of  establishing  data with  the
use of  standard survey sheets and their  central  storage
ensure the conformity of  the results'  with  the dIS being
used as decentraltzed poj-nts.
Data storage and processing  are organized in  such a way
that  accuracy and type of  output desired in  each case
require  the user a minimum  inPut.
The importance of  having up-to-date,  weII  compiled data in  a suita-
ble  form for  situation  analysis  and decision-making  for  individual
use and for  regional  and national  economic planning is  widely  recog-
nized.  The mounting requirements experienced in  recent years as
regards the quality  and exhaustiveness of  data can be met only by
a coordinated  approach backed up by the reguired technical  and
financial  resources,
Setting  up of  the KTBL working partg  on  Cafcufation references
For the above reasons,  and for  the general lack  of  uniformity  in
data acquisition  and supply'  the Kuratorium fur  Technik und Bau-
wesen in  der Landwirtschaft  (KTBL -  Farming and Farm Construction
Technology Board) was asked in  the early  1970s to  set up a working
party  to  prepare and systematically  update calculation  data valid
throughout the Federa1 Republik (i.e.  supraregional)  and covering
aII  sectors of  agriculture,  fruit  and vine-growing, horticulture
and agricultural  accorrnts. Those responsible agreed at  the outset
that  apart from the task of  coordinating  the work, the methods of
compiling and updating  the data needed to  be revised  and rational-
ised,  i.e.  it  was necessary  to  use electronic  data processing
(foe;  and to  set up an information  systern making use of  a data bank.
Definitjon:Data  bank based information  systems use the latest  EDP
techniques to  store  information  in  the smallest form required
(elements) so that  any data aggregates  may be produced by computa-
tion  and recalled  in  the required form,
The working methods of  the KTBL working party  may be summarized
as follows:
-  Data are obtained on a decentralized basis  from suitable  specialist
institutions  in  accordance with  agreed rules.  Original  data suita-
ble  for  the data bank are sent to  the  KTBL.
-  The KTBL prepares and stores the original  data and draws up
programs for  computi-ng the calculation  data.
-  The KTBL issues publications  containing  calculation  references e.g.
KTBl-Taschenbuch  fur  Arbeits-  und Betriebswirtschaft  (KTBL Notebookon Labour and Farm Management.)
planung in  der: Landwirtschaft.
Agriculture).
New wags of  es;tabJishing datat
;  Datensanmlung fur: die Betriebs-
(Data on Oper,ation.tl Planning in
In preparing original  data for  the data btrnl<, dat.a compilers  no
Ionqer supply the KTBL with  finished  results,  but indicate  how to
compute the re:sults  (the final  data) usincJ :Euncti.onal  equations.
The factors  governing each individual  target  vahle are therefore
examined, toge:ther with  the nLathematical re"Latiorrships  between
these factors.  An essential  feature  of  this  method is  that  the
most complex c:ombinations can be reduced to  small,  easily  identi-
fiable  element.s or  segmenLs.
Thus, for  example,  Lhe process 'Pflugenr  (Ploughing) contains
about 50 segments which describe accuratel-y and in  a logical  sequence
the process and the variables  and express th.em as a function  of
working time.  The values (e-9.  driving  speecl, working widthr
turning  and preparation time)  which are measured and statistically
verified  by data compilers represent the content of  these functional
equations. The variables  reLating  to  indiviclual  farms (e.9.  plot
size  and shape, distance from field  to  farmhouse) are determined
by means of  a questionnaire and included in  the progrann.  Thus it
is  possible  to  calculate  the time rquired  for  each part  of  a parti-
cular  job  and also for  the entire  process,
The simple example given shows the  thorougJhness  with  which data
must be compiled for  the data bank. However, it  can also be concluded
that  with  the functional  approach a great deal of  duplication  can
be avoided by exchanging elements,  and the possibilities  for  com*
bining  various processes are almost limitless.  Data must however,
be compiled in  each sector according to  a sLandard procedure.
Standard processing  sgstem
The origj"nal  data for  prepara'Lion and storag'e are coded centrally
in  accordance 'with a standard procedure and then fed into  the data
bank and teste,l .  For this  purlcose it  is  necessary to  develop
systems, i. e.  ,.rniversal  servir:e programs dea.ling with storage,
documentation  ,and the data bank contents and computaion of  calcula-
tion  data  (see Fig.  1).  Explarration of  Fig.  1:  th,= functions  and
variables  supplied to  the  KTBL are stored and updated in  data bank
stores  (dbs) fr:Ilowing  processing  and coding. The 'documentary' pro-
grams on the left-hand  side o:t the diagram are us,=d mainly to
check the contents of  the dati:. bank and as inform,ltion  for  data
compilers,  so 'that they can allply existing  functi'fns  in  their
work. In  the  cia,se of  the  'computational'  programs  (each function
stored rnust be solved by computation  in  accordancr:  with  the values
of  the variables)  there is  a  'universal'  and 'subject-orientated'
process.
-  Universal:  e,g.  calculation  of  time required fo:r certain  speci-
fic  processes, taking  into  account plot  size  and shape, distance
from farrnhouse  to  field,  productivity  level,  amount of  manure for
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UPP - Universal  Programme Package
CDP - Calculation  data programmes
Fig.  1. Uniform processing  system-
spreading.  These programs are referred  to  as 'universal'  because
they can be used to  analyse not only data on time requirements
but also,  for  example, nutrient  requirements or  effectiveness.
-  Subject-orientated:  e.9,  calculation  of  time requirements of
entire  sectors of  agriculture  over certain  periods;  nutrient  re-
quirements of  the animal husbandry sector  and estimation  of  effec-
tivenes of  farm fodder.
The main difference  between the  'universal'  and 'subject-orien-
tated'processes  is  that  with  the latter  process, the output data
are more comprehensive, which means that  more complex questions
can be answered.
The processing  system referred  to  Fig.  t  has the following  main
advantages:
-  the same program can be used to  compile standard data,  and data
relating  to  specific  models, farms or  regions.  Standatdized data
are published for  example, in  data collections  in  which all
variable  parameters  such as plot  size  or  shape, road length,  nunber
of  animals and feedingstuffs  are fixed  or  standardized. Date re-
Tating to specific  fatms or modeLs are used for  reckoning cal-
culation  data which deviate from the standard parameters  in  as
much as in  the  same program the value of  the  standardized or pre-
set parameters  are replaced by specific  values applying to  the
farm or  model in  question.
-  The system  may be used for  all  sectors of  agriculture  and forestry,
it  nay be extended at  any time  and is  easy to  keep up-to-date-
Changes  in  the data stored can be carried  out very quickly  and at
UPP
79very low cost,  since for  each change only one pie:ce of  data in  an
element function  entered only once in  the data be.nk required to  be
altered  (because there is  extremely  little  ::eduni.ancy, i.e.  data of
similar  content and value and affected  by ttre sanLe set of  variahles
are found only  once in  storage).  This makes data compiration  much
easier  ar-rd helps to  avoid duplicat.ion.
Possibil-ities  of  supplging  rlata
Data output/supply is  organized as shown in  Fig.  2.  Explanation
of  Fig.  2:  the diagram  shows the flow of  dat,a via  the central  proc-
essing system to  the user.  Broadly speaking, data are chanelled
according  to  one of  the two following  methocls:
-  computation and publication  of  standard deita and rapid  informa-
tion  (EDP printouts  as a supplement to  dat.a collections),  via  the
KTBL;
-  computation and transfer  of  data for  regional  calculation  referen-
ces and for  specific  information,  via  regional  cc,mput.er centres.
The un<lerlying principle  of  thj-s informatj_on  flow  is  that  data
development and. exproitation  can be treated  separately.  The KTBL is
responsible for  the development and maintenance of  the data bank
system, for  the issuing  of  standard information  and for  the transfer
of  data,  user programs and instructions  (co;ries) to  regionar compu-
ter  centres.  Advisory bodies and research arrd administration  estab-
Fig.  2.  Data sr.rpply via  KTBL Data Bank.
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Catal oqueslcol  I ecti onlishments in  the Fed,eral German Ldnder use these copies and their
regional  computer centres to  process questions and issue regional
data as required.  This method ensures that  the final  information
output always refers  to  the  same uniform data base. The data bank
system can therefore  be used to  full  advantage,  while  there is
stilt  room for  individual  responsibility-
Sunxnatg
The KTBL working party  on 'calculation  references'  was formed to
meet the urgent need to  improve the supply cf  data for  all  purposes
of  agricultural  trai.ning,  guidance  and research. Despite  considera-
ble  difficulties  in  the early  stages it  was possible within  a few
years to build  up a functional  information  system based on a data
bank. Data supply is  carried  out using a completely new and sub-
stantially  more efficient  method. The system has been kept variable,
it  may be freely  extend.ed and may be interrogated  for  a wide variety
of  purposes. It  is  to  be hoped that  the work thus put  in  hand will
never have to  be abandoned for  financial  reasons, because  the need
for  data will  increase rar--her than diminish.
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Summatg
Forestry  faces very great difficulties  in  developing effi-
cient  and economic  systems of  mechanization  which do not
damage soil  and remaining trees.  This is  the case especial-
Iy  under middle-European conditions  characterized by highfy
intensified  and differentiated  sylviculture.  To clarify
this  very special  situation  some typical  forest  problems
are shortly  dealt  with.
It  is  planned to  establish  an information  data bank sys-
tem -  called  technical  information  centre for  forestry  -
during the period from 1976 Eo 1979. This data bank is
planned to be at  the disposal of  forestry  in  Middle and-
Western, partly  also in  Northern Europe. fhis  system repre-
sents technical  and economic  data and is  directed  toward,s
the needs of practice.  The target  groups are forestry  and
forest  science, producer of  forest  machinery  and the tim-
ber industry.  Structure  and function  of  this  system are
shortly  described.
The project  has already been launched  second half  of
1976. Thus only the actual  stand and the so long made
experiences can be referred.  Finally  the project  will  be
judged considering its  potential  importance and an out-
Iook shall  be given on further  developments.
Background
The economic  situation  in  the German forestry  industry  has been
deteriorating  rapidly  since the end of  the  1950's. Spiralling
labour costs were accompanied by a stagnation,  even a decline'  in
tirnber prices.  Whilst  earnings in  timber cutting  have increased
six-fold  in  the last  20 years,  it  was only  Iast  year that  timber
prices  reached the  1955 level  again.  It  was thought that  this  extre-
mely difficult  situation  could be solved by increasing the mecha-
nization  of  the operations,  but  this  process has encountered  much
greater difficulties  than in  agriculture.
For the most part  the German forest  is  composed of  a mixed stand
in  which the individual  trees  are of  very different  size  and
quality.  The characteristics  of  the wood, which influence  the proc-
essing, also vary very widely  for  each species. Moreover, since the
various trees  have different  cutting  cycles ranginq from B0 to
240 years,  approximately half  the total  increment is  cut  for  inter-
mediate yield  -  so-called  rthinning'.  FinaIIy,  if  one takes into
B3account that  over the centuries  the forest. has been driven back by
agriculture  to  the worst locations  which, b1' their  very nature pose
particular  difficulties  for  mechanization,  i-t  is  immediately appa-
rent  that  there would be major problems in  ;rny mechanization  of
these operations concerned with  the care of  the soil  and the tree
crop.  A further  disadvantage was that. in  corLtrast to  agr-iculturet
there was no compact, efficient  market, served effectively  by strong
companies. Instead,  the late  advent of  rnechernization  in  the Central
European  forest  industry  leil  to  scattered developments,  which were
often  only of  local  importance and -  with  ttLe exception of  power
saws -  in  no case involved  Large numbers. The impressive develop-
ments in  North America and Scandinavia coulct not be adopted because
of  the completely different  silvicultural  otijectives  involved.
For these reasons the hisLory of  the mecheinization of  the forest
industry  during the  last  15 years is  marred by a complex  and often
unsuitable  range of  machinery, high investment costs per unit'  high
repair  costs and a generally  high level  of' r:isk.
Since the survival  of  the forest  industry  and l-ow-cost supplies
of  raw wood. to  the timber industry  can onl.y be assured by effective
mechanization,  a three-year project  was set up,  'Creation of  a
Forestry  Information Centre',  financed jointly  by the Federal
Government and the Linder,  with  the task of  improving cond.itions in
this  field  for  the forest  industry  of  central  Europe.
Description  of  the sgstem
fhe Forestry  Information Centre is  primarill'  ennuned in  the compi-
Iation,  analysis  and conversion of  the techrrical  and silvicultural
information  needed for  the mechanization  of  forest-work.  fhe follow-
.i-ng steps are planned for  the development of  this  information
system, which is  at present still  based on er manual card fiting
system:
-  Firstly,  information  will  be compiled  on the technical  aids which
are of  special  importance for  certain  forestry  operations.  The
categories of  machines covered are systemati-cally  classified
according to  type,  stating  the most import.arrt operating sequences
on which a technical  assessment  and an assesisment  of  the suitabi-
Iity  for  forest  work can be based.
-  At the  same time realistic  models for  the main operating condi-
tions  in  the forest  wiII  be developed to  provide information  on
the most important factors  involved in  the clesign and use of
machines.  The optimurn working procedures at  different  degrees of
mechanization  rvill  be worked out for  these nodels, which are based
on practical  experience.
-  In  the light  of  practical  experience -  especially  on that  of  the
machine yards -  a picture  of  the operationeil lirnits  as well  as of
the performance  and cost of  the individual  machines and systems is
to  be built  up.
-  Finally,  it  is  intended to  translate  the s;ilvicultural  parameters
obtained from these models into  technical  cr:iteria  for  the design
of  machines.  This will  enable the engineer to  design suitable
forest  machines,  dispensing with  the expensi-ve 'trial  and errorl
method used until  now.
B4In principle,  it  is  planned to  base the project  on manual card
index systems. However, since a transfer  to  a computer-based system
is  probably essential  in  the longer term'  the indexes will  be
transferred  to  a suitable  computer system during the second half
of  the project  period.
The appended diagram illustrates  the sequence and interrelation-
ship of  the various tasks during the project  period.
State of  work
As far  as the compilation of  technical  information  is  concerned, the
following  categories of  machines  have already been fully  covered
with  regard to  technical  data and method of  operation:  skidder,
forwarder, agricultural  tractor,  timber bob, winches, tongs,  and
mulching machines.
On the silvicultural  side of  the project,  the experience gained
in  practice  with  these machines  was recorded on the spot in  30
forest  machine offices  or  machine yards in  the Federal Republic of
Germany, In  addition,  the necessary data were obtained for  the
construction  of  realistic  stand models for  spruce, pine and beech
(trees).
To supplement this  project,  a model of  such an information
centre is  at  present being constructed in  cooperation with  the
Institutes  for  Biometrics and Information Science of  the Universi-
ties  of  Freiburg,  Gottingen  and Munich for  the  IINTERFoRST  78'
trade fair  to  be held in  Munich in  May of  next year.  In  addition
to  the data mentioned above this  project,  which uses the  IBM system
STAIRS-DL/I (Storage  and Information Retrieval  System-Data  Language/I)
and will  work on-Iine,  will  provide information  on the main timber
harvesting plocesses and how they can suitably  be combined  and
mechanized,
Since, as has already been mentioned, the project  is  still  in  its
initial  phase, we can only report  on first  experience, Even at  this
early  stage extreme interest  has been shown by the forest  industry
in  this  project.  The help and cooperation  of  the numerous scienti-
fic  and professional  groups involved in  the project  are equally
gtood. There have already been many cases in  which the investigations
enabled expert advice to  be given to  the industry  during invest-
ment programs, so it  can be expected that  if  the work continues  as
planned this  project  will  futfil  its  objectives  and contribute  to
the efficient  mechanization  of  the forest  industry  of  Central Europe.
B5Appendix. Diagram showing the structure  of  the project.
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KTBL: Kuratoriurn fiir Technik und Bauwesen
in der Landwirtschaft  (Farming and Farm Construction Technology  Board)
ETH ZURICH:  E'idgendssische  Technische Hochschule  (Federal Ins;titute of Technology)
B6The IDAIC data bank project
E. Romagnoli,  Istituto  di  Diritto  Agrario  Internazionale  e
Comparato, Firenze,  Italy
Summatg
The State intervention  in  the field  of  the economical
reports  and in  the agriculture  has considerably increased
both the number of  laws and administrative  acts,  whose
good knowledgment  is  absolutely  necessary  for  aII  agri-
cultural  businessmen  who want to  make good and rewarding
choices. Consequently a system which will  quickly  provide
precise  and concise information  about it'  will  be highly
recommended.
For this  purpose the Istituto  di  Diritto  Agrario  Inter-
nazionale e Comparato (IDAIC), which is  a public  body,
has included in  its  programs the project  for  a  rData Bankl
as regard to  the agricultural  Iegislation.
In particular  the  TDATC is  planning a data formulation
exploiting  the following  sources:
-  agricultural  jurisprudence  (bottr of  the High Court of
the European Communityr of  the Courts of  the countries
which are members of  the EC  and of  the Italian  Courts
but without  consideration of  decisions of  the  Supreme
Court of  ltaly);
-  agricultural  legislation  of  the  EC and of  the countries-
members of  the  EC;
-  Iegislation  projects  of  EC and bills  actually  issued in
countries-members  of  EC;
-  researches, both Italian  and of  other  countries-members
of  EC, dealing in  the agricultural  doctrine'  without  con-
sideration,  as regard to  Italy,  of  that  being published in
the various specialized magazines or  reviews;
-  agricultural  customary rights;
-  administrative  practice.
These data,  being added to  those actually  elaborated in
Italy  by the Ufficio  del  Maasimario presso la  Suprema Corte
di  Cassazione  (decisions of  Supreme Court)  and by the
Istituto  per Ia  documentazione  giuridica  del  Consiglio
Nazionale delle  Ricerche (studies of  agricultural  law
published in  the specialized  magazines) will  be condensed
according to  an rabstractsr  criteria'  wiII  be ordered and
memorized by a computer, and wiII  supply the  rintermediate
users'  with  all  the concise and precise  information  they may
need.
The cooperation with  the Ufficio  del  Massimario della
Corte di  Cassazione,  the Ufficio  Studi of  the Parliament,
B7the Corte Costituzionale,  the European Communnty, the FAO,
together with  the  lt-alian  and foreign  members of  the
scieritific  committee of  IDAIC, w-Lll higtrly  facilitate  the
search of  the sources of  informatirf,n.
The compTexitg
The complexity of  modern methods and the aba:ndonm<:nt by the State
of  the former l-aissez-faire  attitudes,  both ,as rec;ards relat.ions
between  owners,,  farmers and workers and as regards prodrrction
trends,  have urravoidably IeC t-o an increase.in  the number of  regu-
Iations  affectj-ng relations  bertween private  ,:itizens  ancl govern-
ment in  the administrative  control  of  econom.ic  iss;ues.
This growth j-n the volume of: legislation  and adn:inj_strative
regulations  is  more marked in  agriculture  th,an in  other areas of  the
economy, Since a good entrepreneur  cannot tal<e effective  decisions
unless he knows; what the legal- consequencei; ,cf his; action wilt  be
(incentives,  m€)re supervision,  no effect,  .rctive  cliscouragement
or prohibition)  it  seems desir:abIe to  offer  ,agricr.rltural entrepreneurs
or public  organizat.ions  fast,  accurate and c,rncise: informatj-on  on
requlations  af f ecting  their  work and on the ,adminj-stratr ve proce-
dures for  implementing them.
With this  ain  in  view the lrLstitute  of  Intr:rnatj-onal and Compara-
tive  Agricultur:al  Law (Istit.uto  di  diritto  ar;raric> internazional-e
e comparato  (IDAIC), a public  body establishr:d in  Florence, P:-azza
d'Azeglio  39, of  which I  have the honour t<t lce Cherirman, has in-
cluded plans for  a d.ata bank on agricultural  law j-n its  program.
The project  is  based on existj.ng models whic.h cov€)r all  aspects of
law and not  just  one area, but. which on the,cther  hand only collect
the data produced by one sourcre. f  am referr:Lng irr particular  to  the
records office  of  the Supreme Court of  Cassation  (Ufficio  del
Massimario dell-a Suprema Corter di  Cassazione) which electronically
processes,  compriles  and makes available  to  usiers aLlI the ahstracts
of  the  judgemerrts  of  that  Court,  and to  lega.I dater bank of  the
Institute  for  Legal Documentat.ion of  the Nat:lonal Research Council
(Consiglio Nazi.onale delle  Ricerche) which e.Lectronically processes
compiles and merkes available  t.o users abstr:ar;ts of: papers appearing
in  legal  journeils.
The data bank to  be set up bry the Institrrte  of  l.nternational  and
Comparative Agr:icultural  Law rr'ill  perform tr similerr task,  and in
addition  to  the: data proc€SS€dL by the records offi.ce  of  the Court
of  Cassation arrd those processed. by the data bank of  the Institute
of  Legal Docume:ntation wiIl  in.clude data fi:orn the following  sources:
-  judgements b1' the Court of  J'ustice of  the lSurope:an  Communiti-es
on matters concerning agricult.ure;  important decisions in  the
Member States on matters concerning agriculture;  i.mportant decisions
by ltalian  courts  on matters concerning agri<:ultur:e;
-  Italian  Iegislation  on agriculture;  regula'tions and circulars
issued by publi.c authorities  in  Italy  on mat,Lers croncerning  agri-
culture;  import.ant measures ta.ken by the Er.rropean Economic
Community  with  regard to  agriculture;  important leLws, regulations
and circulars  on matters concerning agriculture  irL the Member  States;
-  important draft  legislation  in  ltaly  and abroad; important
BBproposals  for  regulations  and directives  in  the European Community;
-  scientific  works published independently  and not  as contribution
to  journals;  foreign  papers (from the Member States);
-  agricultural  customary law;
-  administrative  practice,  new forms of  liaison  between practical
operators  not expressly included in  existing  regulations.
Abstracts based on data from the above sources and classified
according to  an index carefully  drawn up by the leading e><perts in
the field,  will  be entered in  a computer which can then provide the
intermediate user with  accurate and comprehensive  information  on
any problem of  agricultural  law, with  an indication  of  the source
so that,  if  he wishes, the user can immediately study the question
in  greater depth.
For some time the  IDAIC has been developing indexes for  material
relating  to  agricultural  legislation  which, since they are intended
to  provide the framework for  a comprehensive information  service in
this  sectorrare more detailed  than the indexes used for  similar'
non-sectorial  services such as those referred  to  above.
The 'replies'  provided by a computer containing stored data proc-
essed and classified  on the basis of  the criteria  mentioned  above
must satisfy  the requirements not only of  the intermediate user
who wants to  have the main elements of  the  legal  data and problems
presented. in  a form which is  comprehensible  to  the layman, but  also
of  the specialist  for  whom the task of  searching for  sources could
be made considerably  easier.
The preparatory work for  the management of  a data bank on agri-
cultural  law could be facilitated  by cooperation  agreements  with
the records office  of  the Court of  Cassation and the data bank of
the Lnstitute  for  Legal Documentation,  both of  which are normally
willing  to  cooperate in  the dissemination of  legal  data.
As regards the other  sources of  information,  the  IDAIC would
establish  contact with  the research departments  of  the Lower and
Upper Houses of  the Italian  Parliament, the Constitutional  Court,
the European Economic Community,  the FAO, with  foreign  associates
and members of  the Instituters  scientific  committee and with  the
Ministry  of  Agriculture  and Forestry.
The project  outlined  above would be of  interest  to  the  'inter-
mediate users'  of  information,  such as the provincial  agricultural
inspectorates,  the development  boards, the first  and second d.egree
cooperatives, the land reclamation syndicate,  the land improvement
syndicates, trade union and professional  organisations  in  agricul-
ture,  the producersr  associations,  and fanners.  Associations and
individuals  approached  so far  have shown considerable  interest  in
the project,  which they consider will  be very useful.  As was said
before,  the project  itself  will  benefit  not only  the intermed.iate
users but also those whose work is  concerned with  practical  aspects
of  law,  such as magistrates,  officials,  barristers,  notaries  and
academic  lawyers.
IDAIC Data Bank project
This list  only  concerns Italian  agrarian law. Lists  will  be compiled
B9from other countries,  taking  :Lnto account relevant  differences.
1. Agricultura.I  law: sources, historical  sou.rces, agricultural
codes, communiEy regulations,  national  legislatio.n,  regional  legis-
Iation,  administrative  regulaiLions  .
2.  Agriculture:  agricultural  structures,  agricultural  -levelopment,
agricultural  g'r:idance (and guie.rantee), forestryr  rstockbreedingr
fish  farming,  ;activities  connected with  agricultu.re.
3.  Land ownership: social  role  of  land ownership, public  ownership,
collective  ownr:rship, joint  use, public  concerns, private  property,
Iatifundi,  uncr,rltivated  land,  land reform, reorga::ization of  the
Iand,  land consolidation,  lan<1 reclamation, Iand .Lmprovement,  land
cooperatives,  :Eorest ownership.
4.  Agricultura.I  entrepreneur: entrepreneurs  farmi::rg as a main
occupation, owJ:]er-occupier/t.enant farmer, joint  undertakings, staff
working for  enE.repreneur, cessation annuities.
5.  Farmers' corrperatives: pro<luctive cooperatives, servicing  co-
operatives,  prtf,cessing  cooperatives.
6.  Agricultura.I  contracts:  tenancy, leasing to  te::ant farmers, share
farming on a family  basis,  shilre farming on an inrlividual  basis,
profit  sharing,  livestock  leasing,  land improveme:rt  tenancy, herit-
able Iease.
7.  Farms: farm unit,  succession on farm, stocks.
B. Agricultura.I  credit:  operating loans (producti(il  loans,  equip-
ment acquisition  loans),  land improvement  loans,  ,ngricultural  credit
guarantees,  crr:dit  notes,  agr:Lcultural privileges,  arrangement for
agricultural  c:redit.
9.  Labour in  a<;riculture:  farrn managers, farm emp.Loyees, agricultural
wage earners,  :Earm hands, pensions, cessation annr:ities.
10. Agriculturirl  trial:  judges specializing  in  ag:riculture,  judges
competent in  miltters  of  agriculture,  arbitrators,  experts.
11, Agricultural  administration:  Ministry  of  Agrir:ulture,  national-
level  administ:ration,  regionsr governftent  agencies.
L2. Common agr:Lcultural markeL: agricultural  prodr-lcts, interventions,
guarantees,  ta:rget prices,  inLervention prices,  L:vies,  refunds,
producers' associations,  EAGGII, intervention  agenr:ies, subconstrac-
tors.
13. Agricultural  taxes:  land :legistration,  rates,  tax  on income from
agriculture,  Vi\T.
74. Rural welfare.
15. Agricultural  associations,,
90IMAG data service
G. van de Werken, Institute  of  Agricultural  Engineering' Wageningent
the Netherlands
Sumnarg
The II|IAG-DATASERVICE  consists  of  a number of  data bases
and a number of  calculation  programs about management, in
this  case labour and economics  concerningr arable farm,
cattle  breeding  and horticulture.  The data bases are
built  up as matrices with  activities  in  the rows and
specifications  in  the  columns.  These data bases have been
put  as data files  into  the memory of  a computer to  be
available  for  electronical  working up. Computer programs
are developed to  help in  decision making. Several of  these
programs have access to  the data files  thus using them as
information  sources.
The data of  the  files  have been obtained by special
studies by collecting  data of  former investigations  and
by using Predetermined  Motion Time Systems. Till  now some
files  are in  use as complete filled  up files,  others are
incomplete or  are in  preparation.  Examples of  files  are:
data of  field  work activities,  transport  and loading/un-
Ioading activities,  activities  in  glasshouses.
About fifteen  prograrns are available  in  the  IIIAG-DATA-
SERVICE. Most of  these programs use data from the data
files.  These programs give quantitative  information  on a
wide scale of  problems. This scale runs from calculating
a tasktime of  a single  operation to  a whole Management
Information System in  horticulture.
The data bases are in  use as:
-  archives;
-  background to  provide computerprograrns  of  information.
The data bases and much more the  computerprograms  are
used to  become quantitative  information  at  planning,
comparison of  work methods and machines.  Users are:
-  farmers and extension service;
-  manufacturers and dealers of  machines;
research workers;
schools.
The computer which is  used at  the moment is  a DEC 10
installed  in  the Computer Centre of  the Agricultural
University  at  Wageningen. The installation  has a time
sharing and batch system.
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During 1972 l-,fue Institute  of  Agricultural  Errgineering at  Wageningen
started  a data service  consisting  of  two data bases and four  com-
puter programs, which used data from the bases. This system is
called  IMAG-DATASERVICE.
In  the meantime the data service grew to  a data. bank (data bases)
and a calculation  service  (programs), Programs and data bases were
developed on farm management concerning arable fa.rming, cattle
breeding  and horticulture.  Several research workers in  the institute
developed programs in  their  specialities.
Data fiTes
After  the  Secc,nd  World War, many time studieis wete made on all  kinds
of  activities  in  agriculture.  Besides these time studies Predeter-
mined Motion T'ime Systems were developed an<l are available  now.
From these sources, completed. with  special  studie:s, data bases have
been made. The data bases have been stored in  files  in  the memory
of  a computer so that  the data can be used l:y prc'grams.
The data files  are built  up as matrices wj-th activities  in  the
rows and specifications  in  the columns. All  actir,'ities  are coded
in  the first  element of  the rows. The meaning of  the codes is  to  be
found in  the c:oding lists,  A nurnlcer of  data filesi  has been completed'
other  files  are so far  incomplete and some f,iles  will  be set up in
the near future.
The files  are updated from time to  time when nerw activities  have
to  be added or when some elements  change their  verlue, e.9.  due to
the progress  crf technology in. machines.  Files  ar€r accessible as
direct  access files  or  as sequential files.
In  Appendix  1 a list  of  files,  operational  and in  preparation,  is
given,  and the size  when complete is  mentiotred or: estimated.
The contentsr of  the files  a.re very different,  ilependent on the
subject.  As ar:r example, the file  of  fieldwork,  consists at  this
moment of  194 rows of  fieldwork  activities  and 3l  columns of
specification.
In  the colunns are to  be found a number o:E elentent  times ' 
f actors
for  rest  and itisturbance,  a complex  of  I  chirracte:rs for  the working
route on the plot  and the type of  the machine, pr:eparation time'
factors  concer:ning the annual' costs of  deprr:ciatj-on and upkeep  and
interest.
Progrants
At the moment  17 programs are available.  l4ost us€: one or more data
files  as additional  input  besides actual  input  p::ovided by the user.
The intention  of  the programsi is  to  calculate  quantitative  informa-
tion  to  help the farmer in  decision making.
The working field  of  the program is  very wide. A nurnber of  programs
calculates  data for  partial  problems  like  task tj-mes for  milking
and all  kinds of  field  work' matching of  harvest systems' etc.
Furthermore  pt:ograms for  more complex problems  al:e available  e.g.
Farm Labour PJ-anning system, calculating  with  classes of  workability
92and the Management Information System in  Horticulture.
These programs use parts  of  other programs. This is  possible
while  a number of  programs has been organized as a main program with
subroutines, In  the main program input/output  is  organized and in
the subroutines  the calculation  procedure is  handled.
A part  of  the programs is  written  as a conversational program,
other programs at  batch versions,  and some have both possibilities-
Input is  given according  Lo a real  situation  on a farm'  alternatives
or  fictive  situation.  In  each program the number of  input  data
given by the user is  held as low as possible  in  relation  to  the
accuracy  of  d.escription of  the situation  and the exactness  of
calculation.  fhe data to  be provided by the user are mostly techni-
cal  data.  To help using the programs user-guides (in  Dutch) are
available  in  which input  and output are explained.  Appendix  2
contains a list  of  programs, operational  and in  preparation.  The
programs are written  in  FORTRAN IV-
Application
The II4AG-DATASERVICE  has been set up to  help farm managfers in
decision making on different  levels  of  comptexity: a single  activity,
harvest of  a crop,  or  the whole farm organization.
Specific  farm situations  are approximated  and problems formulated.
A solution  c€rn be obtained  stepwise or by optimization.  Besides
background information  for  the programs the data files  are also
used as archives.  They are the source of  information  about elements
of  aII  kinds of  activities  and can be given by the  computer. Complete
data bases will  be published too.  The II4AG-DATASERVICE  is  firstly
set up for  Dutch agriculture,  so that  the  language used is  Dutch.
But the system is  also applicable  in  other parts  of  the world;  of
course  other activities  would be added.
The users consist  of  the following  groups:
-  farmers and extension servicei
-  manufacturers and dealers of  machines;
-  research workers;
-  schools.
Farmers can consult their  regional  extension service,  Specialists
can help formulating questions and choosing suitable  solution
methods i.c.  programs. Other people can contact the  IMAG-DATASERVICE
directly.  Schools with  a terminal  connection to  the  same Computer
Centre can run the proqrams directly.
To test  and introduce the possibilities  of  the  IMAG-DATASERVICE
seminars  and workshops  have been organized and are still  going on
with  farmers, members of  the extension service  and lecturers  of
schools.
Costs
Per program costs are fixed.  They consist  of  initial  costs and an
amount per run.
93Computer
The IMAG-DATASERVICE  is  operat-ing  in  the computer of  the Agricultural
university  at  wageningen. The computer is  of  the -type DEC system 10
with  time sharing and batch systems. some technicirl  data of  the
computer are:
-  central  memory 256 K words;
-  4 disc  drives;
-  magnetic tape units;
-  card readeri
-  paper tape puncher  and reader;
-  plotter  and cassette reader;r
Iine  printer  and graphic ter:minal
40 asynchrone telephone lines  for  terminals.
Input/Output
The r}IIAG-DATASIIRVTGE is  using this  computer .iria terminals  and by
means of  cards and papertape i.nput.  The way of  program :-nput is
related  to  the type of  the program. conversational_  input. comes via
the terminal  di.rectly  from the user.  Another way i-s via  the punched
cardsr papertape making and input  fire.  This is  al-so possible by
typing  a file  l'ia  the terminal.. Short output is  pr:inted out by the
terminal,  more extensive output  comes via  the rineprinter  of  the
computer centre:. output width variates  from72 cheracters to  132
characters per line.
ConcJ-usions
The IMAG-DATASE|RVICE  is  running five  years. Calcul.ations were made
to  solve specia.l farm problems, to  do investigations  and to  make
catalogues. The number of  d.ata, bases and proqrams grew. This number
is  stirr  growing; severar data bases and. programs are developed and
tested.
rn a time of  increasing difficulties  in  fa::m man,agement it  is
necessary to  ha.ve suitable  tools  to  come to  tr good. decision.
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94Appendix 1. List  of  data fiLes
Name of  the file Dirnensions
(rows x variables)
1 Field  work activities  194 x  31
2 Transporting and (un) Ioading related
to  fieldwork  146 x  20
3 Cattle  breeding activities  150 x  29
4 Transporting and (un) Ioading related
to cattle breeding  140 x 15
5 Data about activities:
-  period of  performance  )
-  sensibility  to  the weather )  100 x  45
-  type of  distribution  )
6 Distribution  tables  over the year of
activities  50 x  27
7 Workability  data of  fieldwork  20 x  24
B Time standards of  activities  in
amenity horticulture  ?
9 Horticultural  activities  5O0O x  21
10 Transporting in  horticulture  I  750 x  17
1.1 Transporting in  horticulture  II  750 x  18
12 Production data in  horticulture  1000 x  27
13 Data about prices  etc.  500 x  27
14 Elemental data of  constructing
farm buildinqs  2000 x  7
Remark: The dimensions of  the file  concern the situation  when
the files  have been completed.
95Appendix 2.  List  of  programs
IMAG 20: Task times for  cattl=  breeding
IMAG 55: Task times for  field  work activities
IMAG 57: Task times for  chains of  operations of  fieldwork
IMAG 83: Matching chains of  operations of  fieldwork
IMAC 04: Calculation  of  costs of  chains of  operations of  fieldwork
IMAG 30: Task times for  milki:rg
IMAG 31: Labou:r demand of  milking  during the year
IMAG 32: Q>tinizing  storage and spreading of' animal manure
rMAG 35: DeLermination  of  opt:imal repracing moment of  machines  and
calcu,Lation of  costs
IMAG 33: Farm-i-ng task and machinery
IMAG 34: Calcu.Iation  of  labou:r income on an arabl,e farm
IMAG 40: Farm .Labour Planning  System
IMAG B0: Compa:rison  of  hand p:Lcking and mechanical  cutting  of
mushq:oms
IMAG 82: Deter:nining optimal picking  moment of  mushrooms
II\4AG B1: Economical comparison of  working methods in  horticulture
IMAG 83: Task 'Eimes in  horticulture
IMAG BB: Management Informations System in  hortic'.:,1ture
Infor:nation  System for  costs of  construct.ing  agricultural
build:Lngs
96Bavarian agricultural  information system
(BALIS )
J.  Haimerl, Bayerisches  Staatsministerium fur  Erndhrung, Landwirt-
schaft und Forsten, Bonn-Duisdorf,  Federal Republic of  Germany
Sutrnnatg
BALIS is  a logical  concept for  organization  and evaluation
of  agricultural  data.  It  is  realized  as a system of  data-
bases and a software system to  store  and manipulate those
data.  By the time it  consists of  40 physical  IMS- data-
bases. Various databases are concatenated by pointers  or
have secondary indices.
BALIS is  a database  system, covering the area of  the
agricultural  administration  of  Bavaria. There are data
concerning the  'primary-statistic'  and data concerning
lstatistic  of  agricultural  administration'.  The data are
stored in  different  aggregated  form at  BAllS-databases.
The 'Agrarleitplan',  as a special planning system of
the'Bayerisches  Landesplanungsgesetz  r,  is  structured  in
two concatenated  databases. The different  subsidies and
grants of  agriculture  does yield  a subsystem  of  BALIS.
The data of  econorn-ic situation  of  farmers together with
their  bookkeeping data also results  in  a subsystem, either
areas of  existing  databases or  separate databases. The
architecture  and planning of  agricultural  buildings  is
another subsystem (ISBAU) of  16 physical  databases. For
the plant  production  (soil  analysing ,  etc. )  are structured
databases or parts  of  existing  databases. The animal
production makes up a further  subsystem of  BALIS. A sepa-
rate  subsystem  is  being built  for  the monthly market reports.
The documentation  of  the scientific  agricultural
literature  is  organized and structured  in  STAIRS/DLI.
For the processing  and evaluation of  data,  stored under
BALIS, a software system was developed which does enable
the enduser to  define,  to  modify and to  start  his  data
processing at  the terminal.  fhis  wiII  be realized  by a
communicationmonitor  and a data-  and programdocumentation
system.
Introduction
BALIS is  a loqical  concept for  the organization  and evaluation of
agricultural  data using data processing methods.  BALIS consists of
two components which are responsible,  1) for  data-organization  and
data-storage  (DORIS), 2)  for  information  retrieval  and data evalua-
tion  (LINGUA)  .
DORIS currently  covers approximately  40 physical  data banks plus
97further  sequentially  structured  datasets.  Thel DORIS-data banks use
IMS as basic software,  the oLher datasets, which are short or
medium termed,, are VSAM (virtual  sequential. access method) organized.
LINGUA is  a teleprocessing oriented  commancl  and control-system'
which enables the user to  define his  problems  and execute them
using a screen as input/output  device.  Once defined the problems
(Jobs) may be saved and thereafter  changed at  any time.  The user
take advantage of  the following  capabilities:  special  command.-
Ianguage and a complete  programming- and data documentation  system.
Existinq  programs are stored as functions  in  a modul library.
Security-measures provide in  each case the n€lcessary  deqree of
security  of  access.
DORIS is  divided  into  several logical  subsl,s;sms (see Scheme 1),
which may be independent  data banks or part.s of  data banks.
This contribution  describes those subsyst.ems  which have a formated
structure  data structure;  it  does not  considelr  agricultural
documentation, which was the subject of  an eetrlier  symposium,
Agriculturaf  structure/ agr icuLturaf  planning subsgstem
The main aspects are  3
-  the fietd  of  joint  primary and specialized  statistics;
-  the agricultural  guideline  planning as a specialized planning
feature  based on the Bavarian Agricultural  Pl-anning and Development
Act of  B August t974. This is  a specialized plan within  the context
of  the Bavarian law on regional  planning and development.
The statistical  data are collected  in  a special  statistical  data
bank. A statistical  evaluation  system makes i.t  possible to:
-  determine areas to  be evaluated;
-  build  up tables;
-  print  tables;
-  output data;
-  define  graphics;
-  plot  graphics.
Data for  the agricultural  guideline  plan ar:e stored in  two logic-
ally  connected data banks. The agricultural.  quideline  plan consists
of  two steps:
-  recording  and evaluating  available  areas of  land suitable  for
agricultural  purposes i
-  working out of  objectives-conception and statements,  in  particular
with  regard to  the use of  these areas.
The aims of  the agricultural  guideline  plan are:
-  to  guarantee food supplies;
-  to  maintain,  cultivate  and organize arable land;
-  to  safeguard agricultural  interests  in  the context of  planning;
-  to  evaluate areas under different  -oroducticln conditions;
-  to  secure suitable  land for  agricultural  purposes;
-  to  work out objectives  for  areas not  suitable  to  agriculture;
-  to  establish  foundations for  purpose-oriented  regional  develop-
ments.
In  short,  to  elaborate guidelines  for  a wel-I thcught-out  and
Iogical  development of  rural  areas.
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PRIMARY  STATISTICS'FinanciaT  supg;'orting'  subsgstem
Data concerning: the financial  support of  individua.I  farms are stored
as part  of  the farm data bank. Data for  supporting market structure
form part  of  an.other data bank. A systemati-cally  s,tandar:dized  data
Section  was worked out  for  all  Supporting meilsuresr in  the allowance
sheet.
Every support. measure has a unique code nurnber for  the type of
support.  The fi.nancial  tgssurcr€s for  support:Lng  puLrposes are pro-
vided with  a code, the first  Frosition  denoting  ther support group -
for  example  subsidYr public  loan etc.  Each dr:cision to  award a
grant  also has a mandatory basic data section.  Data specific  to
support  measur€rs may be recorded if  necessary.
t Fatm management/auditingt  subsgstem
A basic  account-ing entry  for  every farm prov:i-ded vrith accounting
statistics  is  s;tored in  the  f arm data bank. Data c>n transactions
and characteris;tic  values calclulated from these data are stored in
a segment type which is  hierar:chically  depen,lent of  the principal
entry.  The Dat;rsheets 'Farm development  planr  and rAccountingt  are
stored as segments of  the farn  data bank. Calculal-ions  for  the
organization  of  agricultural  f:arms, the minimizinc; of  costs for
individual  procluction processers (for  examp.Le feedj-ng) ar:d the
optimization  oj: agricultural  npdels in  the c,cntexi: of  regional
planning and development are ilone using linear  opLimization  methods.
Standard data  rlfor example steindard matrices)  and data relating  to
specific  problems (input  and output data)  are stol:ed in  a special
data bank system. Up to  five  erlternative  organizaLional  patterns
may be calculated  for  each inilividual  farm (up to  10 combinations
for  the minimii:ation of  food costs).  A table  gene::ating system makes
it  possible  to  present the cal-culated results  in  Lhe desired form.
The results  of  the actual  or:ganization patterns  and the selected
target  organization  patterns  of  optimization  for  supporting indivi-
dual investrnent in  agriculture  and forestry  are s1:ored in  the farm
data bank. Farrn planning data concerning staff,  mt:chanization  etc.
are not yet  stored.
' AgricultutaL  <:onstruction'  sttbsgstem
The agricultur;rl  construction  information  system 'ISBAU" consists
of  17 physical  data banks. Thr: basis is  the standard service manual
of  the GAEB (Gemeinsamer  Ausschuss  fur  Elektronik  in  Bauwesen)
Joint  Committee  on Electronics; in  BuiLding Enginer:rin$). The cata-
logue of  achie'/ements which a:re required in  this  ,:ontext are issued
accordingly.  Tl:ese catalogues produced by data pr'f,cessing  methods
are sent in  the course of  a w:rite out to  tender t,l  the tenderers.
Received offers  containing pr:Lce quotations are stored and checked.
fhus the most ild.vantageous offer  is  obtained. A s;gecial ltem-Cata-
logue is  compi.Ied for  each user.  The priced  items are applied in
accordance with  a pre-determined schedule fc,r the determination of
reg.ionalized and average prices  per item brc,ken  dcwn into  time
categories.  Frrcm the individuill  prices  per item structural  units/
100models  may be quoted in  conjunction with  priced  items for  planning
of  building  costs  (cost estimate).
tPTant production'  subsystem (ISPFLANZ)
Data in  this  subsystem  come from:
-  The land survey (part  of  the farm data bank):  In  addition  to
special basic data on the farmer making the request a detailed  field
report  and laboratory  analyses of  soil  samples  (approximately
50 000 per year)  are collectedt
- quality control (special data bank); surveys of harvested
products and laboratory  analyses are carried  out  for  this  purposet
-  The Bavarian survey on the different  varieties  of  field  crops
(special data barik). Results are collected  and evaluated  according
to  various mathodological  considerations.
-  Crops file  (part  of  the farm data bank): For selected cultivated
areas all  activities  from preparation  of  the seed bed to  the harvest
including  all  expenditure  and yield  recordings are collected  and
evaluated.
-  Meteorological and climatic  reports  from meteorological stations
(special  data bank) -  still  at  the planning stage.
'Animaf production'  subsgstem
Several data banks produce data for  the animal production subsystem.
These are data recorded from various yields,  for  example milk  yieldl
records of  the number of  animals slaughtered  and progeny tests.  The
farmers mutual aid  organizations such as producer groups (for
example milk  producers, beef and pork producers and piglet  breeders
etc.)  record and manage these data,  which are stored at  the Bavarian
ltinistry  of  State for  Food, Agriculture  and Forestry.  It  is  there-
fore possible  to  use the software available  at  the Ministry.
tl4arket sttucture-  reports t  subsgstem
Administrative  marketing data are collected  in  a market structure
data bank. These include:
-  data to  support the market structurei
-  the monthly informations  for  the food and agriculture  report
(in  accordance with  the notifications  to  be made by warehouses  and
diaries)
.  on cereals and cereal products  (trends in  level  of  stocks);
.  for  milk  and milk  products (trends in  level  of  stocks);
-  weekly deliveries  of  livestock  to  Bavarian slaughter houses.
The monthly information  for  the food and agriculture  report  and
the weekly trends in  livestock  supplies and price  structure  at
Bavarian slaughter houses are drawn up.
Final observations
This report  can give only  an overview of  BALIS by setting  out  the
individual  subsystems.  It  was not possible  to  consider in  detail








































































































































































































































































etechnical  aspects of  data banks involved in  the retrieval  and
evaluation of  the stored data were by-passed. There will,  however,
bu further  opportunities  to  consider some aspects of  these problems
in  the discussion.Di scus sions
Discussrons of  the sessrons
The Symposium <lea1t with  three areas in  agricultu::e:  animal produc-
tion  and food Lechnology,  plant  production and ag::icultural  manage-
ment information  systems. The discussions that  took place in  the
separate sessions involved prj-nciples  conmon to  a-LI three areas and
for  this  reason they are summarized together.  As .r preliminary  to
the discussions,  it  was agreecl that  the deEinition  of  the term
'Data Bank' might be taken fo:: granted but  at  the  same time it
should be understood that  a Data Bank should be a permanent system,
deriving  its  data from sever:al- sources and managecl in  srrch a way as
to  be put  to  many different  applications  accordinq to  the wishes of
the user,
The followinq  factors  featu::ed prominently in  the discussion:
-  need for  Data Banks;
-  cost of  settj-ng up and maint-enance;
-  rights  of  Data Bark owners ;rnd usersi
-  validity  and updating  of  contents of  Data Banks;r
-  interpretation  of  contents of  Data Banks;
-  links  and exchanges between  Data Banks;
-  role  of  gove::nment and indus;try in  use and support of  Data Banks;
-  training  of  experts and users of  Data Banks.
These are dealt  with  below but  are not allocated  ;rny priority.
Need for  Data Ilanks
Many factors  p::ompt the need to  set up a Data Banlc. Examples were
given where the need for  orgarrized data systems ar:ose from a clear
administrative  or  scientific  problem. In  other  cas;es the Data Bank
was establishecl  as an academic  exercise which subsequently  expanded
and proved to  be of  wide inter:est.  Sornetimes  data accumulated  within
an organisation  until  it  reached an extent  and complexity  which
handicapped its;  use without  cl-assification,  organ:Lsation and com-
puterisation.  Ultimately,  the need is  justified  blr the extent  to
which the Data Bank is  used and it  was stressed  b1r most delegations
that  the purpose of  the Data llank is  to  meet the need of  users of
data and not  of  the data proc€:ssors. It  also becarne apparent that
in  many if  not most cases, Data Banks will  fulfil  needs that  were
not possible  to  identify  at  the outset  and that  ttre justification
for  continued  existence may change with  the passing of  time.
104Cost of  setting  up and maintenarLce
In  most of  the sysLems  described hardware and programming  expertise
was availal:Ie  within  the organisation.  Discussion of  costs there-
fore  centred about system and software development and the staff
required to  manage the Data Bank. It  appeared that  the number of
staff  directly  involved was small,  possibly  only one and rarely
more than three or  four.  However  back-up requirements might be
large  depending upon circumstances,  and iri  some cases working groups
or  advisory committees have been established.  Development  times of
between one year and six  years were cited.  It  was generally  agreed
that  most parent organisations failed  to  recognise  the importance of
Data Banks thereby making development a slow process and future  exist-
ence unsettled.  Generally information  on the costs of  the Data Banks
described was sparse. In  most organisations  those engaged in  Data Bank
work are also workinq in  other areas and it  is  difficult  to  make ap-
propriate  financial  assessments. Sometimes  (e.9.  Agrodata described
by M. allaya)  the initial  costs are borne by the parent institute  (in
this  case the Institut  Mediterann6en-CHEAM)  but  subsequently some in-
come is  derived by sales of publications  based upon the Data Bank
contents.  However it  may be said that  no instarrces of  a truly  commer-
cial  approach to  meeting costs were cited.
Rights of  Data Bank owners and users
The problem of  the rights  of  access to  data was raised but no clear
conclusions were reached. Commonly the providers  of  data have no
controL over the use to  which their  data is  put  once it  is  put  into
the system, and this  may be a factor  that  contributes  to  the apparent
reluctance to provide data that  some workers have encountered. For
instance only 50 out of  500 requests for  information  from M.AIIaya
were answered. Some questions inevitably  raise  problems  of  confi-
dentiality  and may be of  strategic  importance to private  industry.
Nevertheless there is  a considerable  volume of  information  within
both governments  and industry  which could be profitably  shared on a
national  and even a world basis.
fn  some areas,  for  instance Data Banks on milk production'  soil
science, animal disease, where the  system is  set up primarily  for
the benefit  of  the agricultural  community'  this  problem is  only of
minor concern. However the other  areas were cited  (e.9.  food conta-
mination) where the Data Bank owner would be reluctant  to  allow
access by outside persons or  organisations because  of  the danger
of  misuse of  the data by those without  background knowledge  or
necessary expertise.  There was however no intention  to  withhold  the
information but to  provide it  only  together with  expert advice on
its  interpretation  (See: Interpretation  of  contents of  Data Banks)  .
Validity  and updating of  contents of  Data Banks
It  was pointed out that  there is  no standard of  the value of  data,
its  authenticity  or valid.ity.  In  one j-nstance (Dr Haendler,  INFIC)
it  was practice  at  one time to  eliminate  doubtful  data.  Currently
all  data is  put into  the  system but  some is  tagged for  certain  pur-
poses e.g,  because  its  validity  is  in  doubt or  because it  is  atlpical.
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of  data wil-]" ber made before.Lnsertion  into  the Data Banl.l .  fire
conc.i-usion  that. must be reache,d is  that  it  mr:st ber left  to  the
system manageme:nt  to  decide wh.at approach -rs best in  inclividual
cases;. Neverthe:  less  it  is  felt.  that  the systtlm us€rr must- be made
awarer of  what t.he practice  is  in  particulai:  r:ases.
A s;imilar variety  of  approaches  exist  wit-h regard to  tLpdating of
t.he ctrata, although  in  some respect-s it  is  olear  thLat much depends
r,'.pon the  sourc€ls of  data.  ln  some Data Banl:s (e-9.  AGRODATA) a great
par:t of  the dat.a is  availablr:  on an annual basis  ;LlthoucJh previous
cata remains veLlid since it  refers  to  prevl-ot-1s ye.Lrs. Sj,milar
considerations apply to  MEDTST'AT  and CHRONOS, In  others,, data does
not. arise  at  sFrecific intervals  in  time ancl 1;heref:ore is; available
rilore or  less  continuously.  Sr:ch data may m;rJ<*: prel,ious r.ecords
invalid  or  out of  date and herre again diffr:rent  merthod.s are applied.
The ;:rractice employed by BALISI is  to  removo r:ld deLta to  an archive
from whence it-  can be retrieve,d if  requirecl; users; are expected to
indicate  Lhe per.iod of  their  i.nterest.
lnt-erpretation  of  contents cf  Data Banks
T'he problem  of  interpretat.io::r of  data is  a:;s<:ciated closely  with
rnost of  the otLrer factors  dirscussed.  It  is  c.Iear t.hat where access
is  direct  and umrestricted tl:rerre can be no i:rfluerrce exerted by the
cata hrank ol^/ners on the interp'rslation  of  cla'ta ancl the lrse to  which
it  c.ir: be ptrt.  This is  of  ler;s, concern if  Lhe dat;r has been previous-
ly  pul-,lished.  Pm opposiLe  extreme is  data de.rived from work special-
l.y comntissionedl e.g.  by gove.rnments,  but of  rrndoubted public  inter-
est.  T'his type of  data involves  contentious; sub jects  and data bank-
ownel:s may feel. that  no data s,hould be impa.rried  wj.thout expert
comment. iviany of  the data bank.s discussed lve:re hovrever concerned
with  specialist.  areas where sulch consideral-ions do not apply.
Links, and excharnges betr,veen Da.ta Banks
T'his t.opic was discussed at  greater  Length than arry other.  From the
discussions it  was possible  tc, distinguish  three types of  interaction
between Data Bernks according t.o the relative  natur:e of  their  respec-
tive  scie.ntific  or  technical  f ields,  i.e.  be,Lween:
-  data Banks de:aling with  the  salne or  simi-La:r dater within  the  same
or  similar  scie:ntific  or  techn.ical field;
*  dat.a Banks d.e:aling with  diff'erent  but  re-Lar:ed fj.elds  within  the
same oisgipline:  .  Examples are Data Banks c()n{lernirrg different  as-
pects of  cattle:  rearing  such a.s artificial  i:rsemination, breeding,
and milk  yield;
-  data Banks de:aling with  distantly  relate<l or  ap1)arentiy unrelated
fields  buL where links  might hle necessary  i:o facil itate  research or
establish  a trernd by comparingl data.  An eximple is; the possible
dependency of  f:ood composition. or  contaminat:ion  u;ron soil  composition
or  fertilizer  treatment.
The optimum l.evel,  link  or  e:xchange between  Dater Bank:; is  different
accordj-ng to  which of  these 'lhree situations  prevrril.  Vzrrious levels
were mentioned:
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as occasion might demand;
-  exchange of  data,  not necessarily  on a two-way basis;
-  exchange of  data on a regular  basis for  insertion  into  both Data
Banks;
-  inter-terminal  arrangement.
It  was clear  that  aII  delegates were aware of  the advantages of
Iinks  but very few links  existed  among those Data Banks repre-
sented at  the present time.  Those that  did  exist  were mostly of  the
simpler kinds and no terminaL arrangements were cited.  The diffi-
culties  that  need to  be overcome in  order to  promote greater  co-
operation between Data Banks were discussed in  some detaiL  and
emerged  as:
-  incompatibility  of  hardware;
-  use of  different  software;
-  use of  different  terninoloqv  and classifications  makincr data
incornpatible;
-  different  approaches to  editing  (validity,  confidentiality  etc.)
making data incompatible;
-  cost;
-  unavailability  of  skilled  workers.
It  was agreed it  is  unrealistic  to  expect different  workers to
standardize  equipment but that  differences  in  hardware could general-
Iy  be circumvented. Software differences  might be dealt  with  by
exchanges of  software or by developing  suitable  exchange  formats.
However before this  can be done it  will  be necessary  to  agree
terminology and develop glossaries.  This will  be a costly  endeavour
and involve  many workers. The cost and labour could be high  and
not always justifiable;  few of  the organisation  represented admitted
to being in  a position  to  meet these extra  demands.
In  spite  of  these arguments a view emerged that  as an essential
first  step to  promoting greater  co-operation between  Data Banks the
following  action  might be taken:
-  the compilation of  a list  of  existing  Data Banks with  details  of
operation,  staffing,  hardware, software etc.  and the state  of  devel-
opment as described by Tomlinson (1970)  UNESCO/IGO;
-  the development in  various fields  of  standard technology;
-  the examination of  ways and means to  provide finance and personel.
In  view of  complexity  of  the existing  situation  delegates  expressed
strongly  that  it  is  premature  to  envisage at  the present
time networks of  Data Banks. Insteadr  €rrcourdgernent should be given
by the Commission and by Governments of  l4ember States to  setting
up bilateral  links  which would require  the minimum  in  finance and
manpowers.
RoIe of  government  and industry  in  support of  Data Banks
Although instances  were quoted where the costs of  individual  Cata
banks were partially  met by sales of  publications  or  charges for
access to  data,  in  general organisations were dependent upon the
financial  arrangements made by their  parent organisations.  Support
is  more often  than not  barely  adequate and does not permit develop-
ment. It  was felt  that  industry  and government  should be made more
r0'7aware of  the importance of  we.Ll established Data :3anks and the
necessity of  providing  them wj.th a firm  foundation.  The major oil
companies already give  some support to  agriculture  data banks in
which they are interested.  Links between Data Banl(s are costly  to
set up and this  would perhaps be the major difficr:Ity  encountered
in  achieving the  agreed aims. Future developments shoulrl take heed
of  the costs involved at  all-  s;taqes.
Trainj-ng of  experts and usef:s of  data banks
It  was acknowledged  that  training  of  expert.s and rlsers .is desirable
for  several reasons. Trainirrg of  experts would facilitate  greater
efficiency  in  i:he running of. j-ndividual data banks and enable links
between data b.rnks to  be mor:e easily  set up. Training  o.E users
wou1d demonstrtrte the usefulness of  Data Banks, irrcrease their  use
and make possil>le  feedback  from users to  data banJis organisers,  thus
leading to  improved Data Bariks;. Most delegates ag::eed that  such
training  shoul<l be given prj-or:ity  in  future  progritms,
Gtoup djscuss:ons
Group 1,. Anima-L production ancl food technology
The Data Banks represented corzered the fields  of:
-  animal diseas;e;
-  milk  product:Lon;
-  cattle  regisLration  and ar:tj-ficial  insemination;
-  feedstuff  in:lormation and commercial informatiorl  on feedstuff
companies;
-  food composition and contamj-nation;
-  food, physical  properties  (projected)
Only one,  (II{FIC, feedingstuffs)  is  internation;rl  although  the
project  COST data bank of  the physical properties  of  foods wiII
also be so,  It  was observed ttrat  only two delegates at  the conference
are concerned rvith food technology as against purely  agricultural
matters.  The Group came to  the following  con.clusicns:
-  With a view Lo the establisirment  of  a clearing  house for  informa-
tion  about Data Banks, the Conrmunity  should build  up a classified
directory  of  Data Banks based upon a clear  definii:ion  of  the term
'Data Bankr and a classificatj-on  of  different  types of  Data Banks.
-  The establishment  of  compatj-ble  methodologies  arrd multilinguat
termj-nologies Lo facilitate  the interpretation  an<l interchange of
data between  d:Lfferent Data Bzrnks is  essential  .
-  The desirabi-Lity  and feasibj-Iity  of  establishinq  links  between
Data Banks which deal with  subjects transcending  "Local, national  or
narrow sectional  interests  should be invest.igated,
-  The communitlz should ensure the continued existr:nce of  those Data
Banks of  proven value to  the Community.
-  Since severa-L Data Banks use scientific  literattrre  as a source of
data,  the Community should establish  contact with  relevant  abstract-
ing  services w:Lth a view to  their  providing  input  for  certain  data
banks.
-  The Conmunitlz should emphasj-ze potential  users'  needs in  order to
108facilitate  and/or promote Data Bank development and maintanence.
-  The Community  should promote access to  European and International
Data Banks by developing countries.
-  The establishment  of  Data Banks containing integrated  data on
farm animals e.g.  milk  production,  milk  composition, feeding,
breeding, fertility,  disease etc.,  should be encouraged  within  the
Community.
-Since animal disease is  not  limited  by national  boundaries and
since information  on the  spread of  animal disease is  not easily
collected,  a clearing  house for  relevant  information  should be set
up. After  processing, the data would be presented in  documentary
form as suggested in  contract  A04 and eventually  in  machine  readable
form.  (it  was realized  that  this  subject was under discussion in  the
VETEC group but  the desirability  of  this  concept was endorsed).
-  Consideration  should be given to  the establishment  of  an informa-
tion  service on national  and international  legislation  on agriculture
and food products,  additives  and contaminants, with  special  reference
to  import/export.
Group 2.  Plant production
The data banks represented covered:
-  soil  sciences;
-  geneticst
-  cereal production.
It  was noted that  this  was far  from representative  of  the Data
Banks existing  within  the Group's area and in  particular  the follow-




-  tropical  crops.
Within this  subject there is  some co-operation and links  at  inter-
national  tevel  e.g.  in  animal husbandry and genetics respectively.
International  co-operation is  projected within  the RITOS network
the ISDEF exchange format (eelgium,  Canada and France) and the FAO
international  soil  Data Bank project  released. the previous month.
In  Italy  there are links  between  dat?r banks concerning fruit  trees
and cereal production.
It  was noted that  many Data Banks exist  outside the official
organisations within  the Member States.  Major industrial  organisations
have data banks of  their  own as weII  as making use of  publicly  owned
data banks and it  was regretted  that  representatives of  the  larger
agricultural  busirless concerns could not be at  the  Symposium.
The group came to  the following'conclusions:
-  There is  a need for  a full  survey of  existing  agricultural  data
banks in  the Community.  The survey should include  the major agri-
cultural  companies and cover both factual  data and the availability
of  know-how. It  should be based upon clear  definitions  of  terms
such as data bank, system, package etc.  and include details  of  soft-
ware, hardware as well  as actual  factual  content.  The state  of  de-
velopment of  the data bank should be recorded according to  the
IGU/UNESCO  recommendations  .
109-  The commission  miqht st.imul-ate activitiesr  by setting  practical
goars and favouring a step by step approactr.  Existing  Data Banks
of  wide interest  shourd be d.everoped rather  than ne\^/ ones opened
although  the corun-ission could open a new Datei Bank in  an area not
yet  served if  a clear  need could be demonstr;rted.
-  The Commission might set up a 'Referral  Centrer of  Dat.a Banks.
The first  stage might be a rnurtiringuar  us€:rsi guide to  Data Banks,
a d.irectory of  their  add.resses, an indicati.on  of  their  contents
and the name of  the person in  charge.
-  In  order to  exchange data trigh-level  persrorrnel will  be required
to  consider terminology.  stanclardization of  i-nput and processing
(especially  software) may be desirable.
-  There is  a need to  recognise the indepenclence of  exist.ing national
Data Banks. Fulr  co-operation between  them wj-lr  require  trained
personnel to  act  as experts.  Development of' t-hese Data Banks would
benefit  from Community support and the Comnris;sion should. be asked
to  investigate  the possibiliLy  of  such sup!)or-t for  on-gcing activi-
ties.  This might include  training  of  personnerl who will  be dealing
with  enquiries  from Ccnrmunity  users.
-  The content of  Data Banks shoul<1 include dertails of  the origin  of
the data and the way it  has been collected.  Ctareful investigation
shoul-d be made of  the legal  and economic (conmercial)  implications
necessitating  confidentiality.
-  Before procedures for  co-operation can be l"aid down it  is  desira-
ble  to  discuss priorities  with  users. cost wj.ll  be an important
factor.
-  when information  is  available  (from the proposed survey) the
Commission should convene a Co.nference of  owrlers and users of  Data
Banks to  consider what future  ,levelopments ar:e necessary  and t.o
agree priorities  for  future  actions,
Group 3. Agricultural  Managenrent Information System (AMIS)
The Data Banks represented co-r,ered the folloraring types of  data:
-  macroeconomic;
-  microeconomic;
-  information  and documentat:i.o:n;
-  operational  research;
-  socio-economic.
Numerous Data Banks are in  e:xistence in  thi..s field  in  the Member
States.  Those described at  the Conference arer predominantly regional
in  nature,  only MEDISTAT and IIDAIC having international  data
connections. There is  some pro:nise of  internatior:al  co-operation
concerning design via  direct  crcntact  between  those concerned (e.g.
documentation  K'TBL Data Bank). International  use of  these Data Banks
.is made difficult  by the regio:nal nature of  t.he stored data,  problems
of  softwar:e  and hardware compatibirity  and th.e use of  different
terminologry.
The group cam,3 to  Lhe follow.ing conclusions:
-  The dialogue ,cn AMIS Data Ba:rks initiated  a.t this  symposium  should
be continued.
-  A rist  of  AMrrS Data Banks shrruld be d.rawn up including  those in
operation or  in  the planning s-Lage.
110-  Contacts concerning Data Banks should be established between  the
Community  and governments  of  the Member States bearinq in  mind
costs and time factors.
-  There are no plans for  setting  up joint  Data Banks, even if  joint
documentation of  AMIS Data Banks is  desirable.
-  At present additional  close co-operation within  the Community
concerning AMIS Data Banks does not  seem essential.  For this  reason
it  is  not possible to  lay  down priorities  for  co-operation.List  of participants
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